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IHoDand, the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Town Where!

Folks Really lire

Volume Number 64!

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 10, 1935

Holland Fire
History

Holland's Black's at Station No. t before

News Items Taken From the

Files of
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
and Fifteen Years Ago Today

Trucks Drove Them in the Pasture.

And

Firefighting
WEEK

IfifHIBIBIB—

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK; ALSO ANNIVERSARY OF RIG FIRE

THIS

'

Holland

IS

OF

• •

Fighting

Days;
None

(Today It la Second to
with Motorized Equipment.

All this week is fire prevention
week throughout the nation. This
is a presidentialmandate and has
been for a number of years, and it
is a good mandate. It reminds
us that being carefulprevents our
best friend from being our worst
enemy. Humanity could not live
without fire, kept within bounds,
but at the same time humanity perishes when fire gets beyond these
bounds.
It is rather a coincidence that

TODAY

Dacaratad for a
July Panda

of Yeiteryear

4th of

• •

COUNCIL HOLDS

•

MKETINO BUT VOTf^
NEARLY A TIE
At the call of Mayor Eoacfcj
pecial meeting of the
owners on Van Raalte avenue:

„

held at the common council
last night to find out whether
owners ot property were
to pave that atreet under the
since the direct seeing would
considerable than If done la(
when the paving would have to
done the regular way.
.

_

NATIONAL FIRE PREVENTION

WEEK

HOPE COLLEGE PULL HAS
JUST BEEN PULLED OFF
As the News goes to press the
postponedannual pull took place
on the banks of Black river. The
sophomores pulled the freshmen

On pages 2 and 3 of section 2
of this issue will be found many

By Straw V<

Henry Johnson, a laborerat the
Hamilton brickyards, has set the
record of making the most mileage
on a single gallon of gasoline.

Johnson bet $50 against $25 that he
could make 26 miles or more on
one gallon of gas. To prove it he
went from Hamilton to Grand Rapid*. After making the disUnce
Johnson found that in going 88
miles he used only two gallons, avMarshal Ed Vaupel has wisely eraging 44 miles on one gallon.
decided to arreet every rowdy and
Note: That’s what
wnai the
me news
News said
loafer found “holding down"
15 years ago. P'
P'faso page Henry
corners on Sunday evenings
Ford so he can di
dig up this find of
after. The practiceon the part
a decade and a nan
ago
half ago.
Such
the boys of the city has bt
cars sure would be detriment to
festering nuisance and the
the ever increasing oil stations.
it is stopped the better it ...
• • •
for the reputationof our fair
Rev. W. Trapp, formerly of ZeeNote: A few years later lada U land,
now of Grand Rapids, preachcade church doors and wholeaala
ed his farewell sermon to his conrest* were made to stop this Bofgregation Sunday and will go to
day nuisance. Then the motor
nn Arbor to take a post-graduate
Ann
came and girls were accosted
work in philosophy at Michigan
the etreetsby young snobs who
university. He will be sssisUnt
vited them for a nde. ThU,
to Dr. Wenley, very able faculty
was stopped through many

Van Raalte A'
Paving Sel

as he was following the plow.

•

unfortunate man, Wiemera
of East Saugstuck, who was so terribly gored by a Jersey bull, died
Friday of hit injuries. Note: In
the early days there were many
deaths from bull goring before the
rentieman cow was being governed
by methods that made the bull safe
in a bull pen, now common on
many farms.
• • •

in the Early

Holland'i Fir* Craw and Hera Ladder Track

I

The

1871

Had Grade Fire

AppartUu

FIFTY YEARS AGO

Number

City Engineer Jacob

54/

Rain Does Not

ENGAGEMENT OF BATTLE
CREEK-HOLLAND COUPLE
IB

Dampen Ardor
Of Celebration

ANNOUNCED

A

pleasing announcement was
made on the evening of Monday,
September 80, when Mr. and Mrs.
James Sterling Woodward of 138
Oaklawn avenue, Battle Creek,
made known the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Helen Wright

stated that the work could bo
at a cost of approximately
per foot to property owners, u
the PWA, as against $7 per
ordinarily.

There was considerable
elon on tho matter. Hope
owns nearly a 1,000 feot_on
Raalte evenue and C. J. ..
of the board did not favor
at thiz time since the
tution could 111 afford this
now.
Austin Harrington stated
although he wished to
with the majority of the ____ ,
thought they should not lose si
of tho tremendous saving to
made by getting the street
under JB
from the
ore of the city
near,
H.Kostere'
tout the
ability of heme owners losing
homes under an increased tax
den.
Others stated that property
ue would increase with pevea
duet would be done away with,
the difference between $4.80
running foot If paving waa d„
now or $7.00 a running foot If pm
ing was done in the future, was j
saving worth considering.

announcements relative to National
Fire Prevention Week. A message
from Mayor Bosch, advice from our
NEARLY 5,000 GATHERED ON
able Chief Blom, and pictorial obthrough the stream after a tough
FIRST DAY: GUESTS SECweek on October 8. when Mrs. battle. This is always an outstand- ject lessons, causes of many serimember.
OND DAY CAME DEWoodward, to Mr. Edgar Philip
O'Leary’s cow kicked over the lan- ing event in college activities short- ous fires are shown. Citizensare that followd.
SPITE DOWNPOUR.
Landwehr,son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
tern that destroyed the greater ly after school opens. The time advised to keen these common
* • •
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
VEREEKE
H. Landwehr of “Hazelbank," HolThe contractfor erectinga lifepart of Chicago with a toll of lives was postponedfor ten days since causes in mind, for by being careAGO TODAY
OPENS EVENT
ful, real fire prevention is prac- saving sUtion at Holland waa let
land.
that could never be estimated.
the water was high and murky.
The announcementwas made at
The Holland City News has re- Anyway the winning class came ticed. Remember page 2 and 3, to Maxted & Newcombs of ManiZeeland's
homecoming
and
fall
section2.
Fully 1,000 people saw the sopha dinner given at the home of the
stee for |5,510. There were other
peatedly given the story, how on down town with a long cable that
festival officiallyopened yestere class
class of Hope
' lope college
parents of the young lady, to a
college take
bidders,including“Heine" Te Rol- omore
the 10th of October, 1871, the city serves the purpose from year to
day at 1:30. When Mayor David
impromptu
ipromptu bath in Blao
group of eight young women, intiler, $7,575. Construction will beck river
was laid in ashes when a fierce year.
Vereeke cut the ribbon that had
m the ires
when
freshman class won the
mate friends of Miss Woodward.
ly. From time to time new addi- gin soon.
forest fire was swept into it by a
annual tug-of-war across the been stretchedacross Main street, Miss Woodward is very popular at
tions have been made. Besides the
a heavy wind. That calamity is
official celebration in connection
direct pressure waterworks, the
now long past. Upon those ruins
Postmaster William Verbeek has stream. One by one the 22 sopho- with the widening and improve- Battle Creek where her fundamental education was acquired at the
augmenting of the pumpers and the receivedthe first installmentof the mores were pulled through the
a new city has been built. Our sleep, at least for that night.
The city authoritiessoon found chemical department has made Hol- new specialdeliverystamps. The deepest part of the river. Some ment of that street of our neigh- public schools there. She finished
eta, parks, public buildinn, in
boring
city
was
opened.
The
mayor
that wells were entirely inadequate. land about as immune from fire as
her preparatory course at Holton
stamps are oblong in size, being "sophs” were thoroughly "sopped" gave greetings of welcome.
d homes speiuc for They
then installed drive wells is possible to make any city.
Arms school for girls In Washingabout one and one-half by one inch when they lost their footing and
Each year we see near public
Despite
threatening
weather
of
buildingsand factories
ton, D. C., in 1981. She then atindications of conChief Blom, who has been a fire in sire. The stamp is deep blue. nearly got water on the brain.
the
first
day
and
heavy
rains
in
not on lake front*. These drive fighter for 51 years. 27 years as Unlike other United States stamps,
tended Smith college in North
• • •
indicativeof the
the evening and a continuation of
wells were guaranteed to give
Among the Ottawa county jury rainy weather today the large Hampton, Mass., for one year, and
chief and assistantchief, has seen which bear the countenanceof
more substantialand
enough water to supply a hand the evolution of Holland’sfire de- some of our illustriousmen, the members for circuit court duty are
took the last three years at the
d Holland has arisen
pump by attachingthe suction hose. partment. His story is moat in- new stamp picturesa lad of aome Jerry Leapple, and Albert Hoek- crowds are cheerful and take rain University of Michigan, Ann Arof an infant city in
drops, at this time of the year, as
This method, too, was far from teresting.It is a surprise, no doubt 14 summers. A veritable“young sema of Hollsnd
bor, where she graduated in June
De a matter of course.
1871."'
satisfactory.
of this year.
Free
and
W.
Karsten
of
Zeeland.
to many citizens, how well pro- American,"running at breeiiaiecK
Addresses
of the day were made
Future years, we hope, can bring
which a ballot was takan.
• • •
One of these suction hydrants, tected they are. Besides a dozen speed to “get there’’ with some
Mr. Landwehr also attended er
to us still greater blessings— the
hv Prosecutins:Attorney John R.
counting tho votes the frontal*
a peculiar looking affair, still streams that are thrown into a valuable epistle. The new sysMichigan
and
it was here that the
Dethmers;
Ottawa
county
FERA
fruits of the eventful past.
Mrs. Bernice Jones won the medeach property holder was made 1
stands on the curb at Froebel building,the departmenthas two tem will (ro into effect on October
• a •
Miss Deborah Vene- collegeromance began, culminating bwi* for the result After the
al in the contest held at the home administratrix,
school on Tenth street, toward the large nozzles made stationary on 1. 1885, when any citizen may have
in
the
announcement
of
their
beof Mrs. R. N. De Merrell Friday klasen, and Supt Gerrit P. Rooks,
The story of the fire of ’71 is east of the schoolyard. It is a relic
ulstion wee made by City
the trucks that can pour into a their lettersdelivered quickly by in a readind entitled “The Heighth under whose direction the work trothal.
well-knownto the News readers. that should be preserved.It is
Peterson,H was found 1888 feet
a special messenger by the pay- from Over the Bridge.” Miss Ada was done.
Edgar Philip Landwehr has a voted the PWA and 1897 feet v
Woods fires all around sent sparks the only one left in the city that fire, U00 gallons per minute, each. ment of 10 cents extra.
It
will be remembered that one
host
of
friends
in
Holland
and
was
Invocation
was
said
by
Rev.
J.
Oxner, Master Ray Pixen and John
into the dried-up swamp at the your editor knows of.
opnosed to paving at this time.
of these were used on the De Free
C. Post also contested for medals. Van Peursem,the oldest minister one of tha leading spirita during
• • •
foot of the present hospital hill.
In consideration
of the doee
The
firemen of 66 years ago Chemical Co. building on River
Dr. O. U. Moon of Fennvillemar- The contest was staged by the in point of service in Zeeland, aft- his interim in high school. He
The underbrush and the dried were more spectacularthan those
Alderman Van Zoeren moved _
avenue
some
years ago, when the ried Mrs. Cecilia Walters of Grand W. C. T. U.
er which Mayor Vereeke intro- was yery active in athleticsand actual survey should be made of
swamp grass burned like tinder, of today. Father Leendert Mulder top stories took fire and it waa
Rapids. Note: Even the moon
duced the following former may- was a star on the tennis court, street before tho project woi
sweeping down what is now Pine
avenue, burning Third Reformed belonged to the “Star Ladder Co.” noised around that there were ex- plsyed an important place in roA dog scrap was responsiblefor ors: Messrs. P. Henry De Pree, I. where he gained honors for his given further consideration. _
an auxiliary of “Eagle Hose Co." plosive* in the basement These mance 50 years ago, especially if it
school. After graduating from Clerk Peterson was instructed
church.
the
destructionof the Drost house, Van Dvke, M. C. Ver Hage, and
in the town house at pub- 1,100 gallons per minute were was an “O U. Moon.”
John H. De Pree. Each of these Holland High he became a student send postal cards to every prof
From East Pine street it swept located
one
of
the
oldest
landmarks
in
the
• • •
lic square. These firemen all came poured Into the building and the
in turn made a few appropriate at Michigan and was affiliated owner on Van Raalte avenue
on through the dwelling district,
out decked in large helmets, red structure soon became a veritable Miss Jennie Ranters left for city. The place was occupied by remsrks.
with Delta Kappa Epsilon fra- Ing them to vote for or
near the business section. EveryH.
Bouwvelt,
a
bachelor,
and
when
and blue shirts, a fireman’s belt, “Niagara." Most of the building Rockford, 111., where she will atThe three-day celebration has ternity.
thing was burned in the downtown
(Wring at this timl Undbul
he
returned
home
at
midnight,
he
fireman’s boots, a rubber coat, and was saved and no chance was given tend a seminary for young ladies.
Miss Woodward is a member of the vote will indicate whet
districtand north. River street,
lightedthe lamp, but two canines,, many features of a miniature fair.
a
fireman’s trumpet, with a big the fire to reach the chemicals Note: Miss Ranters was a wonAlpha
Phi sqrority.
Parades
with
more
than
sixty
too, was destroyed.
be done with that street,
each anxious to greet his master
mouthpiece and red tassels at- that would have exploded.
Mr. landwehr is now connected of course, in the final, the
derful woman, loved by everyone In first, became involved in a fight floats by various business men
The Are stopped to the east, the
tached thereto. As a rule they came
Holland. She waa oar librarian and overturned the lamp. The and industrialunits were staged with the Holland Furnace Co., an willfhgto grant end take on
last dwelling burning on the site
put in full regalia at every fire;
for many years and reorganized Aames were soon beyond control. on Wednesday and Thursday. On institution with which the family
of the Holland theater. The large
It would seem that a fire would
and systemized the entire Holland The house was built in 1863, Friday a kiddies parade will be waa largelyconnected for the past
marsh to the north and east of the have been pretty well spent by the
In presenting this project
held. Chairman K. Folkersmasays 30 veers.
three-story structure on the site library. First the library was locity halted the flames and when
“cart was put before the hi
time the firemen got dressed for of the present McBride buildingon cated over fire stationNo. 2 in the through funds sent from the battle- that more than 300 kiddies have
Up
to this time no date has been
the fire had burned itself out, the event. Anyway, that’s the way
field where Marius Drost, who
and advisedly so. In getting e
set for tha marriage.
River avenue and Eighth street. first ward; later it wks placed in fought through the Civil war with- entered.
nothing but smoldering ruins indiect started with the PWA 1
it was, and were the boys proud? The building was occupied by Hol- the Y. M. C. A. building over the
In the afternoonand evening
cated the spote where a city had
seems to be an endless lot of
out being wounded once. Strange
Besides “Eagle Hose Co." on the land’s first bank, conducted by Old present John Good Co. Twentystood.
to say, in civil life he was in- free acts will be staged on the mid- HOLLAND BOY* GRADUATE
tape " Much data must be
LAST YEAR. KILLED legri matters must be gone
championship softball
There was but one death, a Mrs. west end of town, tho “Columbia Man Kenyon. It contained thfe, six years ago it was placed in the stantly killed in an accidentalcol- way.
Hose
Co."
was
at
the
east
end,
as
present
city
hall
where
a
library
game
was
held
on
Wednesday
and
jewelry
store
of
Joslln
and
BreyTolk, who lived in a small house
lision with a Grand Rapids hose
Word was received here this and at a previous mooting A
Thursday afternoon. On Friday
on Ninth street, just east of Pine we said before,in the Kanter’s man and I believe also a book store. was built to accommodatethe thou- wagon going to a fire.
men. Ben Steffens stated: “If
morning
that James Fabiano, son
building.
afternoon the high school will batHolland’s opera house occupied the sands of volumes. Miss Ranters
street
are compelled to go through
•
•
•
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
Fabiano,
tle East Grand Rapids in a footApproximately 55 years ago second and third floor, called Ken- was in charge of this library for
Holland had very little fire
The wedding of Miss Carroll
196 River avenue, Holland, was much detail first' then why
tectien in those days -~ bucket b”: there were drastic changes in our yon’s Opera House. It contained more than ten years, resigning Schepers and Tom Venhuizen took ball game at the stadium. On
out from the Van Raalte
Friday evening the first amateur killed in an automobile accidentbegadea and one old hand engine, fire-fightingset-up. At that time a largfc balcony protruding from shortly before her death.
place at the home of the bride’s show to be held in Zeeland will be tween Rockford and Lansing. Mr. property owners whether th
ready for the projectnow?
constitutingthe entire protection. Holland’s water works was built the second floor upon which the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Schepstaged. Entries have been re- Fabiano waa a graduate of Holland
and the direct pressuresystem was band would play, attractingpatrons FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
ers. After the ceremony, which ceived from Grand Rapids, Holland High school and was 20 years of it will save us much time,
Holland's fire-fighting forces installed. We still have that di- Sr* ,pooJlyPanted road show.
was performed by Rev. Dpikker,
age. He waa working in. Lansing and worry, and on tho other ,
have undergone many changes rect pressure system today, con- Uncle Tom’s Cabin" and “Ten At the Holland fair there was pastor of the FourteenthStreet and practically all communities In the store of Mike Fabiano, a if they are willing to pave at
time, then we can give the
since this great conflagration.siderably enlarged, augmented by Nights in a Bar Room” were the one object that attracted consider- Christian Reformed church, an within 50 miles of Zeeland.
The annual high school agricul- brother, and formerly worked in his the informationthoy desire ”
When the city installed two hand a motorizedsystem of pumpers. most frequent.
able attention in the Laketown elaborate supper was served. Mr.
father’s fruit store on River avenue,
tural
fair
is
being
staged
in
the
Then at a later date there was Fann Bureau. It was an ox yoke and Mrs. Venhuizen will be at
was a sensible way to handle
engines, the citizenswere indeed But a half century ago Holland was
proud to think of their wonderful elated, the hand pumpers were sold the burning of the West Michigan used in this vicinity when travel- home to their many friends at city hall auditorium with more than
situation and this motion
The
accident
happened
near
Cas8,000 entries on exhibition. The
for junk and hose carts were in- Furniture factory during the Gw
equipment.
unanimously passed. The
ro- ing with a load was done at the Twenty-fourth street. Note: Tom
cade,
near
Grand
Rapids,
late
WedThese were peculiarlooking ma- stalled.
ver Cleveland administration.
Tha rate of a few miles an hour, instead and his estimable wife have a sil- fair is under the directionof Otto nesday afternoon. In the collision last evening was the cult
ministration.
That
Pino.
chines with two long handles on
a terriblefire, coming in a of 40 or 60 miles as now. Ed Ny- ver wedding anniversary coming.
of that action. The next step ia
Columbia Hose Co. No. 2 had one
All space on the midway has James Carey, aged 60, of Meyers dcjrite vote end if It earriee
each side, and at every fire volun- with bells on springs and a large hard time period, but let it be said land of Laketownbrought the yoke
Lake,
a
retired
Grand
Rapids
firebeen sold and the homecoming and
teers quickly handed the pumps, oil lamp that looked much like a that through the faith In Holland to the fair—it was hand made and
PWA will bo contacted. If tho
festival will be the largest in the man, was also killed.
fifteen on each side. It was a reg- large campaign torch of torchlight °; S60** P* Hummer, the head had done duty for Itf years when
Marriage license: Thomas W. hutory of Zeeland.
Fabiano sustaineda fractured is adverso,undoubtedly the
matter will be dropped, at least
ular marathon, fresh lookers-on days. Engine house No. 1 had the of the factory, and the loyal em- the voice of John H. xiemmen could Venhuizen, 23, mail carrier, Holskull and died early Thurada
rsday
a time. In the absence of
taking the places of exhausted IfrfJ^t hose reel with a gong on ployes who helped to build the new be heard all over the fields saying land. and Miss Carroll Schepera, The evening entertainment will mornln in St. Mary’s hos
Pital,
include
a
musical
comedy
staged
by
pumpers.
Boech, who haa been ill for
it They were two-wheeled affairs lactory, the enterprisewas saved “Gee haw!” directinghis ox team 22, Fillmore.
Grand
Rapids.
the American Legion and auxiliary.
At that time one hand pumper drawn by man power attached to for this city.
past week. Alderman Peter Ht
Donald
Carey,
81,
son
of
James
On the opening day of the celeof tho Fifth ward presided.
was located under the Kanter’s long ropes, just like the hand LLTh«n,.tb€.re
burning of
Car«r,
suffered
severe
shock
and
bration former mayors, and offihome just east of the Holland the- pumners were. It was rather a the Holland Furniture Co., also a
BOONE OF ZEELAND KILLED cials from western Michigan took a left hip fractureand may be inater. The other was located on laughable sight to see these hose
Zeeland girls come
RETURNING FROM
rihTm0 ‘Jif
•Th*t' t00’
part in the celebrationas well as jured internally.Mrs. Pauline Cathe northwest corner of Centennial eara swinging down the street, rebuilt
Thaci?burping of Lyceum
CHURCH
rey. 44. wife of the elder Carey,
ON FLOAT
several
state
officials.
Mayor
park, then called “public square," wobbling to and fro like the front Opera House, Holland’s second
Bosch
of Holland was unavoidably suffered rib fractures and possible
where a frame building with a fire wheels of a kiddie car.’ All that theeter, located where the new
Cornelius Boone of Zeeland, 81
Several sweet young n
absent since he has been ill since internal injuries. She was drivbell on top, housed the firemen, was necessary in those days was
ears old, was killed instantiy last
ing the Carey car. Her shoes were Zeeland came te Holland oi a
buildin$ now I*, on
‘•*1; Friday. He sends his regrets.
and the mayor and common coun- to attach the hose to a hydrant, East Eighth street just east of
iunday night when he was struck
Wednesday. They were ell
The Farmers’ union took part in torn off by the crash.
cil.
turn on the water and there was
by an automobile on East WashcomPany. where the
Fabiano was riding in a car fully dressed end sang the j__
the
celebration, they joiningin the
The jail attached, was a crude plenty to put out most any ordi- Knitting Mills recently conducted BOY SCOUTS DRIVE TO BEGIN ington street. He was rushed to
parade at BennettsLumber com- driven by his uncle, Frank DeRose, of our negihbors*homecoming,
affair and there was also a small nary fire.
their *tore, was quite a prominent
TUESDAY ^GOAL IS $2^M Hoizenga Memorialhospitalbut it pany ground on Wednesday at 1:45 48, of Lansing. Others in the car last day is today, Friday.
building which housed the cannon,
fire
since
it
left
Holland
without
was found he had passed away
As the town grew, man power
and Thursday at 12:45. The union were DeRose’* son, Paul, 4, and
relic of the Civil war, used on was impossible,and the common a playhouse.
The annual Boy Scout drive is when the ambulancearrived there. if one of the largest farmer or- Peter Csscarelli of Quincy, another
MAYOR BOSCH 18 ILL
stated occasionssuch as Fourth of councilmade arrangements with a
The most vivid fire in the mind •gain to be launchedin Holland
Mr. Boone had been in attenduncle. All were bruised.
Imitations in western Michigan.
July and at times when great men dravman, Jake De Feyter, to at- of your editor was the burning of
ance
at
the
Free
Methodist
church
The injured were rushed to the
this year, and a committeeis now
Mayor Bosch did not attend
The Holland American Legion
of the nation passed away and sa- tach his dray to one of the carts De Grondwet 49 years ago. The
being chosen, under the leadership Sunday evening and waa on his re- band gave a concert Thursday eve- hospital in ambulances. Coroner specialmeeting of tho Com
lutes were in order. The cannon and answer the alarm. The fire- fire was discoveredby
man of W. L. Eaton.
turn home when the accident ocHannon C. Wolfe viewed the body Councillast evening,when the
served this purpose after Garfield's men would get on the dray holding named Moloch. The building was
curred. He rode part of the way ning which was well received.
of James Carey at the scene of the ter of paving Van Raalte hv
Mr.
Eaton
has
always
taken
a
The
last
day’s
program,
today,
assassination,
the death of General the ropes that were attached to
home in the car driven by Mariveneered structurewith the
accident. He reportedthe man was was discussed. The mayor has boei
keen
interest
in
Boy
Scout
work
Friday,
follows:
U. S. Grant and other illustrious the cart. That was Holland’s first ground floor filled with stored furnua De Jonge, but when they arriding in the rumble seat of the ill at his home since fast Frida^.
and
hai
done
much
to
foster
the
9:00
a.
m.
—
Zeeland
High
school
men. The buildings in question horse-drawn fire department.
med at the De Jonge home on East
"“Ofo from a local factory. Fir*
car and was thrown out on his
cause
locally
and
otherwise.
Alfair
at
the
city
hall.
were burned some fifty years ago
got in between the veneer and crept
Washington street he insistedon
1:16 p. m.— Kiddies’ parade, head, death apparently resulting LEAVES REMAIN ON
Anyway, these hand pumpers Some 35 years ago hose wagons into the stacks of furniture and though a number of the committee- walking home from there. He had
immediately.
were
purchased.
Fine
spans
of
men have already been selected and Juat alighted from the De Jonge startingon East Main street.
LONG
were of little use unless water was
bur,»P •nd it took 18 hours to subThe remains of Mr. Fabiano were
“orw*
were
placed
at each station,
preliminary
work
haa
been
start2:30
p.
m.
—
Acrobatic
acta,
free
available,so the city fathers of
car when he was struck by a passdue the flames. De Grondwet came
returned
to
Holland
today.
Funeral
From all appearances the te
the buildings being remodeled to
ed the complete list of helpers iz ng automobile.
to the public at speaker’s stand.
those days built deep wells in the
put half size, printed at the Holservleet will be held Saturday at will remain on the trees lor,
accommodatethe equines. The stanot yet made up. Mr. Eaton, howstreet made of brick. In all there
The car figuringin the fatal ae i 8i3«F*, Football game, Zeeland City News office, and the red**, m«at 8t* Frande de Sales than usual, possibly because of
were some ten wells in the sand tions were in the same buildings headed editor, Mr. Ver Wey, put ever, states that the organization cident was driven by Ernest Be- land High vs. East High of Grand church,
Father F. W. Ryan offici- wet weather the past summer
which are now occupiedby the
will be completed thia week, and dell. 221 West Sixteenth street, Rapids, at Legion field.
streets that existed 65 years ago.
the following caption over the Are
ating. Burial will be in Pilgrim fall. It is already October 11,
5:00 p. m. — Balloon ascension at
Your editor remembers one at the trucks and for those days when “tory: Moloch ontdekte het vuur that the men will be out bright Holland, who was returning home
Home cemetery.
most of the leaves have not i.
corner of Tenth and Pine streets, horae-drawn vehicles were in vogue dat De Grondwet verteerde." The and early Tuesday morning of next from Grand Rapids, and had reach- Lawrencestreet park.
Mr. Fabiano is survived by his been tinged by the brush of “Ji
Holland had excellent .fire departweek,
October
15.
The
campaign
7:00
p.
m.—
<Band
concert
by
a few hundred feet from the home
ed that point at about 9:30 o’clock.
literal translationi« this: “Moloch,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fa- Frost" We are liable to
ments, hose wagons and chemical
of his birth.
the god of Are/ discovered the will continue until November 1, Mr. Boone was struck by the car American Legion band.
biano of Holland: five sisters. Julia some shade throughout
appliances. The black team was
which gives the men two weeks to travelingabout 25 miles, according
7:30 p. m. — Amateur hour at the
The troublewith these wells was
Aames
that destroyed De Grondof Fremont and Virginia, Louise, which is rather unusual.
in the first ward station,and the
contact prospectivemembers.
speaker’s stand on Main street.
that they seldbm held any water.
to
Coroner
Gilbert
Vande
Water,
wet. Ppor Moloch was a farmer
Josephine and Esther of Holland,
beautiful cream-colored team, the
Free'
to
the
public.
The
drive
this
year
is
to
be
for
During the summer dry season,the
who pronounced it purely accidentfrom FUlraore who came to town
and two brothers.Mike of Lansing FOOTBALL IN FULL 81
last word in fine horse flesh, was
8:00 p. m.--“It'sa Knockout," a
wells, too, were absolutelydry.
at 4 o dock in the morning to $2,500. Holland naa always gone al, and said there would be no inand Louis of Holland.
at the second ward station.
mwical
comedy
at
Zeeland
High
oyer the top” in campaigns of quest held after investigatingand
Homes and factories near Black
bring his wheat to mill
o- •
Holland high school's
school auditorium,sponsored by tne
Some 20 years ago Holland belake. Tannery creek and Jonker's
It is minecwsary to go into the this type when the cause was a hearing those witnessing the acciAttorney J. Thomas Mahan was football team will face
American Legion and auxiliary.
worthy one, and Mr. Eaton and dent
creek were in luck, for the suction came motor truck minded and your
in a game as
at niv<
n Muskegon and Grand Haven on St. Augustines m
det*?s S? ,oar P***^ nre depart10 p. m. — Award of free prizes
hose of the handpumpers would editor Is glad to say that he had ment It is a wonderful organiza- his co-workers feel assured that loMr. Boone is survived by his widview park Satui
Saturday starting
businessWednesday.
at
speaker’s
stand.
a
part
in
bringing
fire
trucks
to
cal
citizens
will
again
give
generfind some water with which to put
ow, one son, Clarence Boone of Holtion and paramount are the man
2:30 p. m. A preliminarygame k
— -o
Chairman Gilbert Van Hoven
out the fire if.it hadn’t proceeded Holland. It was a hard fight in power who constitute this part paid ously this year. •
•®d on* daughter, Mrs. Ger___ ai
Hand secot,
second team
The
Per*
Marquette
station in tween the Hollsnd
states
that
because
of
bad
weather.
which former Mayor Henry Brusse
too far.
Boy Scoot work in Holland has trude Bosman, formerlyof HolFennville was destroyed by flames Grandvillereservesis scheduled1
A large part of the parade will be
Your editor remembers one fire and your- editor brought in a mithe olden days the salary of grown tremendouslyin the past land, now of Miami, Fla; also eight
early Thursday morning and dam- 12:80 o’clock.
repeated Friday.
where the hand pumpers did val- nority report, demandingtrucks * volunteerfireman in Holland was few years, and hundreds of young- grandchildren.
Hope college plays at
age was estimated at $5,000. Mail
The
funeral
services
were
held
iant work. This was when fire made by fire truck making people.
a
and nothing for soiled sters, members of the organization,
waa recovered but all office equip- Rapids Junior college Frid
Miss
Deborah
Veneklaten,
counT°
go
into
that
mess
is
of
little
use
broke out in Ballard'stannery, loclothing They weren’t supposed are learning better through the on Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock
ernoon ht 2:80 o'clockit
ment was destroyed.
cated at that time on Tannery at this time. It was one of those to soil them and there were no dry Boy Scout organization “how to at Baron Funeral home, and 2:80 ty welfare director and also former
man field.
creek on Tenth itreet. half way occasions when a stand had to be cleaners then anyway.
be a good American citizen." That o’clock at the Free Methodist resident of Zeeland, who through
The high school scored its
The
Eunice
Aid
aociety
of
Holbetween Maple and what is now taken: «nd bad friends had to be
A short time ago Chief Blom, is the aim of the “Boy Scouts" to church, Rev. Charles Carnahan of- her office made the wideningof land will hold a regular meeting
Washington boulevard.The tan- made. It even went so far as le- who ia not only responsible for make clean, good men, loyal to ficiating. Intermentwas in Zee- Main street possible, said: “I con•* 2:30 p. rn. in the Fourgratulate Zeeland on what they
land cemetery.
nery was completely burned, howhome and country.
teenth Street Christian Reformed
have
done
for
themselves—
<iue
to
Mr. Boone was married to Miss
Let's boost!
church, The Rev. R. J. Danhof latter dty. Two long
Anna Kleis, who conducted a milli- effort Zeeland Is a city that does will be the speaker.
^In those days the alarm was
id Holland'ssco
nery businessin Zeeland for many things for itself. When we took
general. First the fire bell at “pub- the first American-LaFrance fire
. -Web
Nelson Van
The BcechwoodBooster* ttes met years. Since his marriage he has over the work in the fall of 1933
years of Are Aghting from the Wednesday night in the school and
Eunice
society
meets
this
Friday
ceptedpass,
ranks to assistantchief and later plans were made for a Hallowe'en always made his home in that city. Zeeland was a city which had helpIn his early manhood he was en- ed its people in distress, through
Street Christian Reformed church
ran 65
party. Volley ball was played and
gaged
with
his
father
in
the
busibell, mingled with the short blasts
refreshments were served.
from the
fire prevention week falls due on
the week of the anniversary of the
great Holland fire in *71, and also
the Chicaro fire during the same
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
Jadf« Fred T. Miles was guest was honored

at a shower given by
the Sunshine Sisters Sunday school
class of the SixteenthStreet church
<rf the Methodist church Tuesat the home of Mrs. Dena

HOLLAND

NEWS

CITY

Ernest Sulkers’ division. Assist- Arlene Ann Eby, who celebrated
The county board of supervi- BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY
ing Mrs. Den Herder were Mrs. E. her tenth birthday, was honored at
sors will submit a report on hosOF GRAND HAVEN WOMK
pitalizationat the next meeting
AN AT HOLLAND 8. Johnson, Mrs. 3. J. Riemersma, a party given by her mother, Mre.
day night Judge Miles took for
(EstablishedU7<)
and Mre. H. 8. Coveil. The divi- Frank Eby, 54 West Twelfth street.
which will meet at Grand Haven
hi* subject* An Aesop# Fable Ver- Prises were won by Theresa Hus82 W. 8th St
Monday, October 14. Th# hospital- Mrs. O. Peterson at Grand Ha- sion headed by Mrs. Kenneth De Guests were Mary McLean, Mftraion of Italy’s UnofficialWarfare scher, Hazel Tucker and Joe ZoerBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Jake Knoll,
ization committeeis composed of ven was pleasantly entertained at Free and Mrs. C. J. McLean met
on Ethiopia.''
miscellaneous hof. Those attending were TheHolland, Michigan
R. R. 1, on October 1, a son, GorSupervisors Maynard Mohr of Zee- the home of her daughter, Mrs. H. for luncheon at the home of Mrs.
program was given and a collec- resa Busscher, Edith Visser, Windon Roy.
land township, Richard L. Cook of Schrotenboer of Holland, route 6, Milton L. Hings on West Twelfth
tion was taken to send flowers to nie Ann Visser, Nella De Groot, fatarW M
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Damson, Grsnd Haven and Peter Damstra Saturday afternoon, the occasion street Assisting hostesses were Janie Van Wei den, Betty Van WeiQua Matter at Um
pastor, Dr. Thomas G. R. Wilma Vogelzang, Matilda Plan- awl «flMill
si
Mick, nfcr tfca ad 187 West Ninth street, had as their
r-xi
birthda
iday. Mrs. Walter Walsh, Mrs. David den, PatriciaAnn Eby and the honof Holland, who met Monday with being her seventy-fifth
Brownlow, who is at the Methodist tinga, Anna Vredeveld,Josie Keen,
__ _ laC tm.
guests over the week-end, Mr. and George Heneveld, Park township, Mrs. Petersoni was p
presented with Boyd and Mrs. J. J. Brower.
Geneva and Joe Zoerhof,Jean Hos- BuSSTf
ored guest.
Office
- 2020
hospitalat Kalamazoo.
Mrs. Thomas Simmons of Kalama- chairman of the board, and Probate a large beautifullydecorated birthsink, Irene Coster, Hazel Tucker
zoo, and Miss Dorothy Mead and Judge Cora Vande Water.
day cake made by Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Lae Bronson, a recent bride, and the honored guest
Carl Damson of Lansing.
Holman. She also received many
Wallace Haight returned to Seluseful gifts.
fridge field Tuesdav after spending
fJ)ruc|
Refreshments were served in two
the week-end with his parents,Mr.
and Mrs. B. Haight, 78 East courses to the guests who were Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Peterson and chilber of Commerce will be held Fri- Eighth street.
dren of Grand Rapids, Mr. and
day, October 18, in the sixth floor
A
star ri$ was moved into Overbalh
Mrs. Andrew Peterson and children
11 room of the Warm Friend Tavisel township Tuesday to be used of Spring Lake, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ern.
for drilling of the Vander Leeat- Peterson and childreh, Mr. and
The MichiganWomen’s centen- Berens No. 1 on the farm of Harm
Mrs. Anthony VerUere and chilhe who hath lost hit reputationu a nial exposition will be held No- Berens near Bentheim. Gerrit dren, Mr. and Mrs. John DeWitt,
Corner River © 8th
Holland
vember
11 to 16 in the Civic audi- Vander Leest of Muskegon is the
dead man among the living.”
torium in Grand Rapids. Two Hol- lease agent, and the Lents and Mil- Mr. and Mrs. Lester Cramer and
land women have been named to ler company of Muskegon, owner children, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
50c
die In first United
Olatsen’s
serve on committees.Mrs. Sears of the equipment, is to do the drill- Strabbingand children, Mr. and
Stataa railway wrack, 1111
R. McLean, presidentof the Michi- ing for the syndicate of Holland Mrs. H. Schrotenboer snd children
Kolynos
of Holland, and Mrs. O. Peterson,
gan State Federation of Women’s capital.
Liver
Barney Peterson, Mrs. Margaret
Clubs,
will
serve
on
the
committee
^—Stoddardpatanta tha
Tooth Paste
The
largest marine railway on Holman and Mrs. Dena Duvelaar of
Full of Vitamins
>; ataam calliop*.1S51
for Famous Women’s day, which
the eastern shores of
‘ Lake MichiMi
Grand
Haven,
Mrs.
J.
E.
Peterson
will be November 14, and Mrs.
69c Pint
George E. Kollen has been named gan is being built by the Jesiek of Muskegon and Mrs. Floris Boltbrothersat their property at Maca- house of Detroit were unable to at0— Tha Boar* daclara war on
one of the School and College day
tawa park. The marine railway tend.
Oraat Britain,1199.
Perfection
committee. Many prominent womAll Leather
en will be present at the meeting will be 420 feet long and will go
1 1— Pint naval batik of RawTissue*
and interestingprograms will be into 22 feet of water. A steel car ALMA BACK REMAINS
lutionary War, New York,
will carry boats up to 90 feet and
IN HOLLAND HOSPITAL
given.
1776.
weigh 200 ton for storage. Then
500 Sheets
Mrs. M. Westrate of East Six- in order to store the larger boats,
Kenneth Carter. Alma’s sophoteenth street is confined to her foundations have been laid for a more fullback,will remain in the
12— Columbualands at BaRegulation Size
home with illness.
hama lalanda,1192.
100 by 60 foot addition to the Holland hospital for two or three
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Prins, West large winter storage sheds owned more days before returning home.
Sixteenthstreet, are visiting in by the brothers. In order to locate The injuries which he received in
London bombarded by
Rochester,Minn.
l\l\ Zeppelin*, 71 dk, 1915.
the marine railway the Macatawa the first play of the game last SatMr. and Mrs. A. H. Muyskens of Bay Yacht club has been moved urday while tackling Alvin Klom14— Firat United Stale* Baby
Grand Rapids, formerly of Holland I,000 feet west. Local boat en- parens, Hope halfback, is laid to
Show, Springfield, Ohio,
thusiastsare watchingthe Jesiek the stiff neck he suffered before
visited
‘ ‘ friends ‘here Friday.
ism.
The annual financial drive for project with interest, as manIV of the game. Carter, a St. Johns boy,
For All
Boy Scouts has been mapped by Holland residents who are Mat suffereda dislocated seventh vertecampaign leaders and $2,500 is minded are predictinga return in bra. His physician reported that
their goal in the city. Mr. W. L. popularity of watercraft never be- X-rays reveal no fracture.
o
Eaton is chairman of the drive and fore equalled.
To add new friends to the thousandsof enthusiastic CADIMrs. Clara West left Tuesday Ray Cummings, 25, of South Haheadquarters will be in his office
ven
was
sentenced
Tuesday
to
Ionia
morning
for
the
fifth
district
Womin the Peoples State bank.
LLAC users, we make this practical offer: Buy 5 Cadillac
no Soot
to serve not less than
IT
Two local residents escaped en’s Relief Corps annual conven- reformatory
Blades at the regular price of 26c and receive 6 more for 4c.
three years and not more than 15
death late Tuesdav when their car tion at Bangor as delegate and muby Circut Judge Fred T. Miles. He
sician
of
the
local
corps.
was completelydemolished by a
You’ll Need ’Em Tomorrow, Buy ’Em Today!
US.
The Holland Civic Chorus and was charged with violating his proPennsylvania passenger train at
bation.
the
Hope
college
chapel
choir
will
Ross
station,
12
miles
south
of
on TrfE
I'M SURE THEY
29c
Grand Rapids. George Klingelhoe- be united to form the Choral Union
VJILL BE
fer, 34, who stays at the Warm of Holland which will give a proFriend tavern, and Gladys Masse, duction of Handel’s "Messiah’' at
NEIGHBORS.
29, of 125 East Ninth street, re- the Christmas season. The followceived minor cuts and bruises in ing were named as the board of
S»
the crash. They were given medi- directorsto handle affairs of the
Miss Rita Mary Nelis, daughter
cal treatment at Byron Center and Choral Union organization: Prof.
Clarence Kleis, president; Vernon of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelis of
returned home Tuesday night
D. Ten Cate, vice president;Prof. Lakewood boulevard,and Max MarAt the lirst
first meeting of the Century club held Monday night at Clarence De Graaf, secretary;John cotte, son of Mr. and Mrs. Zara
Schipper, treasurer;Mrs. J. D. Marcotte, 127 West Fourteenth
the Greatest Fire the home of Mrs. C. M. McLean. H.
Dr. James K. Pollock, professor of French, publicity;Prof. W. Curtis street, were united in marriageon
Snow, musical director; Miss Kath- Wednesday morning at the St.
Coosidcratafolks DO bom MANHATTAN — the cool
political science at the University
Prevention
leen Donahue, Albert Buter, Ralph Francis de Sales church with Rev.
of
Michigan
addressed
the
groups
that won't soot tha neighbors. They get their reward
on the subject "The Present Euro- Van Lente, Sr., John Swets and Fr. F. W. Ryan officiating.Miss
in a dean borne, kept warm and cozy in bitterest
Observance of Fire Prevention pean Situation with Special Re- Prof. E. Paul McLean, directors.
Margaret O’Leary sang “O SaluWeek is being observed this week gard to the Italo-EthiopianCon- A complaint establishedby Orin taris Hostia” and “Ave Marie,” ac
weather, a fire that needs little tending, a not-too-big
Wilcox, summer resident of Park companied on the organ by Mrs.
throughout the nation. It should be troversy.’’ The speaker was inashpfle, and low heating and cleaning cost over the
troduced by J. J. Riemersma, pres- township, against Mrs. Julia Phil- Vance C. Mape, who also played
regarded both as a duty and a privwhole coal-buming season. One trial will win you
ident of the club. Dr. Pollock stat- lips of Grand Rapids on a charge Lohengrin’swedding processional
ilege by every citizen and property ed that the League of Nations is of stealingproperty valued at $50 and Mendelssohn’s recessional.
completelyto
owner.
haag# wldwet Mdca
the only bit of internationalma- was withdrawn by Wilcox Wednes- Harry Nelis and Frank Nelis were
tu annual.
day.
ushers. The bride wore a gown of
During this week, which has been chinery that can be used toward
peace and that American neutral- Daniel Ten Cate won first place white chiffon velvet with a long
an annual event for many years, ity in event of a major European
in a billiardtournament of the veil of net attached to a velvet
the public offered an unparalleledconflict is a meaningless phrase. In Knights of Pythias Tuesday night. headbandand carrieda bouquet of
Orer 20, ON, HO GOODYEAR Pathfinders
opportunity to learn of the hazards its stead, he believed,the United J. B. Hadden, Peter Elzinga and white roses. She was attended by
her sister, Miss Billy Nells, who
BilktawdD. S. fetaai Ottic*
•old— that’s how good It la. Guaranteed in
of fire and how they may be avoid- States should adopt and proclaim Joe Overway were next in order.
a clear, decisive policy for peace;
Lyle
Paris,
19, of 148 East Sev- wore pink lace with hat to match
writing against road injuriesand defects.
ed and eliminated — as well as what
a far-sighted foreign policy which enteenth street, was arrested on a and carried a bouquet of pink rosea.
That practically
A better tire than moot dealers oeU at
course to pursue once a fire has would settle peaceably all issues charge of larceny of automobile Joseph Nelis was best man. Imstarted.Fire marshals and chiefs, that would make for war. A musi- tires from parked cars. Justice mediately followingthe ceremonya
Prapeify prepared b ihes for f enact, fteeteror fret#—
reception was held in the Warm
including our own able Mr. Blom, cal program was also presented. Raymond L. Smith sentenced him
Rev. and Mrs. D. Zwier of West to 30 days in the county. jail and Friend Tavern, after which the cou•free "preafn" perfersiasce at e pepslar price!
insurancerepresentatives,
and pub- Eighteenth street, visited in Grand
ple left on a trip to Chicago.
costs of $4.80.
lic and private organizations are Rapids Monday.
The Klaasen Printing Company A regular meeting of the FedPremia* Third Vein Pocohantaa.AU Sizes. Briquetes, Royal Range, cooperatingto the fullest extent to
Mrs. Henry Borkema, 15 East has filed applicationfor a permit eral Boosterettes was held TuesSerei-Egg. Hard Coal, Coke, Domestic Stoker. Wood and Kindling. make the week the success it de- Twelfth street, left Tuesday for to erect a 24x70 foot one-story day night. Mrs. White of BeechButterworth hospitalat Grand building at the cost of $4,000. S. wpod Home Management club, adserves to be.
Rapids where she underwent an op- and B. Havinga have asked for dressed the members on “Home
The public is learning of the eration Wednesday.
Economics.” Prizes were won by
permission to remodel a corner of
Factory Methods
Factory Materials
langer of old or out-of-condition "The Couple Next Door” is the the Lievense building, 211-213 Cen- Mrs. Henry Alderink and Mrs. Rufus Cramer.
heating plants— one of the most title of the skit on the Holland tral avenue, into a gasoline filling
Three divisions, of the Hope
prolific sources of fire. It is being Furnace company program broad- stationat the cost of $2,000.
Colambift Are.
instructed in the menace of im- cast each night except Saturdays
Phone 2679
Melvin Groteler, 23, 300 West church Women’s Aid society met
up
properly stored inflammable liquids and Sundays over station
Twelfth street, was the driver of Wednesday and a fourth made arand rubbish — and of the danger of at 9:15 o’clock.
Holland, Michigan
a car which collided with a truck rangements for the luncheon at the
Estimates Fret!
fl YU Til of inv>a of
e\4 f****tAv%4
A
for the state federation of
accumulations
ancient furniture,
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Harold operated by Peter Boer, 37, of 254 church
music
clubs,
which
met
Wednesday.
clothes and knickknacksin base- Mokma of R. R. 1 on Tuesday, a East Eighth
Truck, Bus, Passenger Car Tires
Mrs. Willis Diekkma and Mrs.
ments and attics.It will discover son, Terence Duane.
of River and Eighth street. Mrs.
Lloyd Heasley and their group were
that when we “save’’ a few dollars
Tena
Groteler,
63,
mother
of
the
Joe White has asked permission
in charge of the latter. Mrs. Jaby making minor electric repairs
to. make interior repairs at 224 driver of the automobile, received cob Lokker and Mrs. Cornelius
ourselves,a disastrousfire may be
West
Eighth street at a cost of minor lacerationsof the face and Vander Meulen entertained their |
the result And it will learn that $75.
body bruises in the crash and was
group with a 1 o’clock luncheon at
every town and city should have,
given medical treatment before reMrs.
Anna
Zahart,
154
East
Mrs. Lokker’s home. Mrs. Vander
180 River Avenue
above all, a first-classmodern
turning to her home.
Meulen and Mrs. Sidney Hooper
building code that will do away Eighth street, daughter of the late
The
Holland
Fish
and
Game
club
Phone 3926
illiam Richard Adams of Oswego,
were division chairmen. A lunchwith existing fire traps and make
today stocked in Lake Macatawa eon was held at the home of Mrs.
N.
Y.,
was
initiated
into
the
camp
the constructionof new substandHolland, Mich.
more than 100,000 bluegill fingerard building impossible,which, by of the Daughters of Civil War vet- lings, according to President Ja- Jay H. Den Herder, 178 West Eleverans
at
St.
Mary’s
hall
at
Musenth
street;
at
1
p.
m.
by
Mrs.
the way, Holland already has.
cob N. Lievense. With a third rearThousandsof lives that are lost kegon Friday.
ing pond nearly compelted,the club
Henry Schrieber of West Olive will be able to raise bluegills and
each year through fire can be
was
granted
judgment
of
$18
plus
saved— as can hundreds of millions
bass as well as have additionalproof dollarsworth of property that 5 per cent interest from April 27
visions for carp. Hamilton sportsgoes up in smoke. Past Fire Pre- and $25 costs in a suit against
men have been notifiedthat they
vention Weeks have done much to Joseph Werner of West Olive,
can get thousands of bluegillsto
keep the fire loss, unnecessarilywhom he claims sold him an en- stock Rabbit river above the Hamgine
that
was
not
as
represented.
great as it is, from growing larger.
ilton dam.
e case was head Monday in cirNow everyone should contribute, as
Attorney Clarence Lokker of Holnever before, time and interest that caiUourUn Grand Haven by Judge
land was in Grand Haven Tuesday
will make this week the most sucon business.
cessful and productiveof all.
Harry Parker of northern MichMiss Jean Van Zyl was in Ann
Holland citizens have always igan must pay $115.90 before Jan.
done their part. They have given 1 or servi six months in the Arbor Saturday to attend the Michigan-Michigan State football game.
their money through taxes to buy county jail for violationof the
Rev. H. D. Ter Keorst will be
and maintain well equipped,in fact liquor law. Parker was tried in
the best, fire departmentpossible, circuitcourt at Grand Haven on guest speaker at a dinner of the
and above all the Holland crew of Monday before Judge Fred T. Men’s club of Third Reformed
church Friday night He will speak
brave firemen headed by a tried Miles.
on the subject “Do We Need Bishand true chief have given Holland
Eggs will be sold by the pound
1
45c 10 Pels
the best fire insurance that could instead of by the dozen in Michigan ops in the Reformed Church?”
45c
Colored moving picturesof Holpossiblv be desired. Our hats are after November 1, according to
land's
Tulip
Time
were
shown
in
off to Holland’s fire brigade,
regulationsannouncedTuesday by the Pantlind hotel serviceroom at
Vz
15c
o
Commissioner
Agriculture 10:30 a. m. and 3 p. m. to induce
2
15c
MEMBER OF FERRY
James F. Thomson. Under the state people to attend the annual meetFAMILY KILLED IN
2
2 for 15c
law the commissioner was authorBIG CHICAGO BLAST ized to enforce egg grading regula- ing of the West Michigan Tourist
and Resort association in Grand
3 Royal Gelatin 20c and 1
tions.
Rapids.
(Grand Haven Tribune)
1 lb.
Pwd. 20c
Fire
destroyed
a
home
occupied
At
a
regular
monthly
meeting
of
Among the dead at the Glidden
late
1c [4 for 21c]
Soy Bean Products company plant by Earl Morrison and an adjoining the Ottawa County Medical assort
Salada
at Chicago, where an explosiontook garage at Jenison Park. The loss ation held in the Warm Friend
Tavern, Nelson Pyle, Detroit atmany lives, is Dana Noyes Merrill, is estimated at $1,000.
V2 lb.
33c 2 Large Cans Sauer
2- 19c
Candidate Harvey B. Hoffman of torney, formerly of Holland, was
30, 1414 Austin boulevard, Oak
Ovensel,
recent
graduate
of
Westguest
speaker.
Attorney
Pyle
Park, the son of Brig. Gen. Dana
1/2 lb.
30c
True Merrill, commandant of Fort ern Theological seminary, has re- drew a comparison of the relationceived calls' to Msrbletown Re- ship of the bar and medical associSheridan.
1 large Heinz
2 for 19c
The mother of the young man formed church at Stoneridge, N. ations and the problems and diffi
19c
before her marriage, was Miss Y., and Mt. Marion Reformed culties which they have in common.
The Holland City Dental society
Edith Ferry, granddaughter of the church at Plattekill, N. Y. Candi1
23c
founder of this city, Rev. William date Cathrinua Nettinga, also a and the Western "rfahiganDental
M. Ferry. She lived here up until graduateof Western, has been in- Credit associationheld a dinner and
1
the time of her marriage and was vi ted to take over the pastorateof meeting Tuesday night in Warm
1
13c
the church at Bigelow, Minn.
Friend Tavern. Dr. J. L. Staughwell known here.
Mrs. H. Van Tongeren, East ton, who is conductbig a welfare
At the time of the centenniallast
3 Tall
20c 1
shmmer she came here to attend Fourteenth street, entertainedthe clinic at the Junior High school,
the memorialservice held at Lake members of her Sunday school gave a talk explaining the set-up
[none better,
Forest cemetery where a tablet was class Tuesday evening. Those of the Couzens foundation.Dr.
olaced to mark the graves of the present were Florence Nienhuis, Titus Van Haitsema and Dr. John
founder of this city and his -fam- Donna Hieftje, Mildred Ooster- Sterenberg joined the City Dental
in
your
6
25c 3
Toilet
ily. She was the only member of baan, Mrs. Van Tongeren, Esther associationand the Western Michgswup,
TTiiawsi
Ii*n
rn
igan
Dental
group,
which
has
a
100
Johnson,
Lorraine
Strong,
Eunice
the Ferry family who was present
start
budget to get a
Rest
Bjgjrtt and Dorothy Van Lange- per cent membership in Holland.
at this ceremony.
At a meeting of the Froebel P.The young man was a chemist
Mattress and enjoy
Mrs. Evelyn Brandt. Miss HarA. held Tuesday night, a fire
and his body was found in the ex
ae»% a v.
s
nerimental laboratory on the third rlet Laaman and Mrs. B. F. French prevention demonstrationby Boy
entertained with a shower in the Scouts of troop No. 10, and an infloor.
dear at a meeting of the Men’s

'
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COJdUjreen Siptem

Stove

MODEL DRUG STORE
Cod

Oil

"

31c

FOOT BALL

Cleansing

98c

99c

*

C
9

fru

-

-

„

CADILLAC

GENUINE

RAZOR

BLADES

M-

4C

Popular Razors

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

GOOD,

SAYS

FROM that
CHIMNEY tb
0OTHER

MANHATTAN

COAL*

truck

TOTAL-10 BLADES

GOOD

SOCIETY

NEWS

FIRE!

Now,

Week

MANHATTAN
. .

SOOTLESS

COAU

Guaranteed Tire Vulcanizing

Van Alsburg Coal

Co.

$1.00

469

WGN

F

»

c*

HoDand Vulcanizing Company

......

Buy a Beauty Rest Mattress

Sanka
Bakers

of

Chocolate

Soap

Campbells Tomato Juice

La France Powder

Choco-

Calumet Baking

Pndding

Tea—

Brown Label black
Japan
Ketchnp

Quart

Kraut

Large Can

Pumpkin

Ammonia

Large Lax

Quart Mustard
Page Milk

Small Lux

can be whipped]

Come

today-get
your

BANK FREE and

Igau

Beauty

Matches
I

VniUmume

ffl

Aletp

De Vries-Dombos

Co.

Holland, Michigan

Phone 3417

Friend Tavern Tuesday formal travel talk by Fred
Miss Clara McClellan, worthy night, honoring Miss Joan Laar- Beeuwkes were given. Mr. Beeuw-

Warm

matron of Holland chapter No. 429, man. Guests were Mrs. H. Coving- kes talked on "Seeing New York,”
Order of Eastern Star, entertained ton, Mrs. L. Smith. Miss Gltdvs A musical program was also given
officersand husbands at a three- Vsn Anrooy, -Mrs. M. Vande Wa- followed by a nealth talk by Miss
Marietta and Miss Alma Koertge, school nurse. Wilcourse dinner Friday at her home. ter, Mrs
Mrs. Laura Winstrom, Mrs. Mar- Min. Vandenberg of Grand Rap- liam Eby, president, presided at
the meeting, which was arranged
garet Te Roller and Miss Lois Te
City employes started Wednea- by C. C. Wood.
Roller assistedthe hostess.
o
A divisionof the American LeDUCK HUNTERS MUST BUY
gion auxiliary under the supervilonger for word on
STAMM.
sion of Mr*. Henry Veining and ed to wait no long*
Mrs. Louis Padnoa met at the A.
Siersetna cottage at Port Sheldon
*t£Tp.
plication was submitted more than
six weeks ago. but has not been to
granted or denied.
mi

H

S,lSM.lhaaP^

'

Lux

Soap

TAnrr
!UKt)

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
dren from Holland visited at the dred Strabbing; duet, Fannie and end at the home of her parents,
were absent. No
home of her parents,Mr. and Mrs. Julia Bultman; playlet,two acts, Mr. and Mrs. James Kollen, of OvOn the ______
honor roll are __ ,
Charles Schemper recently.
portraying Indian life before and erisel.
Ray Koetsier and family, Mr. ana kert Lester Kleinheksel,
Mrs. Harry VanderZwaagand after was
conversion,
vs oiuii| by
uj At&IIUlvU
Mildred fill"
Ka
Raymond
Buszcher
is
again
emMrs. Joe VandenBrink.
Kraker,
A pretty double wedding took Matchinsln^ Miss Mgy Hayea, Miss Lemmen, and Florence Diepen- son, Julius, visited at the home of per, Florence Brower, Marian Rogployed at the K. W. garage.
Many Overisel women were in Vande Ri«
May tieydens,
Heydens,Miss Adeline Czer
Czer- horst met at the home of Miss Die- her sister, Mrs. Peter Arnoldink in
Place Stturday at 6:30 p. ra. at the may
gen;
reading
from
“Hiawatha,"
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Voorhorst Holland Friday to attend the WomMist Gertrude
fortmiU Huisebos.
H..i.«Wn. penhorst to diacusa business mat- Grand Rapids Thursday.
In the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ste- kies and Miss
Mrs. Roggen.
— -o
and family visited at the home of en’s conferences of the Christian lowing pupi
ketee, 625 Washingtonavenue,
ters of the Girls' society on MonA corn and hog meeting was held
After the program, games were Mrs. A. Voorhorst in Holland Sun- Reformed churches and the Re- nor tardy during the first
An outing was held at Log Cab- day evening.
when their daughter, Dorothy Maat the Olive Center hall Friday.
enjoyed and all report a fine time.
formed churches. These were held Ernest Bartels, Esther L.
rie, married Jacob Reielman. son in cotUge recentlyfor old-time
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith are
Mr. Jack Nieboer and son. Paul
Those serving the supper were
Martin Nienhuis has returned at the Central Avenue Christian Gertrude Dubbink, Justin Dul
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rexelman, school chums who attended Lake- the proud parents of a baby boy.
Robert, were the wests of Mrs. Mrs. Ed Tellman, Mrs. Dirkse and home from the Blodgett hospital,
Reformed church and the Trinity Sylvia Dubbink, Donald
and their other daughter, Ruth town school. Those present were Rev. and Mrs. Fopma spent Charles Risselada, Thursday.
Mrs. Elzinga.
Grand Rapids. We are glad to Reformed church. It was a new Hazel Folkert, Myron
Maxine, was united in marriage to Mrs. Jacob Garvelink, Mrs. Benja- Thursday in Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kuite and son,
Mrs. J. A. Roggen, Mrs. John learn that he is recovering.
venture for the Christian Reform- Myron Folkert, Gladys P
George La Chaine, son of Mr. and min Speet, Mrs.
e t Gerrit
C"7ii Alderink,
—
^r8* J**1® Hehter an(j Manley, visited at the home of AlMrs. John Arink has left Ov- ed ladies, and they sent greetings caret Poll, Blanche Rigterink,
Kronemeyer, Josephine Bolks. Mrs.
Mrs. Roy La Chaine. Rev. Gerrit Mrs. Henry Sprick,
Sprick, Mrs. Alvin
Alvin Mr. and Mrs. John Reitman were bert Timmer Thursday evening.
John Johnson, Mrs. H. D. Strab- erise to go W the home of her son,
Rigtcrink, Ruth Vander]
Rezelman of North Blendon, broth- Palmer, Mrs. George Zonnebelt, recent vUitors at the home of Mr.
Edward Wyman of Nunica binv Mrs. Ed Tellman, Mrs. Nick Rev. Harold Arink, in Ustick, 111. to their Reformed sisters.
er of Jacob Rezelman, officiated, Mrs. Albert Kuypers, Mrs. Gerrit and Mrs. John Diepenhorst.
According to the financial report These are of the grammar
moved
to the William Kooyers’ Klokkert, Mrs. John Brink, Sr.,
Charlie Haak, who has been of the Women’s Board of Foreign taught by Juliu* Essink.
assistedby Rev. H. D. Ter Keurst, Hekhuia, former teacher, Mrs. MarMr. Edward Brulszema had the place recently.
Mrs. John Brink, Jr., Mrs. B. Voor* working at Lampen’s Red and Missions and the Women’* Board
pastor of Trinity Reformed church. tin Woodwyk, Mrs. W. Strabbing, misfortune of losing a young horse
The following pupils of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
De
Zeeuw
from
horst, Mrs. L. Sale, Mrs. Ben Leh- White store for the past few years, of Domestic Missions of the HolThe vows were spoken before a Mrs. George Kalmink,Mrs. Henry last week, Wednesday.
mary room were also neither
Grand
Ranids visitedat the home man, Mrs. Ben Kooikcr attended is now employed at a factory In
land classis, it is noted that the sent nor tardy: Yvonne Ba
background of palms and ferns with Vender Veen, Mrs. Albert Lugers,
The catechism classes will again of their father, Dick Dams, Sunthe Woman’s Missionaryconfer- Zeeland.
bouquets of gladioli. Preceding the Mrs. Peter Roosien, Mrs. Frank resume their studies on WednesOverisel Missionary society ranked Kenneth Gunneman, Clarence _
ence
of
Holland
classis
at
the
TrinRev. H. W. Pyle is attending the the highest.
ceremony Gerald Vande Vusse of Eby, Mrs. George De Haan, Mrs. day evening for the young people
neman, Joyce Gunneman, Jo
ity Reformed church of Holland synodical conference which is beZeeland sang “Because" and “I C. Zeedyk and Mrs. George Boll and on 9:30 Saturdaymorning for
One
month
of school work has phine Harmsen, Wayne Nyh
HAMILTON
last week, Friday.
ing held at Oostburg, Wisconsin.
Love You Truly." The wedding and Mrs. Robert Earlenboughof the younger children.
been completed. The grammar Esther Poll, Robert Bartels,Hi
o
Next Sunday morning Rev. Pyle room of the Sandy View school, Dubbink, Leon Dubbink, Enrin
march was played by Miss Katha- Muskegon.
Mrs. Fopma and Miss Grace
Donna Mae Brower submitted to
will exchangepulpits with Rev. J. taught by Clarence Groenheide, has sink, Merle Top, Lloyd Lan
OVERISEL NEWS
ryn Dykema as the bridal party
Bruizszemawere chosen as dele- an operationfor appendicitisat the
Van Peursem of Zeeland.
Mrs. John Tucker, Miss Frances gates to attend to the Woman’s Zeeland hospital last week, Tuestook their places. Miss Ruth Stehad perfectattendance. Three pu- Amy Vander Kalk, Esther Vi
Mrs. Joe VandenBrink of Hol- pils received tardy marks. The
ketee was attired in a gown of Tucker and Mrs. Henry Ruascher
.eratfo" held at Chicago this day. The operation was successMiss Janet Kollen,former t«>sch- land, Mrs. Martin Kronemeyer of
white satin and lace, princessstyle, entertained with a shower Thurs- week, Thursday and Friday, to ful and the young lady returned
honor roll shows that the followEvelyn Meyer, daughter of
er of the Overisel district No. 1 Fillmore,and Miss Lena Nyhuis of
with a coronet of lilies. Her sister day evening honoring Miss Jose- represent the Girls’ society of lo- home Tuesday.
school, is now teaching in Plain- Overisel visited all day Wednesday infr pupils have a B average: Bea- and Mrs. George Meyer, and
wore white satin, full jacket style phine Tucker. Guests were Miss cal church.
trice Hoekie, Dorothy Immlnk, Syl- vey Dozeman, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John De Haan of Holland well, Michigan. She instructsthe
with a headband of rhinestones.Lavina Folkert, Misses Anna and
Mr. and Mrs. B. Lemmen and visitedat the parsonageof First eighth grade in English and math- at the home of their aunt, Mrs. via Kleinheksel, Charles Kraker, Henry Dozeman of Drenthe
Fannie Hulsnmn of Overisel.
Both carried bouquets of white Cora Hahn, Miss Julia Prins, Miss- childrenwere recent visitors at the church last week, Wednesday.
Marian Mulder Robert Nienhuis,
ematics.Miss Kollen attended the
Wednesday evening Mrs. Fannie Wilma Nyhof, Luella Pyle, Arlyne united in marriage Friday at
roses and asters. The brides were es Julia and JosephineZoerhoff, home of Mr. and Mrs. James MorBend, Indiana, at the Met!
evening
session
of
the
Women’s
The George ChalmersPaving Co.
Hulsman and daughter, Gladys en- Voorhorst.
escorted by their father. Flower Mr. and Mrs. Ben J. Tucker. Mrs. ren.
Episcopal church with Rev.
Missionary conference at Holland tertained the following relatives;
completed
the
paving
of
Main
John
Tucker,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
girls, both nieces of the brides,
In the primary room taught by officiating,The couple will,
r rulay evening and spent the weekstreet
through
town
last
week
on
Justin Schipper and family, Harry Geraldine Roelofs, six children
were Patricia Ruth Beyer, who Ruascher, Miss Frances Tucker, the
OLIVE CENTER
their home in, Holland.
Thursday. Another three weeks
wore blue taffeta, and Hope Mari- Misses Fannie, Julia and Gladys
will,
however,
be
required
for
the
lyn Beyer, who wore yellow taf- Bultman, Miss Mabel Lugten, MissMr. and Mrs. Harm Kuite and
feta. Ushers were Marvin Steke- es Gertrude and Finnic Tubergan, family motored to Laketown Sat- driveways and curbing. The road
north of town to Holland is also
tee and Gordon Hamelink. Mr. Miss Frances Havedink, Miss Mil- urday.
finished with exception of the
and Mrs. Thomas Beyer were mas- dred Bekken, Misses Fannie, Irene
Mrs. John Vandenberg and chiltwo bridgeswhich arc being placed.
ter and mistress of ceremonies. and Dora Tucker, Misses Henrietta
The road is not yet officially open
Immediately following the cere- and Irene Havedink and the guest
to traffic, but it will not be long
mony a reception was held, after of honor.
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which the La Chaines left on a trip
to northern Michigan, and the ReMrs Dale Fogerty and Miss
zelmans left for a honeymoon to Anne Vander Werf entertainedwith
Kentucky. Mr. La Chaine is em- a shower in honor of Miss Cathanloyed by Dr. Paul De Kruif, and rine Hammond at the Vander Werf
Mr. Rezelman is employed at the home on Cherry street. Guests
Holland Aniline Dye laboratory. were Mrs. M. Michielsen,Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Rezelman will make Grace Holkeboer, Mrs. A. Bluetheir home at 123 East Tenth street kamp, Miss Minnie Haan, Miss
after October 12. Mr. and Mrs. Marguerite Oudemool, Miss HamLa Chaine will make their home at mond, Miss Hester Pellegrom, Mrs.
Wake Robin, home of Dr. and Mrs. D. Ritchie, Mrs. G. Veenboer, Miss
Paul De Kruif, after Oct. 10.
Vera Risto, Miss Margaret O’Leary
and Miss Ida Sturing.
o

-

-

--

At a meeting of the Woman’s
Literary club Tuesday at 3 p. m.,

o

-

before the folks will be able to go
to Holland with pleasure.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Nyenhuis last Saturday, a daugh-

i

ter.

Basil Kibbe of Allekan is employed as a mechanicat the local
farm bureau garage.

J

uh

Janet Brink entertainedFlorence
Vander Riet of Oyeriselat a chicken dinner Sunday evening.

Ui the

WANT'ADJ

Mrs. Loren J. Staples, mezzo-con- who celebrated their twenty-fifth
tralto, and Mrs. Dorothy Pelck Mc- wedding anniversary Monday eveFOR SALE— House at 65 W. 12th
Graw, pianist, both members of the ning, held open house at the WomSu House must be torn down or
an’s
Literary
club
rooms.
ReceivSt. Cecilia society of Grand Rapids,
removed from property. Bids repr#*ented a musical program. The ing with Mr. and Mrs. Dornbos
ceived until Sat., Oct. 12 PEGTOilowiM gave short talks on plans were their children, Gerald, Gladys
PLES STATE
itc
for tmPyear: Mrs. Mayo Hadden, and Frances. Master and mistress
department;Mrs. Wy- of ceremonies were Mr. and Mrs.
ngnd Wichers, educational group, Neal De Jongh of Grand Rapids, as- NOTICE — Wish to invest $600 on
good security.Write Box 20.
and Mrg, J. E. Telling of the inter- sisted by Miss Rena Boven. A misnationalaffairsdepartment. Mrs. cellaneousprogram was presented care the Holland City News. Itp
Sears R. McLean, president of the Mr. and Mrs. Dornbos were marMichigan State Federationof ried in Holland and have lived in WANTED — Used clothing or anything that conM bo
Women's clubs, extended greetings their home at 350 Pine avenue,
throughout
the
25
years.
„\PT
"ee(!v- HOUSEHOLD OF
and Mrs. J. D. French, president,
o
FAITH MISSION. Phone 303/.
presided.
Members of the Lincoln P.-T. A. Rev, and Mrs. Sanford.
were addressed Wednesday night
The Warm Friend Tavern girls by
nV Prof.
rroi Paul
rani E. Hinkamp,
Hinirprr.n who SPECIAL — Blue Belle flocks for
v»u v#m man repression.
$7.95 at JEANE’S SHOPPE on
Clifton Dalman, president, presided. College avenue.
home of Mrs. John Ve- W0ef. ^Hose
o
present were Mrs. William Topp,
For Sale: Man’s blue serge suit,
NOORDELOOS
Mrs. Florence Bittner, Mrs. Mary
size 38. Phonograph and 20 recSullivan, Mrs. John Ver Hoef, Miss
Mr. Arthur Woodwyke, who has ords.— 2 W. 18th St.
Zeda Kuna. Miss Elsie Peterson. been very ill with typhoid fever at
Miss Marguerite Topp, Miss Wilma t’is home, is somewhat improved at
--- — - Hounds,,collies, chow,
coon hound
pup 1% years old, leal
rat
Vinkemulder, Mrs. Gerald Baker this
in writing.
Ys I
_ r
and the honored guest.
Lawrence Lemmen is employed terr,er j10® toy temer pups and
o
in Haarlem for a few
tfrown dogs. Henry Knoll, 6 miles
Miss Alyda Kaper of Zeeland enMr. and Mrs. Charles
of Holland on U.S. 31.
tertained members of the Sitsn club horst motored to Pontiac last week No Sunday visiting, 3tp43.
at her home. Those present were on Wednesday.
Miss Necia De Groot, Miss Clara
Lemmen was a FOR SALE— A three-quartersteel
bed and iprinf. In good condi
in. Inquire 430 Van Raalte.

^- -

v

“-Won.

-

-

r

iii||p'#

days.
Diepen-

Tuesday night, when his automobile c’-««hed into a cement abutment ob'ut four miles east of Overisel. Mr. Zeerip was compelled
to craw! to a farm place about a
quart?- of r mile distant before he
sucroeH-d in getting aid. He arrived there more than four hours
afte- the accident. He was taken
to H Viand where it was found that
he had suffered a broken arm and
fractu-ed foot. Latest reports are
favorable, but Hirvev will h» an invalid for several weeks. The Zeerips moved to Wayland
ilton about two weeks

m
'
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As smart and comfortable a shoe as any girl
or women would want
Brown leather with new

• \

3®
A\7-

u

ture. Harriet Van Doornink is tak
ing her place at the local office.

Fall
Sports Ties

IxU

erate a Ford garage.
lola Butten has resigned her position at the Farm Bureau office
t»nd expects to start a business adventure of his own in the near fp-

New

W\\

I

from Hamago to op-

)i !

•

I

trouser crease toe, brass
eyelets. Flexible leather

soles, rubber topped
heels. Sixes to 8.

ill

Mr. and Mrs. Ravmond Dangremond and family of Grand Rapids
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Dangremond
and family of Fennville were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Dan
gremond Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Mosler have
moved to Holland and will make
their home in the big city this winter. We are going to miss them

NewTubfast Frocks

very much.

Several folks from Allegan and
Kalamazoo came to town Tuesday
evening to attend
supposedly
FOR SALE — Boys' bicycle;junior scheduled meeting for the purpose
size; a bargain. 38 West Twen- of organizing a Townsend club.
When they arrived they were unty-first street.
able to find the meeting place. Finally arrangementswere made so
ISAAC
that a meeting could be held in
Real Estate for 30 Years.
City, Resort and Farm Property. the Farm Bureau garage show'
List your farm or house and lot room.
with me. I buy, sell and trade.
».T.Mr8\,Ra,phBowman, Sr.; Mrs.
Nick Van Dyke; Mrs. Clarence
31 West 8th St.
Kimmey and son, Mrs. Frank
Holland, Michigan
4tc43 Moomey, Mrs. Don Schaap and
children,Mrs. John Bowman and
USED MACHINES AND CATTLE daughter were entertained at the
1 Deering Corn Binder.
home of Mrs. William Ten Brink
1 John Deere 2-BottomBTractor last week, Thursday.
Plow.
Martin Timmer was a guest of
1 Oliver Sulky Plow.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brower Sunday evening.
1 Jersey Milk Cow.
Deering Corn Binder
®n?, Mrs- H«nry Troost of
JOE NYHOFF
North Holland were visitors at the
279 E. 8th StM Holland, Mich.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben LugPhone 3795
ten Sunday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Earle TellFOR SALE — Three cows and one man Sunday, a daughter. Grandbull. JAS. KAURZINSKY’S farm pa and Grandmother Roggen are
on M-89, Allegan.
3tc43 also receivingfelicitations.
Mr. and Mrs. John Elzinga and
FOR SALE— Plymouth Rock pul- family returned home from an auto
_ lets, just starting to lay. TOM
trip to the Dells of Wisconsin. Mr.
miles west of Bravo,
Elzinga also visited Fort Sheridan
3tp43 where Mr. Elzinga spent several
FOR SALE — Boys’ tan overcoat; weeks while in the army.
The Farm Bureau has taken on
sue 10;
10; -----J condition;at
size
very good
another line of business to aid the
a bargain. 152 East
----st 16th
St
farmers in this vicinity.They are
3R SALE — Homefield Electric handling all kinds of live stock,
Shoe Hospital, 14 years at 317 tnicking to Detroit The poultry
Central Ave., Holland.New Cham- killing and dressing house has been
pion machinery.Illness reason for • busy place during the last few
tfc34 veeks. A large force has been
kept busy almost every day. Manager John Gras reports that up to
WANTED
the first of this month about 65,000
LOUIS PADNOS
Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap chickens had been shipped from
Material,Old Iron, Radiators, Old the local plant
A regular meeting of the P.-T. A.
Batteries and other Junk. Best
market price; also feed and sugar was held at the high school Tuesbags.
day evening. Mr*. J. Brink, Jr.,
190 East 8th
Holland led community singing. Rev. Rogfan presided. Jacob Drenten ofPhone 2905 ^
fered praver. After a brief busiWATCH REPAIRS, cleaning main ness session Mrs. E. Archambault
springs, balance staffs, jewels. had charge of the progrant Mrs.
76c each. H. J. FINCH, Jeweler, J. Brink, Jr., and Mrs. Allan Callahan rendered a piano duet Aileen
15 East 8th

a

Compart at 79cl Rtgular 59c bargalnl

Ml

49 1C ^

KOUW

I

_

THIJW

Rayon Undies
W.

Pare Silk

w&fc 22c

19«

Good heavy weight.Laces or

TTnnmz

IXUIICj

Pure Strained
Natures Sweet

Plain Broadcloth
Wards

Apple Butter

and
Dew
Pure

38

oz. *J

Tri-Point Fresh, Creamy

Salad Dressing
Tpllv
CIlJ

Qt.

Apple’ Grape
Strawberry, Mint

Catsup o“f
Dry Grew Pms

Jar

3

Cnnna
Pure' Nouri«l>in*
V'UvUcI Ambrosia Brand

Navy Beans

27c selling.
25c

2

Choi“
Mich. Peas 3

21c

wash well. 36

2££l5c

“IT1

3

Mf1

Coffee
T n o Mission Inn Finest Green
£ v d or Black Japan ^

ibs.

17c

ib.

Cookies S^vLie,

lb.

12c

Snow

lib.
* can

CorncSSU

Naptha Soap

Pels

Bo-Peep Ammonia
Little

Boy

Blue

.OB

made longieoof
good quality woolens! Ail
strain points fully bar-

it
10 barS

a

12c yd
Plain white or fancy stripes.
Fleeced on both aides. 36 in.
27 in. White Flannel ...... 8c yd.

Save at this

Ward Week

Price!

Lustrous rayon and cotton.
Firmly woven. Pastel colors.
Large aize— 84x105 in

All

Silk Pongee

Compare to
Pongee at 25c yd.

WARD
WEEK
fytanl

WANTED TO BUY OLD GOLD,

Ir£!ps,m ,a,n(*

Rev-

43c
23c

service given on dead or uAoa
disabled First church held their annual pot------c
horses and cowa.
Notify us prompt- lock supper last Tuesday evening
hr. Phone 9745, collect. HOL- in the church parlors. The league
LAND RENDERING
was responsiblefor the supper
6340 while the Kings’ Daughters gave

9c

DR. J. G.

THOMAS
-

32 West Eighth Street

HUIZENGA

the program. The program was
as follows: Song service; devotions, Mrs. J. A. Roggen, sponsor
for society; introduction to proon Indian Americans, Mabel
‘ ‘ "History of In-

Compare
Unbleached Muslin

Spring

,

FRINGED PANELS
12% More After Ward Week
Fringed marquisette panels
in cream or ecru. 39 in.
wide. Save during Ward
Week.

_

24c

15 Plates

Regular Ward
Price $9.95

—

With Your

£ m

#4a45

Old Battery
Regular Price $5.45
Fits all 13 plate sizes
2$% more power for starting.

!*£}**' Mnr|cc KoaranKing (17 plate).

teed. Winter

Wards 100%

Site MOTOR

a

Penosylvaaia

5

OIL
h Your Own

Cast-Iron

Range

Compare with $85 Ranges!
Thit Price in

Ward Week
Only!
• Pen

psTcsMn

4991
J,

Ss*0.04
aw’sAjsrs
Mrtd cotton; tidring cover.

« ------

•v«t •
flwd
hsetaNarsundKl «

• Urn IT

cMt-fcwi
with Mg Urns that

WsHIntlnmipiii, somti
-ttvssfml.
ft jl

-V'

„
''

....

mm

Wards Supreme Quality, now
refined by new solvent process ! Anti-sludging,
tough film I
for twin
-- -- ufety.
---

!

$5 Down $5 Moatfity
Small Carrying Charge

.

CoaMaw

SWe! Mattress

• MMmtf and rest prseM
'MMlsSiapM
IwnrawiattppMgrMAl
cast tnnomkUfl

I

'

com-

"Winter King

$7.74
99 Coil double deck spring
with angle border wire to
prevent gagging. Enameled.

-

*

print* in Fall color

bination*. 39 in. wide.

Reduced for
Ward Week!
construction!Good,

99-Coil

to

Crepes at 69c yd.
Woven of good weighted ailk.

New

7c yd.

npurrmm*

W'':

;;V.-

Crepe

44c yd.

A-

The Tall Corn of Iowa." At the
old jeweiiy, dental gold: stay close of the program a get-aecondition. HIGHEST PRICES quamted hour was spent. The new
PAID.
teachers.Mr. J. Wesley and EveJAMES HEEBSPINK
lyn Den Uyl were introducedto the
Jeweler
parents and all the teachers re(Licensed by U. S. Government)
sponded with a brief talk. Mrs.
148 West 16th Street
Henry Van Doornink, Mrs. J.
6tc88 Brink. Sr., Mrs. George Schutmaat
WE CANT MAKE A POOR and Mrs. Henry Brower served as
Pillow good, but we can clean and a refreshment committee. During
fluff it as good as it was origi- the summer months all three
nally. After use in a sick room be rooms were redecorated and parsure to have them renovated. Dial ents were given an opportunity to
aspect the various rooms.
3625, Model Laundry.
The Woman’s Church league and
ATTENTION—Stock owners. Free King’s Daughters’ society of the

14c

Flat

Natural tan color. Fine for
dresses,lingerie, pajamas,
curtains. Washable. 33 in.

quality that’s firmly
38^ inches wide.

il

v-wr

resareJ?*

14c yd.

spoke on “BeautifulPlaces of Flor-

10c

bo,«ie

yCli

Outing Flannel

Full cut, well

tacked!

je

IvC

Fine 80x80 construction.Fall
patterns in clear, tub-fast vat
colors. 36 in. wide.

_

WORKS.

C.

"ZflTiM ]

To loan money to far- ida;" Mr. H. D. Strabbing, “Big
mers who contemplatebuying Trout of Northern Michigan;”
new farm machinery.For informa- Mrs. H. D Strabbing, “Camps and
tion write Box 35, Holland City Custards;’’Mrs. Henry Van Doormng, “Friendshipsand Touring

58c

»o.2c.n

Marshmallows i^yh

Boys’ Longles

WANTED —

23c

Shortening

Price is 19c!

Dangremond, Edna Dangremond
QUICK CASH— Loans $25 to $300. and Esther Slotman sang several
Autos — Livestock — Furniture. vocal selections. Brief descripHolland Loan Association,over tions of summer trips were
Ollies Sport Shop.
given by John Brink, ‘ Sr., who

20c

pkg.

Drift

St.

in.

Wards Regular^

$1.29

yCle

Pinnacle Prints

8L

10C

lbs.

12!4c!

80x60 constructionwith a lustrous finish. Clear colors that

Mifh.

Jacquard Spreads

Regular

Price is

DROZD,

10c

Uiom matron* like! Ndw cotton
come out of the tub bright and freth.
Sixes from 14 to 52. Save now-Ward Week!
ityle» and

print* that

Chiffon or service weights.
Stretch-ee tops, well re-inforced. Fall colon. S1/, to 10.

applique. Panties, bloomers in
xlesh, tea rose. Regular sixes.

Mich.

18c

Custonwr

Hom
Young

Bovtkt 144,000
To G»l Tkli Prkol

xr

Cheese S,w“’1"

TUtw

Harvey Zeerip of Wayland was
nuite seriously injured last week,

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Dornbos,

BANK.

CjiyexU

cJuh.

,

'

-

•

Pan Four

THE HOLLAND OTT NEWS
HellancTi Pint Pumper Purcfiaicd a Score of

Yean Age

A first animal old-ttacnparty ths CorpM Stm Lhres."
will be bald at the armory Friday,
7:80 p. m.
Wednesday prayer
November 1. for preaent and formar and praise eonrice.

AMERICAN LEGION

OOIANUIL CHU1CH

—

NEWS

members of Houand’s Company

D

—

Saturday, 10:00 a. m.

Servicee in the Armory.
J. Unting, Paetor

Ur.

Jewel

Psth!^ **

of the nationalguards. Toastmas-

ter will be Major Henry Geerda
We are now back on our regular and a vary interestingprogram is
CITY MISSION
schedule and the next meeting ia being arranged. Captain Bremer
Central Avenue
called for Wednesday,October 23.
believesthat a party of this kind
Geerge W. IVatter, Snpt
It ia with deep regreta that we will organise the backing of formar
Saturday night 7: 80-Praiseand
report that our genial and versa- members of the company and add
testimony meeting.
tile custodian, John Althuia. has
to the morale of present members.
Sunday 1:80 p. m.
Sunday
resigned. John was ever faithful
A militaryball will bt held Armito his trust. Always were the stice night at the armory for memSunday, 2:80 p. m. — Music and
chairs arranged neatly,sometimes
bers of the company end gneete.
message.
we would face the south, someSunday, 6:80 p. m. — Young peotimes northeast,but they were arA rehearsalof the Imperial Grenranged. We always had our re- adiers was held last night at the ple’s Hbur.
Sunday, 7:80 p. m. — Evangelisfreshments, and on time. We’re
•

—

home of Henry Windemulder on
Central avenue. Those . nresent

tic

T Cfcfldra’*meeting.
children from agee 6 to 14.
Welcome. ChristUn Instructionin
Bible lessons,and memory verses.
8:00 p. m. — Allegan jail service.

7:80 p. m. — Song service. SpecUl music. Sermon, “The Prodigal
Son who Staved at Home." Come
and enjoy this service. Bring a
friend.

Thursday evening, prayer
and Bible stndy.

service.

Hardware."
By the next meeting it is hoped
that the season’s program of programs will be lined up. The same
method will be used that proved
so successful the last two years.
Chet Van Tongerenstarted if and
Heinie Cook followed.Two men
will be delegated to get some en-

of his house which sounds the

Holland Fire

And

History

Firefighting
(Coptlnnedfrom Page 1)
these are the able drivers.

alarm and tells the volunteer from
which box the alarm was turned in.
Many of the men have been in continuous sendee for more than ten
years and several for twenty and
even thirty years.
“We have a great combination,"
the chief declares,“with enough
old men on the ground to direct
the fire fighting and a suitable
number of young men to climb the

There are 12 firemen awaiting ladders."
call each night at the fire engine
The chief finds perfect harmony
houses, four volunteersin each sta- between members of the two comtion and four drivers. In addition panies. But that was not always
each of the remaining 80 members the case. Years ago when Mr. Blom
of the department, including the first assumed his duties, he found
chief, has a gong in the bedroom

HOLLAND, MICH.

HOLLAND
Matinew Daily 200— Even.

©9

7

Fit Sat, October 11-12

-in-

The following were present to
celebrate the anniversary:Mr. Jerry Bulthuis,Sr., Tanneta Bulthuis,
Mr. and Mrs.
Bulthuis,

Abram

BENNY
ft

Robt Taylor

m

!

of

1936

Toeoday.October 15. ia

NIGHT —

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stuit
of Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs.
Klaas Bulthuis,Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Haan, Mrs. Egbert, Ada C.
Boone, and Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Boone of Holland. Delicious potluck refreshmentsadded to the
happy occasion.

len,

Broadway Melody
['

Mrs. John Van Beukering, Ermina
and Geraldine Van Beukering, and
Eugene Welling of Grand Haven;
Mrs. B. A. Van Loo, Ada and Albert Van Loo, Mrs. W. B. Ver Meu-

GUEST

Attend the » o’clock per-

formance and remain aa OUR
GUESTS to ooo Carole Lombard ft

William D. Fortney,248 Pine

av.,

Boy; Edward J. Helder, Holland,
Mich., Boy; Cornelius D. Knoll, 140

COLONIAL

E. 15th st, Boy; Donald Rypma,
54 E. 14th st, Girl; Arthur A.
Builey,392 4th st., Girt; Milton
V. Vanden Berg, 233 W. 20th st,
Matinee daily at 2:30— Even- 7,9 Girl; John Haverman, 263 E. 10th
st. Twins, Girl and Boy.

THEATRE

Oct

11-12

WARNER OLAND

Charlie Chao in

Saturday, October 12.

NIGHT.

Hats

Felt

—

Attend the 9 o’clock
perfanaanceand renuun aa OUR
GUESTS to ace Joan Bionddl in

Qt. Milk

50c

Tues.,

Oct 14-15

You Wait

Lee Tracy ft Gail Patrick in

Dr.

[25c West Tooth Paste Fret]

Two

Fisted

Wed. Thun., Oct

—PRESCRIPTIONS--

Colombia Hat

Shearer
—

Let Peck’

&

Suit Cleaners
11

W.

8th

in

Economy

Tasty Sandwiches
Fresh Ice

St. Phone 4656

MUSICAL
TALENT

Cream

Peck’s Famous Malted

Holland, Mich.

BROS.,

Inc.

(Men or Young Men)

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
Boiling Beef

T»der

Rib.

Roasts

Beef

lb.

He

I2Y2C
Sirloin
lb. 17c
Chickens fresh dressed lb. 20c • 25c
2 lbs. 25c
Yeal
lb. 21c
Veal
lb. 25c
Veal Leg Roast ramp half lb. 22c
Leg of Yearly
lb. 16c

Steak

lb.

Lamb

Beef Chuck

Roast

lb.

16-18c

Swiss Steak

$9*9S

to

$16.f

Rice
Milk

CMatry
Ctch

lb.

^

3

HER GRACE PURE

10c

Vanilla

COUNTRY CLUB

Mild Mallow* 10c

Plenty of Raisins

tender

beef

Candy Bars

It*

Grapefruit

10c

10c

FANCY WHOLE CENTER SEGMENTS
TASTY— DELICIOUS

10c

lb.

Canvass Gloves

10c

pair

STURDY CLOSE KNIT WRISTS

Cookies

10c

lb.

DUTCH — WINDMILL — COUNTRY — LEMON CRISP
MOLASSES OR VANILLA SUGARS

COUNTRY CLUB

10c

''If

10c

Toma(oJuic«Tacu10c

Henkel* Kr0*1"

i

89*

rolls

25c

5

Seminole Tuiue

d£S*

3

pkg8.

OF

Sunbrite Cleanser 2

lb.

12c

lb.

16c

Soap

Suds

Bananas

cans

9c

6 bars 25c

^

3

rJ"1

25c

ib.

»,

Sc

10c
»•

5 lbs.

5

Sweet Potatoes
Fine for Beking or

y

17c

CHOCOLATE PUDDING FOR ONLY
ONE CENT WITH EACH PACKAGE PURCHASED
AND PACKAGE

Super

•wmM

10c

'COUNTRY CLUB

£&

Royal

10c

BAKING CHOCOLATE

WESCO IMITATION

Vanilla

ib

lb. 10c

Harihay

Wax Beans V

20c

Sip

*

10c

10c

Candied

Large Well Blended Tender

stalk

SC

Sulk

bag 35C

^

CaliforniaSunkiat

Oranges

doz. 15c

M4a

CHICKENS

Raglan Sleeves

,*#41b

",

Fresh Liver Sausege

Why
We

will furnish

instrumentto

use.

you

A

Have

music and

$225 and up

required!

Why

pay

more? See us about our guarantee and

shearing ofi Pins! No strippingof gears!

MEYER MUSK
17

W.

ROUSE
8th St. Holland

No

better Stoker

made!

Geo. Wold ring
190 Ei«t 5th

St. oi Call

4347

&

Ib.

Haddock

Ib.

Pan Fish drtsstd Whiting 2

STEAKS Round

or

17c

12Kc

lbs.

Sirloin

22c

19c

Ib.

17c

[Choice Center Cuts 19c]

[iMtUed]

our five-year Free Service plan!

No

Lokker-Rutgers Co.

Fillet of

The World’s Greatest Stoker— and Save Coal!

an intruction book— this is all

Enroll Today

Bill?

us Install a

STOKOL

the

small

charged to take

care of ths cost of

worry about Next Winters Coal

you private

instruction and give

fee of $1*75 is

$14.50 to $40.00

'

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY

lb.

0

Boude, Woolcraft Carucurl and Melton*

.

ALL POPULAR 5e '/>'

Pumpkin..^!...10c

Idaho Bflcors

Valgora, Ciothcraft,Worumbo, Fleecea,

Mps

Candy Bar— Giant

COUNTRY CLUB FANCY

Palmolive

Pants.

assortmentby Kuppenheimer in

10c

HERSHEY

Raiiin Bread &>10c

We

w

Overcoats
town.

BULK

Michigan Celery

(

largest

ib.

Prune*

Fine for Eating

$15.00 to $25.00

The

SANTA CLARA-70-80 SIZE

18c

Men’s Top Coats
Latest Variety Set in or

roll

Jonathan Apples 3

$16.50 to $25.00
Fancy Models

Northern

lb.

Beef Liver young, tender

Backs

20. Two Long

box

L1NENIZED TISSUE

Waalthy Apples
Nothing to Bay!
Furnish the
Accordian

lb.

S

(Best Center Cute)

Latest Models, Newest Fabrics. Plain or Pleated

Students Suits Sizes 14 to

Soda

ASSORTED TASTY GUM DROPS,

Lessons
Fall Suits

Sal

Old Fashioned o^1,te

Compound

Free

Milks 15c

“GOOSE ft THE GANDER"

AVALON

OVEN FRESH

Mutton Shoulder Roasts

12c pint 23c quart

“SMILIN’ THROUGH"
Kay Francis ft George Brent

next one.

OUR FOUNTAIN

AT

& Frederic March
in—

fill your

Accuracy, Purity,

16-17

DOUBLE FEATURE
Noma

BUEHLER

Roast
Steak

YOUR

Cod Liver Oil 49c
West T. Brush 47c

S*ft

A*** motifs'

Sugar Wafers

Hamburger

DISCOVER

100 5
Pint Norwegion

While

it.

~

49c
Grain Aspirin 19c

Suits Pressed
Men.

you'll find in

AIM MONEY

1st.

built in, the walls artistically re-

Magnesia

TRAVELING SALESLADY"

Sangituck until Nov.

The

Holland

b GUEST

Four hundredth anniversary of
the translationof the English Bible. Special music by the choir.
7:30 p. m. Wednesday evening—
Prayer meeting. Topic, “The Fifth
Chapter of the Hebrews.”

Taylor Art School

-

KROCER’I

lish.”

.

the world over, and it would be decorated in a soft ivory and tan
surprising to know that the Nethwith gold striping and new cases
erlands is filledwith art treasures
and racks added. The whole presents a roomy and complete department for at least two articles
so much needed in cold weather,
namely blankets and overcoats.
However, you will receive a warm
welcome at Lokker-Rutgerswhen
coming to look over their new department and incidentallywhat

Cut Rate Drugs

—

1

Lokker-Rutgers Clothing
Emporium has just finishedextenIt seems that Holland is destined
sive improvementson the second
to have an art school, urely this floor of their spacious clothing
city is considered one of culture
store, making the floor into a most
and many of our forbears were arcomplete blanket and overcoat detists. Holland art as this relates
partment. Partitions have been
to the Netherlands is prized highly

Street
Rev. J. Vanderbeek,Pastor
9:80 a. ra.— Morning worship.
Sermon topic, “To the Jew First,”
Special music by the church choir.
11:00 a. m.— Sunday school.
2:15 p. m.— Junior Christian Endeavor society.
6:15 p. m.— Intermediate Christian Endeavor.
6:15 p. m.
Senior Christian
Endeavor.
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
Sermon topic, “The Wood in Eng-

Ryn,
Franz Hals, Brauer and others.
It is said that there are many
painters in the Netherlands whose
names do not shine as do the above
Ver Lee, superintendent
named, but who neverthelesswere
Several familiar faces appeared
2:00 p. m.— County 'farm anc
taught to paint correctly. Nothing
in the meeting last night. You rehouse services.
is forgotten in any of their submember Doc Tappan, yes, Past school
6:15 p. m. — Y. P. meeting.
ject matter.
Commander Tappan. Well,
7:30 p. m. — Song service. MesSaugatuck we all know has be- up. And Bill Haight, Heinie Viencome an art center in the summer, ing, Bill Strabbing, Herm Prins sage on “A Funeral Service While
and Cora Bliss Taylor has been were also re-introduced.
outstanding as an artist and a lecBut the surprise was “Ernie"
turer both in Chicago and in Sauga- Brooks, past commander, and fortuck. Her pupils have had paint- mer mayor, coming in smiling. No
ings exhibitedfrom New Jersey to one has learned yet who pointed
California,and she personally has out the way for him but anyway
Winter Painting Classes
won a number of prizes in the we enjoyed his talk.
Nov. 4th
Chicago Art Institute. Mrs. Tay“Heinie"Geerds was on deck,
lor will not only exhibit but give too. We didn’t see much of him
lower Clock Bldg., Holland
a lectureon the “Arts of Old Hol- last year. He also had his chance
land" at the Woman’s Literary on the floor but with his 15c words
Weekly Adult Classes
club on November 26. She believes there were not many 'that followed
Weekly
and Saturday Afternoon
there is a great deal of undevel- him until Doc Westrate volunteered
oped talent in this community and as interpreter.
Saturday ChildrenaClaaaes
says that a city so beautiful,so
Saturday Morning
cultured, so flower minded with an
Christian school circle No. 3 of
ancestry of artists,many of ita citi- the Ninth Street ChristUn Reformzens cannot help but prove to be ed church will meet at the home Inquire Taylor Art School!
artists themselves.
of Mrs. B. Jacobs, 247 East Thir-

Peck’s

Cleaned Thrnont
Expertly Re-blocked

Shanghai

from the Rembrandts,Van

—

ART STUDIO FOR THIS CITY

•

Bring your Biblea.
Harvey of Grand
Rapids, district manager for the
BIBLE WITNESS HALL
canteen service, was up to see us
Zeeland
at the last meeting.He is anxious
C. J. Tarveatad, Pastor
for more locationsfor the candy
10:00 s. m.— “Sinning Against
vending machines.And so are we,
the Brethren."
because his check in our treasury
11 :30 a. m. — Bible school. James
each month is quite a help.

The last three days of this week
close the big sale at Montgomery
Ward on East Eighth street, Holland. The sale is nationwide in
scope and Manager Crispin states
that as far as Holland is concerned
the result is \ery gratifying. The
sale closes this Saturday night,
man, Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Koopman,
Mr. and Mrs. James Veltman, Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Veltman,Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Brink, Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Tjepkema of Zeeland, Mr.
and Mrs. N. J. Jonker, Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor’s school is to be lo- teenth street, tonightat 8 p. m.
Mrs. John Tjepkema of Wisconsin. cated on the second floor of the
Miss Jeanette Brink, Miss Erma Holland City State bank building,
Tjepkema, Miss Matilda Veltman and is to open on Monday, Nov. 4.
and Audrey, Leone and Junior
— —
o
Tjepkema,of whom the last three
LOKKER-RUTGERS
COMPANY
are of Zeeland.

Births

‘GAY BRIDE"

Fri. Sat,

-

SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH
Comer Lincoln avenue and 12th

Ed

REMODEL SECOND FLOOR

Chewier Morris in

_

Zigterman, Sam Plagenhoef and Ed
De Feyter.
Other members of the department are Abel Smeenge, Andrew tertainmentat each meeting. When
Klomparens Peter Michaely, Ted you receiveyour notice, let us not
Wyma, Jack Knoll, Henry De hear any moaning and groaning as
Maat, Sam Althuia, Egbert Beek- there is plenty of talent in Holman, Russell Risselada, Gerald land that can be had for the askBonnette, Louis Ten Brink, MarOur cub pack will be late in gettinus Vande Water, Dick Brandt,
Maurice Kuite, John Van Nuil, John ting started this fall since Tony
Bemtema, George Zuiverink, Eg- DenUyl has taken up other work
bert Streur,John B. Veldheer, Joe that will keep him occupied every
Grevengoed and Bert Ten Brink. evening.

Comrade

Mr. and Mrs. John Tjepkema of
Waupun, Wis., were honored Wednesday night when descendants of
Rock River, 111., met at the home
A group of relativespleasantly of Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Jonker, 121
surprised Egbert Boone on Mon- East Tenth street. A miscellaneous
day evening at his home at New program was presentedand the
Groningen, where he was bom 64 following officers were elected:N.
years ago, in 1871, the time the J. Jonker, president; P. F. Koopcity of Holland was destroyed by
man, vice president, and Miss Mafire. His father, the late G. J. tilda Veltman, secretary.Those
Boone (“Groote" Boone), was rath- present were Mr. and Mrs. Dick
er anxious about his young son and
Miles, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Jonker,
had prepared a large wagon to be
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Veltready to move his family and
o
household goods if the fire came
SALE CLOSES SATURDAY
near them. Fortunately this was
EVENING

mteresting discussion.

Tonight

October 14.15-16-17

Beoaor Powell

for the benefit of all concerned.
The night men who sleep at station No. 1 are always ready for
duty and are the following: Sam
Altnuis, Ted Wyma, Russell Risselada, Gerald H. Bonnett
The night men at No. 2 are John
Van Nuil, L Ten Brink, M. Vande
Water, Dick Brandt.
The following are the members
of the Holland fire department:
Chief Blom, Assistant Chief, Lane
Kamerling; captainof ladder truck,

not necessary.Anyway yesteryear came in for a great deal of

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.

JACK

ment

-

BING CROSBY
Joan Bennett & Mary Boland

Nn’K'CMw;

ministrative duties was to mould of pumper No. 2, Bert Vande Wathat partisanspirit into the depart- ter; dnvers Joe Ten Brink, Fred

PREPARED FOR FIRE
THAT DID NOT COME

THEATRES

Two For

bitter rivalrybetween the two organizationsand one of his first lid-

praise

Saturday evening, cottage prayer meetings.
Tussday evening, country prayer
meetings.
“Unto Him who loved us and
washed us from our tins in His
own blood.”— Rev. 1:5.

—

tral

Chrirtkn’e

AD

going to miss the boy and his colSong and sermon. Special muorful scout reports.
were Leon . Schaddelee,Osbourn •ic. George Trotter will preach.
prea<
Keep the toy drive in mind while
Vos, Jecob Menken, Willard DornTuesday;7:30 p. m.
Prayer
you are doing your fall cleaning. bos, Jay C. Nieboer and Henry
meeting.
Jack Zwemer has consented to Windemulder.
Friday, 7:80 p. m. — Young peopick up all donations with his
ple's meeting.
truck; all you have to do is call
2414 and he will come. This is no
advertisingmedium but the aforesaid truck bears the caption “Cen-

“

Rolled Rib Roast

Ib.

22c

Choice Chuck Roast

Ib.

16c

Oysters

**<»»

DO ACT
UT ROAST

iftT

<<*

m*.

21c

Meaty
Cut.

ib.

3%

Selet

14c
Tex
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ARCHER W. JOHNSON, 57,
OTTAWA CONTEST THEME
SUCCUMBS AT HOLLAND
CHOSEN

18

Marriage Licenses

Women Are Held

October Monl

-TO
/I0

NATURE’S BEST SPBCTA<
IS IN FALL OF YEAR.

HUAITIN6

LAND’S ENVIRONS Of

seasom

ENDLESS BEAUTY

MUST HAVE

OPENED

Don’t pass up a chanca for
least one dsy in the open 4
the month of October. Ht
need no urging, for this is
month, but tnglera and nature
ere should set aside at least a ,
days to drink in the color and
mosphere of this “month of
falling leaves." as the Indians
ed it All outdoors Is lazily pw
ing for winter, but while doing
is putting on a spectacle such
no otter seaaon can offer.

o

m
m

-

ALLEGAN COUNTY
Jurors for the October term of
circuit court who were drawn Monday, Sept. 10, will report Oct. 21.
The list i& comprised of the following; William Walker, Ganges;
Emory Mosier, Heath; Wallace
Breese, Gunplains; George Vanderkilk, Hopkins; Edward Hoffmeyer,
Laketown;William Frearron, Lee;
Howard Post, Leighton; Steve

i

Crimson sumac, forenz_

..

-

41

Lure of “Great
Outdoors" in

Fall Invasion

Two

......

Number

Arrest Gypsies

Archer W. Johnson, 57. electri- Ottawa County Sunday School
Ronald Hamlin. 24, Holland,
for Larceny;
cian, died Friday from a heart atassociationhas selected“My New Hart-Cooley,Dorothy Van Kampen,
tack. He was bom in Schoolcraft
18,
Holland,
At
Home;
Fred
H.
TestamentHero" as the theme for
and had resided in Chicago before its annual Bible contest for high TerVree, 26, Holland, Hart-Cooley,
moving to Holland 40 years ago. schools, representing Holland, Jeannette Coster,20, Holland,ClerHe was a member of the Masonic Zeeland, Hudsonville,Coopersville,ical Work; Jacob Rezelman, 26, ALLEGAN MAN CLAIMS HE
and Eagles orders and was on the Grand Haven and Marne. Prof. Holland, Chemist, Dorothy StekWAS VICTIMIZED BY
advisory board of the Rainbow Clarence Kleis of Hope college is etee, 20, Holland, None; William
PICKPOCKETS
Girls.
E. Miller,28, Holland, Karr Co.,
county chairman.
Anne
Stepanski,
20,
Holland,
LaunHe is survived by the widow, a
Two gypsy women, alleged pickOrations requiring 800 to 1,000
daughter,Esther Margaret, stu- words must be given in public as- dry: George R. LaChaine, 22. HoW pockets.and charged with larceny
land, Care-taker,Ruth M. Steketee,
dent nurse at Butterworth* hos- sembly the first week in November 22, Holland, Housework; Max C. from the person, were to be arraigned on those charges, followpital, Grand Rapids, and an aunt, and the final contest will be held
Marcotte, 27, Holland, Sign Paint- ing their arrest Wednesday night
Mrs. Nellie Riley of Battle Creek. in, the Reformed church at Grand
er, Reta M. Nelis, 27, Holland. on the complaint of Charles Sisson.
Funeral services were held at 2 Haven Nov. 12. School prises are
Stenographer;Howard G. Workp.m. Sunday at the home, under $5 and 52.60 and winners in the ing, 24, Holland, Ice Plant, Elsie AUegan.
Masonic auspices. Burial was in final will receive first and second Morgan, 24, Douglas,At Home; The women were taken from a
car load of gypsies at the Sisson
Pilgrim Home cemetery.
prizes of |10 and 5&>
Andrew Ver Schure, 31, Holland, home on Academy street just as
P. M. R. R., Margaret Krehn. 23. they were attempting to speed
Spring Lake, At Home; Richard away from the house in an autoPoest, 29, Zeeland, Farmer, Hil- mobile. They were charged with
dreth Ver Hage, 20, Vriesland, having taken $26 from Sisson.
Housework; Otto M. Dressel, 24, Three women, a man and several
Holland, Chemist, Ruth E. Jap- children were in the car at the
P*nga, 2?, Holland, Factory Work; time, and two of the women were
Clarence Bremer, 27, TTolland. placed in custody.
Chemist. Dorothy Strooo, 27, HolGeorge Duel.,
Duel I, 66,
... Fennvillc
...... .
land, Teacher;Gerrit Luurtsema, charged with being drunk and dis
27, Blendon Twp., Road Work. orderly received a sentence of 30
Janet De Roo. 23, Blendon Twp., days in jail and was ordered to
Housework; Elmer Miedejna, 22, pay a $5 fine and costs when he
Zeeland Twp., Fanning, Jennie pleaded guilty.
Gelder, 20, Zeeland Twp., HouseRoy Shoemaker,age 18, Valley
work; Otis Coleman, 22, Hudson township, Allegan county, has been
ville, Farming, Helen Dale. 19 taken into custody on charges of
Elkhart, Ind., At Home.
larceny. He pleaded not guilty and
trial date was set for Oct. 7th.
OCTOBER TERM JURORS IN
Merrill Prince, 31, Kalamazoo,

...... ..

charged with drunken driving, paid
a 550 fine plus costs when he
pleaded guilty.
George Hathaway,18, Valley
township, charged with leaving the
scene of an accident, was given the
option of a fine or jail sentence on
his guilty plea and at present is in

Indian summer, is flaming
the road and hillsides.Wild |
are ready for picking. Bitt
gleams orange against the
Ty ground in which it nows. Wh
you pick it, cut it with a knlft
aciaaors.Leave the vines to
duce fruit next year. Bottle
liana and fringed are bloasou.
now. Fringed gentians are aims
and you should leave plenty
them, or you will have none
year. There must be enough
soma to form seed. Asters
goldenrod are making a last
•gainst the frost. A bright ,
day will make the milkweed

Last shrub of the year to
in Michigan Is the witch I
Its flowers are hardy golden
which appear when the leaves
jail.
fallen. At the same time, the
Leon Scott, 45, Trowbridge townpods which formed from last
ship, who sometime ago was arrestblossoms are ripe. The cm
ed on charges of drunken driving,
Mepplink, Manlius; James Mc- night for failure to pay his fine, Fall
Can’t Hunt Deer
dry and contract, and when tt
Keag, Martin; Roy Henderson, was again arrested Wednesday
beau upon them, they expel
Farmers
Aid
Birds
Trees
Monterey; Ralph Bodine, Otsego After being placed in custody he
two shiny black seeds with «
city; Mahlon Odell, Otsego townerable force, throwing tVm
paid a 5100 fine plus costs and his
By
planting
food
and
leaving
ship; LMtiuiicrv
Lambert i/eWitt,
DeWitt, Overisel; drivers license was revoked.
The experienceof hundreds
tain and lasts the longest o...K,
Hunting deer from a tree is no feet
herbage uncut, providingcover,
Leslie Haskins, Plainwellcity;
With tho plants dying off.
and prohibitingillegal shooting on longer legal in Michigan.In fact,
cities proves these facts about
Herman Lampen, Salem; H. C.
Concrete is safe in any weather,
their property, Michigan farmers an amendment to the general game •ecu which are directly depei
MATTRESS
FACTORY
TO
Semonson, Saugatuck; Wayne Merthe merit of concrete for buildlaws
of
1936
makes
any
part
of
a
CLOSE IN NEAR FUTURE PHEASANTS OCT. 15 TO OCT. can do more to protectthe pheas- tree except the dead stump an il- upon them, are forced into i
drains quickly, increases visichant, Trowbridge;Earl Soyster,
of Inactivity.Many of them
27. RABBIT HUNTING DATES ant, valuable game bird, than any
ing arterial streets:
Valley; Dale Kent, Watson; George
bility, improves appearance.
other one group of conservation- legal perch for the nimrod. And spend the winter quietly in
RATHER
COMPLICATED
Ryno, Wayland.
Allegan’s mattress factory, which
it makes no differencewhat spe- stage, safe within inconsp.,
ists.
o
has been furnishing employment
Concrete is lower in first cost
cies of game he is hunting,whether cocoons,to all appaaranoas as
Concrete cuts your driving RUMMAGE SALE SATURDAY,
Sportsmen’s
clubs
have
secured
for several months to about 30
More than 200,000 brown-clad
it be deer or rabbits.
less as the deserted cottage
than any other paving mateOCTOBER 19
women, will operate until <»ld hunters will move into the woods eggs and released thousands of
cost by saving on gas, oil,
Before the 1936 legislature made summer resorter. For many
young pheasants, and the State
weather
—
......
makes
heat
.....
necessary,
.....
acand
fields
of
lower
Michigan
Tuesrial of comparable quality.
tires and car repairs.
The ladies of Third Reformed cording to F. C. Gallager, county ' day, Oct. 15, to open the upland Department of Conservation has this change a part of the general of inserts, the seasonal .
game laws, it was legal to hunt means death. Egg clusters
church will hold a rummage sale relief administrator,
restockedextensively, yet there
-a— * - who
—
a few hunting season.
from a tree so long as the sports- been deposited, and next l
Concrete is by far the most ecobeginning at 9 o’clock on the mornInsist on concrete for yoor
continues
to
be
a
shortage
of
these
days ago announced that the _____
Beginning on that date ringneckman did not use as a perch any these will hatch out as the
ing of Saturday, October 19, at the
Domical type of surface to mainnot buy coal to heat the fac- ed pheasants,ruffed grouse, prairie game birds. Figures compiled by
streets.
generation.
Woman's Literary club rooms. tory and that the local ERA’s chickens,sharptailed grouse, rails the State indicate an average legal type of artificial platform.
The law now reads: “It shall be
At the inserts disappear,
There will be a large variety of very
kill
of
2.6
for
each
of
the
313,000
Write for fret copy of
funds are so restricted that it can- (except coot), fox squirrels, woodunlawfulfor any person at any bird population begins to i
serviceable household goods, includlicensed
small
hunters;
not buy fuel.
cock and rabbits oecome legal
••Pavements for Modem Traffic"
time to make use of any pit, pit- Already the martins, swallows
ing furniture,clothing and other
There is on hand at the present game. The upland hunting seasons poachers,overanxious hunters,for- fall, deadfall, scaffold, nused plat- flycatchershave left ua. A 1
things needed in the home regularest fires and predators took an
time about a month’s supply of in the lower peninsulaare:
form, tree, cage, snare, trap, net, of warblers Is coming down
ly. All are invited and remember
mattress material and if this is not
Pheasants— Oct. 15 to Oct. 27, added toll.
baited hook or an'1 similar device the North and will pass over _
the sale starts on Saturday mornCo-operation
of
farmers
in
safeused up before cold weather makes inclusive.
2012 Olds Tower Bldg., Lansing,Mich.
or any drug, poison, salt, chemical, any dsy. Mont birds migrate
ing, October 19, and remember also
factory heat necessary, it will be
Ruffed grouse— Oct. 15 to Oct. guarding the birds which escape, Is smoke, gas, explosive,guinea pig night, guided through dark
the adage of the “early bird.”
sought
by
State
officials
and
sportshipped to some other state fac- 27, inclusive.
or rodent of any kind, artifisial lanes by that unexplained
tory and women employed here . Prairie chickens— Oct. 15 to Oct. ing men alike, in an effort to offset light or mechanical device for the called “instinct"
the tremendousannual toll.
will be thrown out of worlc.
27, inclusive.
purpose of injuring,capturing or
Watch Them From Yard
The mattress factory was per- Sharotailed grouse— Oct. 15 to 44444444444444444444444f44444444444<
killing any birds or animals pro
On cloudy nights, birds fly
mitted to continue after general Oct. 27, inclusive.
tected by the laws of this state.
shut down orders for all projects,
Fox squirrels—Oct. 15 to Oct. 24, ZEELAND WOMAN STILL
Firearms or steel traps are not to the earth to avoid the
because it had a large supply of inclusive.
devices. filled air above them. Some
HEAD
OF MISSION UNION construed as •mechanical
sly evening, try standing in
• •
materials on hand.
Rails (except coots)— Oct. 15 to
Nov. 19, inclusive.
Mrs. Robert Pool, of Zeeland, High wheels are going back to back yard. It may be your
OTTAWA COUNTY FARMERS Woodcock— Oct. 15 to Oct. 27, was re-elected president of the work again in Michigan's north fortune to hear the weird n
WASHINGTON inclusive.
Woman’s Missionaryunion of woods. After years of inactivity, tion calls Just above you
The season on rabbits is stag- ChristianReformed churches of several of these relics of the lum less invisiblefeathered ___
CHECKS; 4-H MAKE TRIP
gered. North of the north line of Holland, Zeeland and vicinity at ber indust
ndustry are being used to wing their way to the South.
LANSING; ALATown 16 the season is open from the tenth annual conferenceFriday move sixty-footNorway pine logs NoU that most of the furHERE
Oct. 15 to Jan. 31, inclusive; south in Central Avenue church, for her in the
_____________
_______ ing animals are completely o.
e Pigeon
River state forest,
of that line, including all of Huron sixth consecutive year.
northeast of Gaylord. The logs are ted for winter. Their coaU .
Other officersare: Vice presi- being taken from trees that were glossy and thick and underlaid
Approval of wheat compliance county, the season is open to and
dent, Mrs. S. Topma of Noorde- fire-killed and will be utilizedas a liberallayer of fat The i‘
papers sent from Ottawa county including Jan. 1.
Season bag limits on several loos; secretary, Sirs. G. Vander- stringersin a bridge to be built in irnmk has his storehouse well
have been received by L. R. Arplied; the woodchucksand i
nold, secretary of the association. speciesof birds have been increas- hill of Holland; treasurer, Mrs. the forest area by CCC men from
havs become too fat for .
ed
over
last
year
by
the
1935
legisSimon
De
Weerd
of
Holland.
the
Pigeon
River
camp.
Mr. Arnold expects checks to folactivity and are searching for
Mrs. W. Stuart, of Grand Raplow within a few days. At time of lature. Six pheasants may be shot
able homes to pass the wii.
receiptof checks meetings will be during the open season this year, ids. first president of the union; GROUP WILL STUDY BUYS
muskrats have practically com]
set at which time William Easton, instead of four which was the sea- Helen Nordewier of Egypt, J. C.
CANAL PLANS
ed building their houses in
treasurer,will make delivery. All son limit last year. The season Kobes of New Mexico, A. Huisjen
marsh. You will see but few tui
but a very few compliances were limit on ruffed grouse is 25 and on of Chicago, Rev. Harry Dykstra of
Mayor Nicodemus Bosch Friday
approved. These are now in the nr&irie chickens and sharptails, China and Dr. Henry Beets of appointed Austin Harrington, Ben or frogs in your tramps all
They are cold blooded animals
secretary’s office for corrections. combined, 25. Last year it was 10. Grand Rapids were speakers. Mrs.
Mulder, Henry VanderSchel, W. M.
•
As soon as correctionsare made Day and possession limits are the Pool was presented with a basket Connelly and S. L. Henkle a com- the chilly days make them
groggy. Soon thev will be
they will be returned to Washing- same as last year. Pheasants can- of flowers.
mittee to study the proposed Hol- up for their winter’ssleep
not legally be hunted this year beton for approval.
Rapids canal sponsored the waters of our lak
MARKED INCREASE NOTED IN land-Grand
pproval of the 1935 compliances fore sunrise.
by John Buys of Grand Rapids and streams.
Open seasons in the upper penallows final payment on the 1934
SEPTIC THROAT CASES
present a report at a public hearHolland Beautiful
crop and first payment on 1935 insula on ruffed grouse, prairie
ing of the waterway in Grand RapHolland’s environs have much
A marked increase of septic sore ids Oct. 29.
crop. Checks to be issued on pa- chickens, sharptailed grouse, fox
offer. Waukazoo, Macatawa
squirrels, rabbits, woodcock and throat in this locality is reported
pers approved will total 524,488.
o
Castle Park are Just now fi
Ottawa 4-H club members en- rails (except coot) opened Oct. 1. bv the Ottawa County Health unit.
lands of beauty. New B
joyed an occasion quite out of the Legal hunting of ducks, geese, Septic sore throat frequently COURT ORDERS
and the Fennville fruit
• ACCEPT LAND CASE RULE
ordinary when they made a trip brant, jacksnine and coots is from causes complicationsand should be
afford a sight not soon to be
to Michigan State college to take Oct. 21 to Nov. 19, inclusive, in considered seriously, says Dr.
CircuitJudge Fee/ T. Miles to- gotten, with the lazy Kalam.
in the first football game of the both the upper and lower pen- Ralph Ten Have, head of the deseason. , Over 175 members and insulas.
partment.Cases should be strictly day issued the city of Allegan a river undulating through dense
about 30 drivers made the trip.
isolated. It is quite likely that writ of assistancecompelling Anna beautifullycolored woodlands.
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Hunting
Begins Next
Week Tuesday

FOR ALL ARTERIAL STREETS

of

Game
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game

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

:

TO GET
TO

BAMA MOTH

Now!

for

on our

Christmas

New

___

CLUB
PLAN

Through the effortsof L. R. Ar- Is Skeptical About
nold, county agricultural agent,
200 Mile Ship Canal
free admission to the game was
obtained from the athletic departJ. S. Morton, veteran Lake Michment of the college. Several hundred scouts and schoolchildrenof igan steamboat operatorof the
Lansing and vicinity enjoyed this former Graham Si Morton and
Goodrich steamship lines, formerly
same privilege.
The Ottawa club members thor- of Holland and Benton Harbor, exoughly enjoyed the game with its pressed skepticism today over the
attendant features, the scout pa- feasibility of a proposed 200-mile
rade and the appearanceof the ship canal across southern MichMichigan State college military igan, as proposed by William Conband. This trip was made possible nelly of the Holland chamber of
through the kindness of many Ot- commerce.
“If a canal suitable for lake vestawa county residentswho furnished cars for transportation.
The sels could be built it would no
_

Big Selection of

-

-

cases that have occurredare caused
by contact.
Infectionis spread from the secretionof the nose and throat. The
milk supply needs to be watched
carefully because of the contamination danger. All cases should be
seen by a physician and reported
to the health department, the doctor states.

HAMILTON

PUPILS

SELECT

WOMEN

Hitpschke and Theresa Kaurzinsky Then there is the myvU
to accent his findings regarding Pigeon Lake shores at Port
their 72-acre tract of land which don. But what’s the use of conis needed for the municipal power tinuing. Step on the gas, ride
plant project. A court ruling, Oct. a few miles apd you see t
1, ordered the city to pay the wo- everywhere— even Centennial P
men 52,400 fot the property. The and Hope college campus could
owners had contended it was worth be more beautifulthan now. G
yourselfa treat— the autt
5300 an acre.
Issuance of the latest court or- artists are now busy and it

__

der would, if not contested,enable you nothing to see them
the city to proceed to close the wonders.

deal for purchase of the land,
which will be flooded when the dam
Hamilton High school has organ- is completed. Ira Montague,counized a student council. Officers are: sel for the women, did not immePresident, William Schaefer; sec- diately indicate whether he would
doubt
make
a
large
saving
in
disOttawa 4-H club council feels grateretary, Hilda Rankens; treasurer,appeal Judge Miles’ decision grantful to these partieswho helped to tance, but the question arises as to Gordon Daugremond; trustees, ing the latest writ.
thia event a success. Man
make this
!t couId ** <lone for S100*' Beatrice Deur and Elwyn Maathave expressedthe hope that it OW-OM, as estimated by Mr. Con- man. Class officers are: Seniors— COUNTY COMMISSION
will become an annual event. ®*lly» Mr. Morton said. “The President,Sylvia Koops; vice presEXPECTS WITHDRAWAL OF
Ottawa fruit growers have re- question of the canal has £oo many ident, Agnes Folkert; secretary,
FEDERAL AID BY NOV. 1
ported the presence of the Ala- ramificationsto be answered off- GenevieveKlomparens; treasurer,
bama moth, an insect which works hand. Attempts have been made to Benjamin Schrotenboer.
J. W. Eaton will go to Holland
northward during the year. It is launch similarprojectsin the past,

Lounge Chairs

_

OFFICERS

GRAND HAVEN BRIDE-1
HONORED OFTEN

Miss yera Correll, a much f
bride-elect whose marriage
George Essenburgh,Holland,
take place on Oct. 9, was '
with a party last night given
Mrs. A. Schubert. The guests
eluded Mrs. Harold Westerl
Mrs. Elmer Westerhof, Mrs.
rude Correll, Mrs. William
Elizabeth Warber. — Grand
Juniors— President, Joyce Kooi- Friday to attend a meeting of the Tribune.
a small golden colored moth which but usually ended in disagreement ker; vice president, Donald Van
Ottawa County Welfare commisover
the
route.’’
attacka ripe fruit particularlythe
Doomink; secretary. Pearl Bartels; sion which has been called for 2
BUILDING PERMITS STILL
peach and strawberries. The moth
treasurer, Justin Johnson.
p.m.
ARE FILED IN H<
has a proboscis extending from WPA JOB PROGRAM IN
Miss Deborah Veneklasen, counLAND INDICATED
the mouth part. This tube is exMISS NELLIE ZWEMER
D.
J.
Klomparens, 828
ty administrator,will give a retended into the ripe fruit and Juice
KEEPS MISSION POST port
ton blvd., 5116. Remodel; J.
Word
received
at
the federal re>rt of a conference which wa
was
extracted and the fruit is left with
held
employment office to get files in
ild recently at Big
Big Rapids. Dis tel, 142 W. 16th it, 565,
a soft spot quite similar to a bruise.
Miss Nellie Zweraer, of Holland,
procedure Sligh FurnitureCo., 167-187
Growers of peaches and straw- shape for a program was taken as veteran retiredReformed mission- cussion of the welfare proc
13tt st., 5500. Addition;
berries have reported injury from an indication that WPA projects ary In China, was re-elected presi- after Nov. 1 will be the chief busi
Gordon, 316 W. 18tt st,
this pest to L. R. Arnold, county in Holland and Ottawa county are dent of the Women’s Missionary ness of the meeting.
After Nov. 1 the federal aid for Garage and House; JoJ
agriculturalagent No preventa- likely to be approved, providing union of Reformed churches in the
tive measures can be taken while Jobs for several hundred unem- Holland classis at its third annual welfare support will be withdrawn shorst,79-81 E. 9th st,
ployed.,
according to announcementsfrom model; Chas. Karr Co., 12
the fruit is still on the plant About
st, $6000, Remodel; Mrs.
A score of county projectswhich conference Friday in Trinity Re- the government.
all that can be done Is to gather
formed chnrch.
According to local reports the Zeran, 133 E. 9th st, $11
the fruit before it is quite ripe. If would employ 600 relief clients,
Other officersare: Vice presi
Herman Brower, 82 E.
ripe fruit is picked it should be now on file with WPA official*,alt ForFo dty hasbee^ntribuSng^OO per
dent, Mrs. John Wolterink,of
though
it
is
not
at
present
known
kept from attack through storage
month to welfare support,the
‘
in a building or through covering how many of them will be ap- n8*
C. Miller,’ of Zeeland; treasurer"
beUuTturaed
being turnei mre? to the Boy Company, 11
of the fruit with mosquito netting. proved.
Mrs. George D. Albers, of Holland county administration.
o
5200,
Grid weather kills off the insects
collector for the Arab! .....
1 City officials here are awaiting 9th-,
so no control measures need be takGeorge H. Huizinga,
word from the county organiza- nit,
en. The insectsmove in from the
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START NOW AND BY CHRISTMAS IT WILL BE YOURS!
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reported in Lenawee county in Ocan.. way ______
T*1
tober. Their appearance this year rlntirr,/>*
or in
in any
Miss Eliza Cobb, of
was earlier.
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Rev. and Mrs. ~ ‘
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—Representing— ,

Mayor's Message
Non Assessable

POLICY
The new Central non-assessable policy is the
kind

insurance you’ve always wanted.
Protection by a 59-year old company which
has paid losses promptly and returned dividends to policy holders yearly. Get the facts
about this safe way to 'reduce fire insurance

B-

r

of fire

costs.

HERMAN BROWER

tr

In those days Holland was only a village in primitive
equipment. Despite this fact Holland’s fire-fighting personnel, whether with good, mediocre
or bad equipment, was always as efficientas the fire-fighting
apparatus allowed them to be.
Today Holland not only has excellent equipment but a
fire-fighting force second to none. The equipment will be
made better in the centralizationof another fire station,
which we hope will become a fact sometime within the near
future.
While the nation this week is celebrating fire prevention week, it would be of little use unless there were fiftytwo fire prevention weeks in every year.. Holland has
been very fortunate during the last many years, since our
fire losses have been at a minimum. Holland folk by nature are careful people, and this fact, augmented by extraordinary fire department service, is undoubtedly the direct cause of our small fire losses.

-

Homeless
Tomorrow you nwy want

^

homes

like your

homeless! Fire strikes with
a terrible suddennesa in the
most unexpected quartersProtect yourself and your lov.

by getting your policy now!

PHONE
for

9612

Complete Insurance!

Mayor.

THOMAS MARSILJE
,

59 Years

First State

Ago

It!

Bank Bldg.

Holland, Michigan

November 9
1871

made

in

Holland

or possessions— forestalltheterri*

Take

a

fire

and

fur-

out

insurance policy on your dwelling

now

hazards

own!

hazard of possible loss!

nishings

such

ed ones against

is burning in America.

Protect the investment you have

home

you may be

but '‘tomorrow’’

NICODEMUS BOSCH,

Know About
home

to

take out a fire inaurance policy

taught to prevent fires rather than to cause them.
Mutually,

Sixty per cent of the country’s fires occur in

fic

You May B«

YOU

and night a

Phone 3633

Tomorrow—

with many other Mayors of the nation, \Nish
to express my approval of setting aside a fire prevention
week, which, shall we say, will be a school where we are

Smoke means fire! Every minute in the day

mi

Bldg.

state, with primitive fire

And iWhat

Should

your

204 Peoples State Bank

I hereby,

n
r.-f

Insurance

All Kinds of

Fire preventionweek has been inauguratedto make

-

Pi!*-'-"

Hartford, Conn.

citizens the nation over mindful that carelessness is the
cause of the far greater part of our conflagrationsthat
bring loss of life and property loss untold.

A>'
IT

l

.

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.

All this week has been set aside for national fire protection week. This week the anniversary of Holland’s great
fire and the tremendous Chicago fire of October 8, 1871,
will be remembered by a few who were then living. It is
a far cry from the date of the Holland conflagrationuntil
the present time.

A
i

Inc. I

Had A Scrioui

while premiums are reasonable.

For More Detailed Information Cali 9376.

FIRE

Bessie R. Weersing

Caused by

Real Estate and Insurance
17 West 8th Street— 2nd

Floor

Someone’s

Holland

Carelessness
The

Property Loss was

Approximately

Insurance Agency Plays
Part in Holland History

$900,000
Insurance $35,000

Tomorrow May
Mean Disaster

The insurance companies
then

M

Without

THE McBride Insurance
Agency it one

that dates

i

n

business could

hardly meet this small pay-

ment

as they

on

back to Holland’s disaster-

ured

ous fire ol ’71 and the Chi-

this kind.

had not

a catastrophe

of

INSURANCE

cago fire that tame year.

The Insurancecompanies
that paid the fire losses ol

that year throughout the

United

A

States

are

today anyone ol the Insurance Companies w
represent could

history ol the Mc-

Bride Agency

it

pay

*

e

the

loss without delayjbut you

should at

today.

interwoven

with the history of the city

of Holland- Fire recordt show that this agency hat
lostes.in all of the

we had this kind of a lots

still in

existance and paying losses

The

If

paM

major fires of the City of Holland and

vicinity.

Yoiir Policy

all times he care-

lull.

McBride Bldg.

194 River

Ave.

Prevent Fires

sources of

Phone 2747

Pictorial object lessons found on this

It’s

a fireproof

barrier

be"

IVe only Represent Old

Pay Without Making

and sacrifice. We can

*

sell

you FIRE

inexpensive— an invaluable safe-

guard for your peace of mind.

,Vissdter-Brooks
We

Also Handle Compensation Insurance

29 East Eighth

Assessments

page are the causes

that frequently wipe dut the results

INSURANCE

INSURANCE
J. ARENDSHORSI

fires

of years of toil

and place your

Line Companies who can

HOLLAND, MICH.

—

tween you and ruin. Various and insidious are the

with

McBRIDE AGENCY

Wind

Life, Fire, Auto,

fig-

of

Street

Phone

'v

Insurance

4616

many serious fires. Keep

#

Holland, Mich.

the causes in

then through carefulness— not carelessness, prevent them from occuring.

mind and

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
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FIRE PREVENTION WEEK

Lorraine Vrieling, of Holland,

LOCAL NEWS

wop

second place in the District
American Legion Poppy contest

SOCIETY

NEWS

'ViO

Kroker were awarded prises. Guests
were: Bernard Van Langevelde,
Clarence

Van

Langevelde, Junior

At an annual business meeting Spyker, Henry Postma, Louis
An announcementreceived from Edward Riemersma has returned of the Woman’s Missionary society Northhouse,George Jacobs,Eugene
the Tenth district office at Grand to his home after a trip around of Third Reformed church, Wednes- Pierson, Marin us De Kraker, Peter
day afternoonj the^ following offi: De Kraker, Peter Herrings,Ted
Haven stated that Charles Bonte- Lake Michigan.
aw» wtia
iVynand Gartman and Ted Snyder.
koe of the Muskerm coast fuards,
Miss Clara McClellan took a Wichers, president;Mrs. A. Kroncson of Mr. and Mrs. T. Bontekoe,
27S Van Raalte avenue, has been 10,000 mile trip through the West meyer, first vice-president;Mrs.
Mias Jeanette Coster was honpromoted from boatswain’s mate, this summer and also studied soci- G. H. Dubbink, /second vice-presi- ored at a miscellaneousshower on
dent:
Mrs.
H.
Ketel,
secretary;
Mrs.
Jgy
at
lint class, to chief boatswain’s
Thursday evening, given by her

October 13,

IMS
(sponiibility.

THE MINISTRY OF JEREMIAH

We have here, too, God as
divine encourager and rstaM
Henry GeerUngs
With His call to duty comss a
vine power to make him equal to
Jeremiahwas convinced that he the task. The poor speaker ii made
was called of God to do a great but the eloquent and convincing speakS.
C.
Nettinga,
corresponding
secs
Colle
ge
in
Atlanta,
Ga.
mate.
mother, Mrs. Walter Coster. Prizes an exceedingly difficultand un- er. The shrinking man is omum the
retary, and Mrs. W. E. Van Dyke,
were won by Mrs. R. Kemme, Miss popular ministry.He was confi- courageous man. The man whose j
Bom, to Mr. and Mrs. N;el E. treasurer.
At a meeting of plant officials
Mildred Rummler and Mrs. A. dent that God had spoken to him eyes era dull is made to have
of the Lake Shore Sugar Co., plans Sandy, 298 W. 23rd st, on Oct. 1,
matter. Just venly visions.
le matter.
At a meeting of the Men’s soci- Bouman. Guests included: Miss directly about the
were made to begin its dicing cam- a son, Russell Dale.
Caroline Kemme, Mrs. Albert Cos- ‘how this speaking was done we do
We have already intimated thatl
ety
of
the
Central
Avenue
Christian
paira Wednesday, Oct. 18. Beeta
ter, Mrs. Donald Topp, Mrs. A. not know, but we believethat the Jeremiah was called to a hard and
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
HalReformed
church
held
Wednesday
will be received beginning next
Rummler, Misses Ada, Ettamae process by which the prophet ar- thanklesstask. It was one of that
verson, missionariesto South night, the following officers were
Monday.
America, have .returned from a elected: R. Kraal, president: A. and Marjorie Coster, Mrs. P. De rived at nls conclusion was more kind of missions in the world that
Young, Mrs. G. Komejan, Mrs. than an ordinary process of rea- is radical and deatructlva. that goes
Mrs. Nellie Stanaway, Miss Clara speaking tour through the eastern Naber, vice-president;K. Doktor,
William Topp, Misa Margaret soning.In some unmistakable man- to the very rooto of men's sins and l
secretary, and H. J. Schepers, treaMcClellanand Mrs. Delia Boone states.
Topp, Mrs. Albert Bowman, Mrs. ner God spoke to the soul of this that lays bare their unholy*- Uvea 1
surer.
were delegatesfrom Holland repreAdrian Bowman. Mrs. J. Rummer, man, convincing him that he was and also that seeks to build up and
Charles Vos and Sam Althuis
senting the Holland chapter of the
Miss Mildred Rummler, Mrs. G. called and set aside in the divine make strong in the Lord and in the
Order of Eastern Star at a three- spent the week-end in Chicago
Members of the Woman’s Guild Ter Vree, Mrs. M. Bouman, Mrs. mind for a hard task but a very power of His might The trouble
day Grand Chapter meeting that where they attended a World of the Grace Episcopalchurch were
Is thet most of the people cannot
G. Vander Meulen, Miss Alice Van- necessary and important one.
opened in Grand
id Rapids Tuesday. Series game.
entertained Wednesday afternoon den Berg, Miss Helene hlaver, Mrs. | There is something very wonder- see that ofttimesthere must be deThe program <opened with a banMr. and Mrs. Fred Sandy, W. at the home of Mrs. Joe Borgman, G. Vanaerbeek,Mrs. N. Plagen- > ful about these ancient propheta’ struction that there may be conouet
uet which wai
was held in the Pant439 Central Ave.
hoef, Mrs. H. Scheerhorn,Mrs. persuasionthat they were called of struction,that there must be the
hnd hotel. Gov. Frank D. Fitzger- 32nd st., had as their guests for
John Smith, Mrs. R. Kemme and uod. There is
Is something very won- most thorough repentance tha
a week, Rev. L. Russell Sandy and
ald attended the banquet.
At the annual fall tea of the sen- the guest of honor.
derful about any man’s convictionthere may come the most beautifo
Harry Marshall,of Pittsburgh,Pa.
ior class arranged by Mrs. Winithat his work in the world has character building. When men are
The following from Holland atcalled upon to give up their darling
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Tinholt fred H. Durfee, Wednesday aftertended the Holland High-KalamaMrs. M. Kemme entertainedwith
sins and to abandon their pleasant
visited several days in New York. noon. Miss Cornelia Tysee was
a miscellaneous shower Tuesday v,ctlon
th#re comM
6Xtr#ordl
zoo Central football game Saturday
nary urge
to de the work and an ways of life, though evil, they canelected president of the S. G. A.
in Kalamazoo. Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
night honoring Miss MargaretVos. abiding sense of inescapableness not envisage the saving end gloriMiss Florence Vis of Sheldon, la.,
Fell, Mr. and Mrs. William ArendPrizes were won by: Mrs. Henry
from the call. What la a man to ous process of It all.
was named secretary-treasurer.
shorst,Mr. and Mvs. Joe Kramer, ALLEGAN
Kragt, Miss Marian Kragt and do when he believes that God wants Jeremiah became a fearleaa
Attorney and Mrs. C. Lokker, Mr.
Miss Myrtle Lampen was hon- Miss Hendrina Kragt. Guests him for a specific duty? He may reachar of righteousness. Ha told
and Mrs. Jess Ridenour, Ray Hoek
ored at a miscellaneous sbower were: Miss Jeanette Tibbe, Mrs. plead his own unworthiness and his 'P not uncertain
rtain
way what ha
and William Vandenberg. Faculty
Jay H. Fish, fifty-five years of given by Mrs. Dena Bos and Mrs. N. Kragt, Miss Marian Kragt, Miss own inability to measure up to the thought of the doings §nd lives of
CHIEF BLOM CALLS ATTENTION TO NATIONAL
members besides the coaches who age, a resident
t or
of Wa
waylahd, com Andrew Lamnen at the home of Hendrina Kragt, Mrs. M. Kemme,
divine requirements.He may stag- the people. He spared no one. Ha
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
attended were Mr. and Mrs. E. F. mitted suicide by hanging himself the latter. Prizes were awarded to Mrs. C. De Jonge, Mrs. C. Kragt,
ger under the consciousnessof the spoke the unpleasant things, the
in
his
bam
at
Wayland,
Thurtday,
Heeter, Misses Hanna and Emma
Miss Alberta Geers and Mrs. Mike Miss Margaret Hartgerink,Mrs. greatness and the evident difficul- words that muat have cut and
Hoekje, Miss Hazel I)e Meyer, Sept. 26. Coroner Carlton Bartho- Esaenburg. Those present were: Herman Kragt and Mri. Henry H. ties of the task. There seems to be stung and hurt down to tha very
Each year, by presidential procla- property more safe.
Richard Martin, Russel Welch, E. J. lomew reported an inquest unnec- Mrs. Henrv De Roe. Mrs. Joe Ny- Kragt.
an altogethernatural reactionof a depths of their hearts. Of court#,
mation, our country observes what
essary. Fish was last seen alive at hof. Mrs. Jack De Boe, Miss Hazel
Heating appliances should also Leddick and J. J. Riemersma.
sensitive souK Fools rush In where he found no pleasure in this kind
is known as Fire Prevention Week.
one o’clock, his body being discov- Steketee. Miss Albertha Geers,
be gone over before cold weather Dr. Stuart Bergsma, recentlyre“H. M. S. Pinafore" is the name angels fear to tread. Egotists think of preaching.He spoke very eviered
at
eight,
after
a
search
instiThis year, according to Fire Chief
dently out of a suffering and
sets in. Many stoves and furnaces turned medical missionaryfrom tuted when he failed to appear for Mrs. A. Vander Vliet, Mrs. G. Lam- of the Gilbertand Sullivan comic themselves equal to any task. There
CorneliusBlom, all this week is bepen, Miss Goldie Lampen. Miss opera to be presented by members is always and everywherea type pained heart. No servant of God
Ethiopia,
will
deliver
a
lecture
on
and their chimneys deterioratedursupper. He is survivedby his Cornelia Bos Miss Jeannette Bos,
has any pleasure in uttering trut
of man who thinks ne
ing devoted to this very important
ing the summer months. Then "Ethiopia” Friday night at 8 o’clock widow, Lena, and one son, Valen- Mrs. John Slighter. Mrs. Mike Es- of the A Capella Choir during the of men who think they could run that condemnsand Hbrts and nalnt
first week of November. Miss
in the armory. Dr. Bergsma has
event Its purpose is to remind the
when they are put into use, they made a close study of the African tine.
senbunr. Mrs. Harold Slighter, Mrs. Trixie Moore will direct the music the universe. It is not hard to find and arouses antagonisms.It u inpublic of the huge annual toll in
conceivable that any man of God
Oscar
Hoek,
Miss
Carolyn
Slighter.
In the church of the Good Shepstart fires. Have your heating sys- country and has written two books
and Miss Lucille Llndslev will be men who believe they are not apwith a burning zeal for (oodneaa
lives and property that is taken by
tem inspectedby an expert before on Ethiopia, “The Rainbown Em- herd where the forefathersof tne Mrs. Ralph Kamnhuis. Mrs. Clar- in charge of dramatics.Tne chorus preciated and that their splendid and establishingthe kingdom of
bride had worshipped since the es- ence Kamphuis,Mrs. Martin Wie- will be assisted by the high school abilities to do the great things of
fire. During Fire Prevention Week
>ire”
and
“Sons
of
Sheba."
Dr.
you use it.
God in the earth would find an unBergsma was physicianto the tablishmentof the Episcopal church ten, Mrs. John De Boe, and the orchestra under the direction of the world are being tragically wholesome joy in pointing out
there is a nationwide campaign to
passed by. Maybe there arc some
honored
guest.
in
Allegan,
two
prominent
Fenn“Our men will be glad to make Ethiopian emperor, putting himself
Eugene F. Helter. Members of the
eliminate fire hazards and to preof us who cannot understand why men's sins and in calling them to
cast are: Miss Florence Vandenan inspectionof any building for in a position to get inside informa- ville residents,Miss Marcia Basvent fires.
Miss
Ethel
Lohman
was
honored
we are where we are and why other account and in warning them of
sett and Mr. Clare Alvin Arnold
tion.
berg,
Miss
Marie
Looman,
Miss
fire hazards,"the chief says. “They
were united in marriage at 8:80 at a miscellaneousshower given by Jean Van Raalte, Miss Althea Raf- men are in so much more responsi- any doom that may come upon
Our community will be no exare naturally well fitted to detect
At the opening meeting of the o’clock Wednesday morning In the Mrs. Harry Hulst and Mrs. Job" fenaud, Miss Annetta Costing and ble positions than those we occupy. them. He suff6ri a divine heartception.The chief and his men reache and heartbreak. But he
dangerousconditions and to ang- Grand Haven Woman’s club held presence of about 50 relatives and Zoerhof at the home of the latter. Miss Nancy Fairbanks.The boys But God never overrates his man
preaches the disagreeabletruth bequest that the citizens take certain
or
underestimates
the
ones
not
Guests
were:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lamlast
Friday,
Dr.
Wynand
Wichers,
close friends.The impressive ring
in the cast are: Nelson Van Lento,
gest remedies, because preventing
steps to protectthemselves during
presidentof Hope college addressed sendee was read by the rector, bert Bouwman and children. Ladle Robert Vander Hart. Roy Klom- called to the world’s difficult and cause he loves men’s souls and
fire is one of our duties, just as
the group on the subject,“The Rev. Albert L. Schrock, the bride’s and Dale. Mr. and Mrs. Milo Schro- parens.Carl Marcus, Howard Kooi- commandingpositions.He knew safety more than be loves fc)# own
the coming winter. “One of the
ease and comfort and, safety. And
much as fighting fire.”
Quest for Culture."
father giving his daughter in mar- tenboer.Mr. and Mrs. Harry Holst ker, Robert Vanderberg, Jay Kap- Jeremiah and hia abilities. He did
chief sources of fires," says Chief
not select him at random, in a kind for speaking the unpopular and the
riage. The couple were unattended. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lohman, M'ss enga and Melbourne Cloud.
According to statistics,more
Blom, “is accumulated trash and
of hit and miss fashion. He does disagreeableword Jeremiah stirred
Applicationfor a permit to build For the ceremony the church was Ethel Lohman. John Bouwman, Mr.
up a great resentmentand evan old paper in basements and attics. than half of all fires in this country an addition to her home at a cost simply and beautifully arranged and Mrs. John Zoerhof and chilnot so operate in His world.
Of courae, Jeremiah tried to beg hatred in the souls of the
Mrs. H. Kragt and Mrs. William
A clean buildingseldom burns. We are preventable. The damage they of $150 has been filed by Mae Ren- with garlands of white clematis dren, Lorraineand Glndvs, Miss
end the prophets and all the
der, 185 West Eighth street.
with its lacy foliage; also with bou- Julia Prins. Mrs. Toon Prins. Mrs. Mokma celebrated their birthday off unde** the consciousneaa of so
hope that everyone will clean out do results in a totally needless loss
Thev adjudged him
quets
of white gladoli. A few shell- John Kroll, Mrs. Frank Dienen- anniversarieswith a party Thurs- big a task to which he was called.
all rubbish that has been piling up, of money that benefits no one. If
Mr. and Mrs. William Beckman,
death.
pink blooms relieved the severityof horst. Mrs. Tonv Danenburv.Mrs. day night at the home of Mr. and There was a real atruggle going on
It has ever beea thus with
we can reduce our community loss 60 West Eighteenth street, have as the otherwise all-white setting. Helnie Kroll, Mrs. Edd Wolbert. Mrs. Kragt at Mantello Park. in the soul of the prophet ana the
both inside and out of doors."
their guests, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
who
have loved truth and right
divine
attitude
toward
it.
God
by
“fighting
fires
before
they
Those
present
were:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Another major fire cause is imMrs. Ralph Franz played the wed- Mrs. William Markvluwer. Mrs.
Clark of Lynden, Washington.
Knows inn*
that II
it IS
Is not mock humility
nuium*/, ness more than the favor of the
ding march. The bnde, only daugh- Harold Haverdink. Mrs. Dewey Bob Swiers and daughter, Mary knows
proper electric wiring and the use start,” we save that much in comJane, William Mokma, H. Kragt. not a clever attempt to escape real | people.
Postmaster L. J. Vanderburgan- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Van Dvke. Mrs. George Markvluof defective electrical equipment. munity wealth; in addition we are
Raymond
Sprick, Misses Esther and
wer.
Mrs.
Gerrit
Van
Dyke.
Miss
Bassett
of
Fennville,
was
attired
in
All fires that start because of these protecting our lives and those of nounced Monday that a consignment of a special issue of Boulder a gown of ruby chiffon velvet. It Fannv Markvluwer.Mr. and M^s Marian Mokma, Mr. and Mrs. Don
;
conditions are preventable. The our neighbors.As Chief Blom says,
Dam stamps were receivedhere. was fashionedankle-lengthand Gerrit Bouwman and Mr. and Mrs Mokma and family, Mr. and Mrs.
fire departmenthas expressed its “Let’s co-operate,and make Fire
with it she wore a hat of the same Henrv Bouwman and children Richard Van Vuren, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Mokma, Mr. and Mrs. John
has that home-made flavor
Attorney Charles K. Van Duren becoming shade. She carried Bride Alyda and Gerald.
willingnessto give suggestions on Prevention Week a success.”SureMokma and daughter, Yvonne, and
of Holland, counsel for the Mich- roses. Following the service in the
eliminatingthe electrical hazard to ly there is no loss in making our
A regular meeting of the Star the honored guests.
igan Barbers’ association,was in church a wedding breakfast was
‘",0
1
any citizens who wish to make their town safer.
Lansing to attend a hearing in su- served in the Otwellegan club. Mrs. of Bethlehem. Chanter No. 40.
O.
E.
S.,
was
held
Thursday
nigh
Insist upon
preme court Tuesday on the pro- Arnold has an unusually large
Mrs. Jack Dykstra, 68 W. 22nd
posed barber act.
number of devoted and admiring in the fcemnle. Mrs. Nell Stanst., entertained with a shower in
friends not only in her home town awav, Mrs. Jennie Lacey and Mrs.
Ted Cheff had as his guest re^ and in this city but throughout the Lucile Tyner were selected as dele- honor of Miss Margaret Vos.
Prizes were won by: Mrs. Abe
cently Gene Burchell of Covington,
county and elsewhere,due in part, gates for the county association
Ky. Mr. Burchell is a Kentucky no doubt, to her happy and friend- which will be held in Marne, Oct. Nauta, Miss Gertrude Dvkstra.
colonel and is the youngest maestro ly dispositionand to the fact of 25. Miss Clara McClellan was pre- Mrs. A. Van Langen and Miss
in this country.He and his band
her having invariably shown con- sented an Eastern Star Ring for Margaret Hartgerink. Guests were:
are now playing at the Netherlands siderationfor the comfort and hap- her splendidwork during the sum- Miss A. De Jonge, Mrs. A. Westenbroek, Misses Jennie Kuiper, GerPlaza in Cincinnati, Ohio, and can piness of others. Because of such mer.
be heard twice daily over sUtion qualities and of her executive abiltrude Dykstra, Martha, Anne and
(FORMERLY HOLSUM)
WLW.
Six members of the local Amer- Helen Visser, Theresa Vos, Wilms
Save Lives and Property
ity she has been prominent in
ican Legion auxiliary attended n VerHoef,Mrs. N. Mulder, Mrs. J.
John Kelly, Chuck Van Lente church, social, and club circles. She luncheon and meeting of the fifth Vos, Mrs. C. Vos, Mrs. G. Kuiper,
Laboratory Controlled
EVERY
FIRE
Everett Spaulding and Henry Krol is a graduate of Fennville high districtof the state organization Mrs. C. R. Ash, Mrs. Abe Nauta
have returned from a fishingtrip school and received trainingin at Grand Rapids Thursday. They Mrs. A. Van Langen, Mrs. William nFl IVFRF.D QVEN FRF.SH DAILY TO YOUB INPEPENPENTj
Fairmount seminary, Washington,
to Northport John Kelly caught
are: Mrs. H. Stanaway. Mrs. John Hovenga and Mrs. A. Visser.
D.C. During the Worid War she
1,358 Dwellings
an 18 4 -pound trout.
Mills, Mrs. Chester Ver Meulen.
was employed in the officers’ diviMrs. Martin Janinga, Mrs. Alfred
Henry Kroll, Chuck Van Lente, sion of the adjutant general’s of- Joldersma, and Mrs. Edward Sloot155 Industrial Build’s
Garry Batema and John Leland fice in the United States war de- er. Mrs. N. J. Danhof of Zeeland
attended the second World Series partment, superintendingthe work was installed as district committee
335 Business Estabof about 140 clerks. She has been
game at Detroit.
woman, with Mrs. Ruby Beebe of
active in Eastern Star circles, belishments
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Bouwman ing an officer in the county organ- Grand Rapids as alternate. Mrs. H.
of East Saugatuck, and Mr. an< ization and having served as Grand J. Matter of Zeeland was appointed secretary to Mrs. Danhof. An
6 Churches
Mrs. John Kroll, of Holland, visit- Ruth in the grand chapter of Michy'iii:'/..
Interestingprogram was given.
ed in Fremont and Reeman 'Hies- igan. She is also president of the
and Chapels
day.
FennvilleWoman’s club, a member
Miss Dorothy Van Kampen was
of the Rubinstein club and of the recentlyhonored with two showers.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ben
Mulder
and
Methodist church choir of Fenn12 Public Buildings
daughter, Miss Lucile, 79 West 15 ville. The groom is the son of Mrs. Miss Margaret Van Kampen en
tertained with a shower in her
st., spent Sunday with their daugh- Hattie Arnold and of the late N.
honor. Prizes were won by Miss
151 Farms
ter and son-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. F. Arnold. A native of Fennville
Angela Van Til, Mrs. J. Van KamRoy Beardslee,Dowagiac.
he is characterizedby many ster- pen, Miss Blanche Fogerty and
Cropland Stocks
ling qualities.He is assistant to
Andrew Steketee and Ben Muld- the Fennville postmasterand in Miss Dorothy Van Kampen. Guests
were: Mrs. Ed Looman, Miss Marer were in Grand Haven on busi
that office as well as elsewhere his
For 15c you can buy a 60To obtain the same amount
gie Knoll, Miss Myrtle Hulst, Miss
ness Friday.
In 24 hours everyday of the year fire bids in property value at
gentleman!" bearing has won him
Mina Overbeek. Miss Margaret
watt
bulb
that
will
give
you
of
light from the use of kero$1,236,750. Each Year over four hundred and fivty million
Gordon Vanden Brink and Rob- many friends. Both Mr. Arnold Van Kampen, Miss Dorothy Van
and
his
bride
are
descendants
of
ert Wishmeier were swarded the
Kampen, Miss Winifred Van Sulkone thousand hours of good
dollars worth of property goes up in smoke.
sene would cost yon about $18
William J. Fenton prize in music pioneer familiesof Fennville. The ema, Mrs. Donald Hamlin, Miss
two will continue to make that villight. That’s over 60 hours of
and if you relied upon candles
hy ,***• Grace Dualey Fenton,
Blanche Fogerty, Mrs. John Van
music instructorin Hope college. lage their home following a north- Kampen, Miss Marjorie Van Kam
use for one cent.
actually more than $700 wonld
Jue boys are to receive lessons ern wedding trip.
pen, Miss Virginia Van Kampen
throughout the year under the
and Miss Angela Van Til. The secDuring it’s life this 60-watt
be apent for the same amount
scholarshipwhich Mrs. Fenton ofBabe Woldring entertainedmem- ond party was a linen shower
will consume less than
fers in memory of her husband to bers of the Dutch Boy baseball given by Mrs. John Van Kampen
of light that this 15c bnlb will
193 West 17th
Phone
Holland
promising voices among men of
at her home on the North Holland
team at his home Thursday night
$2.00 worth of electricity— or
give you.
the Freshman class.
road. Prizes were won by Mrs.
A musical program was given and Herman Van Kampen and Mrs. D.
better than five hours of good
57, of E. refreshments were served.
Good light la cheap!
Fogerty.
»th st., died Friday morning after
light for one cent.
Use it plentifully!
a prolonged illness.He lived in
Clarence Van Langeveld,who
Gerrit Vande Meulen, who celeHolland for the past 40 years. Surcelebrated his birthday anniverviving are the widow, daughter of brated his birthday Tuesday,was sary Wednesday was honored at a
Alderman John Drinkwater; a honored at a party at the home surprise party. George Jacobs,
daughter, Esther Margaret; and an of . Mr. and Mrs. James Vande Eugene Pierson and Marinas De
aunt, Mrs. Nellie Reilly of Battle
• The gong rings!!! You have
Wege, E. 17th st. Guests were:
Creek. Funeral services were held
Mr.
and Mrs. John Posma and son,
NOTICE TO PROPERTY
just one minute
(
on Sunday afternoon at 2 at the
OWNERS
home, with the Rev. J. Wendel Billy, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mulder,
I. E. 8. BETTER-SIGHT LAMPS
Davis officiating.Burial was in Mr. and Mrs. John Elgersma, John
— to snatch up your life insurIt has been proposed to rOclassify
Pilgrim Home cemetery. Members Mulder, Miss Dena Griep, John and
into ‘'Commercial’’territory all of
PROVIDE RIGHT KIND OF LIGHT
ance, fire, accident and autoof the Masonic order were in Richard Elgersma, Mr. and Mrs. that property now zoned as “Resicharge at the grave.
James Vande Wege and children, dential” lying on Michigan AveFOR ALL HOMES!
mobile policies from a drawer,
Buddy and Marilyn, Mr. and Mrs. nue between Twenty-ninth and
John Wise and Bill De Haan, of Gerrit Vander Meulen, and Mr. and
Thirty-second streets,and boundif you know which drawer!
Holland, attended three games of Mrs. Bernie Vander Meulen and
BETTER SIGHT is not slwsys s matter of more
ed on the West by Washingtonavethe Detroit Tigers this summer.
son, Bobby.
light— it is simply a esse of using better light.
nue, and on the East by Maple ave—to lay your hands on your
nue..
There has been developed • new type of lamp
You are hereby notifiedthat, a
for this purpose, known as the I. E. S. BETTER
important financial records,republic hearing will be held in the
SIGHT LAMP. It is identified by a tog that cerCouncil Rooms
ms at tl
the City Hall on
ceipts, cancelled checks, leases,
tifies its being made according to apeeifleationa of
Wednesday,
isday, Oct 16, 1935, ..
at 7:30
,.w»
the Illuminating Engineering Society. The light
p. m. to hear any objectionsthat
contracts! Where are they?
may be made to making such
is semi-indirectwithout glare. Every home that
change in classification.
—to locate your will, gather
is interestedin saving eye-strainshould hare one
By Order of the Common Counor more of these modern lamps.
together a few beloved photo1
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Prevent Fire

BREAD and ROLLS

DESTROYS-

DAY

FIRE!

GOOD LIGHT

IS

CHEAP

GUS L DE VRIES
INSURANCE SERVICE

2845

St.
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BETTER LIGHT means BETTER SIGHT!
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NEW

A Fire
for

Drill

You...

16,

a

OSCAR PETERSON,

graphs, keepsakes and other
treasures

City Clerk.
Dated: Sept 18. 1986.
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Time's upl Did you do

it?

CHIROPRACTOR

U in cate of actual fire when you miffu be lucky

Office: Holland City Stole Rank
Hearn, 16-11 :tt a.m.: S-S A 7-8 n.m.

to have 30 seconds?
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Box out of

Fire's reach,

(THIS IS FIRE

in a Safe

Deposit

out of harm's way.
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Adrian

L Van

Putten

Bruce G.

Holland, Michigan

Holland Agency, Inc.

Reserve System

1

M

Drags, Medicines and
Toilet

Eye, Ear.

KOUW AGENCT,
Holland, Michigan

31 West Eighth Street

new L E. S. BETTER-SIGHT
most rea-

offer a fine selection at

sonable prices.

R.Doesburg
ArMas

Dr. A. Leenhouts

Succeworsto
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You’ll like these

Van Leuwen

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
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Then could you do

Put your valuables at once

SEE THE NEWEST MODELS AT

INC.
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A
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A meeting of the V. F. W. auxiP Fairbankaave., and Frederick H.
HOLLAND MEN ON
ZEELAND FATAUTT
iary was held Thursday night in Ter Vree, son of Mrs. Gerrit Ter
FEDERAL JURY
the G. A. R. room in the city haji. Vree, of E. 9th st, were united In
CALLED ACCIDENTAL
The special guests of the evening marriage Friday at 8 p.m. at the
Call* for federal jury service to
Mn. H. Golbraith, 23 E. 24th st., were members of the Sgt Alvin parsonageof the Sixth Reformed i esident* of the western district of An inquestha* been found unnec1
entertainedmembers of the Rowan Jonker auxiliary of Grand Haven.
Church with Rev. John Vander- Michigan went into the mail* yes- essary in the death hero Sunday
Qrde of the Methodist Episcopal The followingonicera were elected: beek officiating. The bride wore a terday. Seventy were called to night of Cornelius Boone, 82, reLadles AM aodety Wednesday af- Florence Tiesenga, president; Sena gown of wine velvet She was at- traverse Jury service and 35 to tired business man and life-long
By ANN PAOB
ternoon. Devotions were in chanfe Maatman, senior vice president; tended by Mrs, Ralph Bouwman, grand jury servicefor the Novem- residentof this vicinity.
Marguerite
Klomparens,
junior
vice
of Mrs. Fred T. Miles and Mn.
sister of the groom, who wore ber term of court which opens NoMr. Boone stepped from a car
Earl Working had charge of the president; Marie Roos, treasurer; wore green crepe. Ralph Bouwman vember 5.
near his home and was struck by
Cora Ter Haarf chaplain; Nell was best man. Immediatelyafter Court will be held by Judge Ray- •n automobiledriven by Ernest
program.
Klomparens, conductress;Edith the ceremony the couple left on a mond in the federal building in Bedell,221 West Sixteenth street,
Mrs. J. Shackson, Mrs. A. Bar- Gura, assistantconductress;Marie wedding trip and will make their Grand Rapids.
Holland.Lester De Free, chief of
nura, Mn. P. Borchers, Mn. E. Arnold, guard.
On the grand Junr are Leon police, and Coroner GilbertVandehome at 284 E. 9th st. after Oct.
Moody, Holland public schools, and
Parsons, Mn. B. Haight and Mn.
called the death accidental
A regular meeting of the Past 15. Mr. Ter Vree is employed at J. J. Riemersma,principal Holland water
X. Poppema, Holland Maccabees,
after investigation.
fruits this week. AltUugk there are
Noble Grands club was held Friday the Hart and Cooley Manufactur- High school.
attended the Ottawa county rally
ing Co.
Besides the widow, a son, Clar- till melons, peachss aad Bartlett
On the traverse or trial jury is ence, of Holland, and a daughter, peara available, their eeasaas are
in Conklin Thursday. A miscel- afternoon at the home of Mrs. A.
Harris, 125 E. 15th at. Prizes were
laneous program was given and
Dr. Stuart Bergsma, recently re- William Arendshoret, Jelle Heck- Mrs. Gertrude Bosman of Florida, nearly over.
won by Mrs. Blanche Shaffer and turned
The decrease In wholesale seat
medical missionary to Ethi- man, Tennessee Beach.
Mrs. Nellie Van Dusen, of Grand
survive. '
Mrs. W. Thomson.
prices has been too slight to Mach
o —
opia, will deliver an illustrated lecRapids, was the main speaker.
Funeral serviceswill be held on the houiewift hot retail prims ST*
Present officers of the Holland hive
Mrs. Henry Donnenberg and ture on “Ethiopia” Friday at 8 p. FINE FENNVILLE MAN
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at at laast no hither. Poultry prices reare Mrs. Grace Bamum, command- Mrs. Henry Sietsma entertained m., in the armory, under the ausFOR ILLEGAL HUNTING the Free Methodist church.
main firm. With the si caption ef
pices
of
the
Monica
Aid
society.
er of the county association,and with a neighborhoodparty honorlarte white offs whieh are rather
• • •
Miss
Adrianna
Van
Loo,
35, sufMn. Nellie Haight, record keeper ing Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ten Cate
C. H. Dengler of Fennville paid fered head and body injuries SunMrs.
A.
Smits,
nged
50, Zeeland,
of the county rally.
who will soon leave for Texas. suffered severe lacerations when fine and costs of $32.25 for shoot- day evening when she was struck Here are three dinner meme planBoth are blind. Guests included:
ing pheasants and rabbits out of by a car driven by Henry Zylstra ned at different price levels.
The senior class of the Holland Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Goed, Mr. her hand and arm caught in a washof R.F.D. No. 2, on M-21, two miles
ing machine wringer Monday. She season in justice court today.
ChristianHigh school were in
Low Cost Dinner
and Mrs. Henry Sietsema, Mr. and
Frank Butcher of Allegan town- west of here. She was taken to
charge of the assemblyprogram Mrs. Jake Kraai, Mrs. Henry Van was taken to Zeeland hospital.
ship
was
sentenced
to
10
days
in
Pork
Mashed Potatoes
&
her
home.
given Friday in the school gym.
Buttered Onion*
Oort and Mr. and Mrs. Hi
lenry
jail and ordered to pay $15.75 fine
HOLLAND
SUGAR
MILL
H. Tula, new athletic director, was
Bread
and
Butter
Dannenberg.
and costs when he pleaded guilty
introduced and spoke briefly.Dr.
Apple Cobbler
M ILL OPEN ON OCT. 16 to assault and battery charges LEGION AUXILIARY AT
Milk
Garret Heynes, superintendent, Miss Nella Vanden Bosch and
HOLLAND PLANS FETE Tea or
brought by his wife.
gave a talk. Several other numbers Cornelius Hilkema,both of Grand
The Lake Shore Sugar company
Levi Shagonaby of Hart was senMedina Cost Dinner
were presented.
Rapids, were united in marriage will begin slicing Wednesday,Oct. tenced to 10 days and assessed
The Holland American Lgion
Baked Sweet Potatoes
Thursday evening in Grand Rap- 16, it was decided today at a meet- o7.25 fine End costs for drunk driv- auxiliary will begin the year's ac- Pried Chicken
Buttered Cauliflower
Adrian Van Wieren, 158 College
ids. Those from Holland who at- ing of plant officialsand field ing and Leon T. Gior of Grand tivities with a social and business
Breed end Butter
ave., entertained members of the
tended were: Mr. and Mrs. Harry representatives.The plant will beBanina Cream Cake
American Girl society Thursday Helmus and children,Ann Marie, gin receiving beets next Monday Rapids was also sentenced to a meeting, planned for Monday, Oct.
Tea or
Milk
like term and assessed fine and 14. A pot-lucksupper will be held
night at her home. The following
Bernard and Albert,of E. 17th st, and growers will be notified bv costs of $60.85 on a drunk driving in the G. A. R. rooms.
Tory
Special
Diaaer
officen were elected: Adriana Van
Miss Harriet Menken, Miss Theresa field men when they are expected charge.
At the meeting to follow, instalWieren, president; Helen Rozema,
Stuffed Colon
Helmus and John Kolean, of Hol- to have their beets at the mill
-- -- o
lation of new officers will be in Tomato
vice president; AngelineShagonhere.
Broiled Slrioln
"
land.
charge of fifth district committee
JAMESTOWN
aby, secretary; Hazel Ten Brink,
Baked Potatoes
women.
Mrs. N. J. Danhof of ZeeCeuliflowar Rollandaiaa
assistant secretary, and Marion
Miss Jeanette Coster, daughter
Fruit Salad
The sacrementof holy baptism land, Mrs. William Westrate and
SUm, treasurer.
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coster, of
Roll* and Butter
was observed Sunday at the Second Mrs. Henry Geerds of Holland are
Apple
Cheese
Reformed church. Those who were arranging the program.

—

-

—

-

Chops

Coffeo
Coffoe

-

-

-

Juico

—

Pis

OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS

Favorite

Coffee

baptized are Dolores Arlene,
Damage of about $1,000 was daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Egg Dishes

Steak

caused by fire at the Voss Carv- Ensing: Barbara Ann, daughter of
ing Works in Coopersville Friday Mr. and Mrs. Alyn Rymbrandt, and
afternoon. The blaze started in the James Carl, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Grit.
boiler room of the plant
T?GG DISHES are all year
‘round
favorite*
with
ua.
--- ------------- ------- In fret,
Young Women's Mission Aid so£j A—
consumed some 36 billion eggs last year. That atagAt a meeting of the executive ciety of the Second Reformed
gering number should prove their popularityif nothing else did. But board of the Youths’ Fellowship,
church will meet Thursday at the
aura figures art not necessary. On every hand wo see them being held Friday night at the home of church parlors.
a«vd plain aad fancy, brown and white, season in and season out Miss Luella Nvkerk, the following Rev. E. De Witt, pastor of the
And a Am thing it is, too, for our nitional health, for eggs have exeep- officers were elected:
Second Reformed church, has reMarvin Schaap, president; Mar- ceived a call to the Mt. Greentfcaaky Mth nutritional value. Ranking second only to milk as an
vin
Shoemaker,
vice
president;
dHMliMBffctn food, they are a rich source of proteinsand fats, vitawood Reformed church in Chicago.
— * ndMnls, and they can be prepared in aa endlessnumUr of Miss LucilleBoeve, secretary;and
l«sya that will make them a welcome “pieco de rWstanee* Sherwin Hungerink, treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Van
*1 tho whole year. Serve these dishes and watch year frasfly
The October meeting of the Noord. Gertrude and Richard, and
Mubesheraat society was held at Ella Ensing were shoppers in Hol-the
Second Reformed church at land on Friday.
Coated Eggs with Creamed NooMisses Henrietta Baker and
Zeeland. Miss Anna Neerken condles— Add % teaspoon Worcesterducted devotions on the theme “My Louise Ter Haar submitted to an
shire Sauce to 1 lb. sausage meat,
Duty as ChristianCitizen." George operation recently.
andmixwelL Divide meat into six
Washington’s prayer for his counThe Girls’ League for Service of
parts. Shell 6 hard cooked eggs
try was read. Miss Helene Van the Second Reformed church will
and eoat each egg completelywith
Kersen of Holland sang “O Lord hold their annual sale at the Y. M.
one portion of the sausage, pressMost Holy” and was accompanied C A. on Friday evening, October
ing well so it ndheres firmly to the
by Miss Evelyn De Free. Mrs. J.
egg. Dip the coated egg first into
R. Dethmers read a letter from Miss GertrudeEnsing and Miss
Dr. William Moerdyk of Amara, Florence Tanis of Grand Rapid'
slightlybeaten egg, then into
Mesopotamia, telling about the were supper guests of Mr. Bert
crashed Rice Flakes (1 egg and 1
Arabs’ attitude toward religion. Ensing on Sunday.
cap Rice Flakes, crushed after
Mrs. H. Miller, president, anmeasuring).Fry in deep hot fat
Rev. E. De Witt will attend the
nounced a missionary conference to
(STS* F.) untfl crisp and browned
synodical convention at Wisconsin
be held at Trinity Reformed on Thursday.
—about 8 or 4 minutes.Drain well
church Friday. Dr. William Van
Cut 8 of the eggs in halves lengthMr. and Mrs. Rolland Kruise atKersen, who visited the Reformed
wise and 8 in halves crosswise.
church missionary stations of the tended the funeral of a relative on
Saturday.
Toast 6 slices of bread to a golden
world five years ago, presented inbrown, then spread with butter.
A number of people attended the
teresting pictures of Japan. PicCut each slice of toast into two tritures were shown of Reformed household sale of Mrs. Henry Wiers
church missionariesserving in that on Thursday. Mrs. Henry Wiers
angles, and plaee two triangles,
country. Prominent among these is will now make her home with Mr.
points together,in center of plate,
Dr. Oilman, a pioneer missionary and Mrs. Nick Wiers of Grandand in each angle place one-halfof
among
the lepers. Pictures illus- ville.
an egg, having one lengthwiseand
trating
newspaper evangelisminA large crowd of people attended
one crosswise half on each plate.
stituted by Dr. A. Pieters were the Sunday school convention at
Pour a generous serving of Creamshown. Other pictures were of the Second Reformed church on
ed Noodles over toast triangles and
rural scenes and showed how in- Wednesday.
garnish with parsley. (Note:—
terestedthe Japanese are in farmOn Saturdayevening Mrs. Bert
Proper* the Creamed Noodles while
ing and timber industry. A social van Oss was most pleasantlysurthe frt is getting hot)
time, with refreshments served by prised when her Sunday school
Mrs. R. J. Vanden Berg and Mrs. class took possession of her home.
Creamed Noodle-Melt 2 tableG. Heuvelhorst,was enjoyed after The girls presented her with
spoons butter in a saucepan, add 3
Br JOSKPHINX GIBSON
Director,Helm rood Institute
the program. Mrs. H. Bovenkerk, beautifullamp.
tablespoons flour and blend well.
who recently returned from a five- Rev. Ellerbrook will have charge
Add % teaspoon salt, Mi cup milk
year period of missionary work in of the services at the Second Reand 1—16 ox. can Noodle Soup with Cider or White Vinegar, then let
Japan, was present. The Rev. H. formed church Sunday.
Chicken, and cook, stirring con- yolks slide from dish into water.
Bovenkerk is in Ithaca, N. Y.,
^r' Lewis De Kliene and Burton
stantly, until thick.
Every 3 or 4 minutes, move yolks where he is taking a special course
Hall were in Chicago on business
Effs ia Mushroom Sance— Melt around in water with wooden spoon at Cornell University.
Tuesday and Wednesday.
2 tablespoonsbutter ia a saucepan, so they do not touch. Cook 10 minadd 8 tablespoons flour and blend utes or until quite firm. Drain and
well Add 1—16 ox. can Cream of cool, if not used at once. Pan broil
Mushroom Soup and cook, stirring 5 or 6 thin slices raw or boiled ham
constantly, until thick. Add 6 sliced in 2 tablespoonsbutter until golden
hard cooked eggs, and heat just brown, then remove from skillet
long enough to heat eggs through. and place each slice of ham on a
Add salt and pepper to taste. Serve thin slice of buttered toast which
on toast or crackers."
is arranged on warm platter. Blend
DeviledOnions with Eggs— Mince 2 tablespoonsflour with butter re6 cold boiled onions and 2 hard maining in skillet,then add 1—16
cooked eggs. Melt 1 tablespoon or. can Noodle Soup with Chicken
butter in a saucepan, add 1 table- and stir until a medium bhick sauce
spoon flour and blend well Add % is formed. Place egg yolks in sauce
cup milk and stir until thickened. and allow mixture to simmer slowSeason with 1V4 teaspoons Wor- ly until eggs are heated through.
cestershire Sauce, 1 teaspoon Pre- Arrange 2 yolks on each slice of
pared Brown Mustard, M teaspoon ham and surround them with Noosalt, and a dash of pepper and pap- dles and Sauce.
rika. Add this piquant sauce to the
Spaghetti and Egg Scramble
minced onions and eggs, place in a Fry 8 slices bacon until crisp, then
baking dish, sprinkle with buttered remove from pan and break into
bread crumbs or grated cheese, and small pieces. Beat 4 eggs until
bake in a moderatelyslow oven light and fluffy, add 1— 13‘£ oz. can
(360° F.) for about 20 minutes or Cooked Spaghetti in Tcnmte Sauce,
until lightly browned. This is an
and turn into skillet containinga
unusual dish and a very good one. small amount of the bacon fat. Stir

.....

.....

JAMESTOWN
local ladies attended
„
tho Christian Reformed church la-

Jf™-

H*itsma on

Scholten and family vis-

Mri

and

Sr

If aa flaw..! A# mm V^li _ V P_ — TW
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Hoven
and Mrs. T. Van Haltama visited
Mr. and Mn. Andrew Brink on

Mr:

—

—

0~i

REFORMED SYNOD TO
OPEN CONFERENCES

Tuesday.

The Christian Endeavor society About 60 or 60 churchmen from
of the Second Reformed church Michigan, many of them from Hoimet Sunday evening. Clarence land and vicinRy,left today to at- *
tend the two-day annual inspiraHall discussed the topic MOur
tional conference of the Chicago
Goals and Our Aims.'*
Mrs. John Dekker visitedher
wu.Rdorm,d cl,“reh

8T4.

md ASP

General Foods

“

Oder

Fall Jubilee
of

FOOD VALUES
Coffee

)k.H.

J5e

tin

f9c

pu

Sc

M*”"11 H*“*

Calumet

bak1ng

powder

lb.

Diamond Crystal j

Lop Cabin Syrup

21c

4

0 DeliciouaFlavors

Swanscfown CAKE FL0UR

21c

25c

pi..

--

k—

*«°V0**\

THIS

Strained Foods
* KINDS)
4.

1.

Spinach, 3. Carrota, 6. Tomatoes, 7. Beeta, 8. Pranas, 9. CerteL

Post Toasties

ft- 10c

Whole Bren

*r

Chocolate

u,

tic
9C

«*

(3c

Certo

*••*•*»

»tyi*

For P#rfoct Jems aad Jellies

25c

Banks Coffee

k"*43c

Satina Tablets

tkf. 5C

La Franca WA*H|Nc powder 2 **' 15c

Bokar Coffee

none

Ann

can imitate

Page

8

“i,^

Preserves

>m« |yc

8 o'clock Coffee

1

Tea

^

««

*

,u

Coffee

8 o’clock

24V^

lb.

'S*

Henkel's

family flou*

Tomato Ketchup is
most popular brand

whole world,

if

Pillsbury's Bran

*

15c

Sno-Sheen Cake Flour

.k.

27c

Pillsbury's Best Flour

“ft* $1.25

Ajax Soap

6 bars 21c
ft’ 19c

Beef

the

in the

i

MT

FaCE

RED?

it!

We

use

Snow

grown from prize seedlings out of Heinz
greenhouses in

-

|7c

We

/

*

*«•**.

tic

8

38c

^

».

only you

fine, ripe, pedigreedtomatoes,

to

91c

“ft* $1.19

WhMt

Heinz

15c

5 ft 89c

Pickjes

right

41c

bag 87c

Sky Flake Wafers
•POU’D know
l away why

^

5 ft

Henkel's
Henkel's

10c

t

9

Flour

““

3 lb. bag 4Sc

Ions Cocoa
Iona

16c

lb.

White Corn M MonU
Lipton's

£

45c
ft* 29c

Bisquick

Dried

Pickle for

soil tested

Apples

w

25c

own

by our agricultural

experts.And the kitchens we cook them in— are

Fresh Cocoanuts

2 for

15C

211m.

13c

bright, sunny and cheerful They absolutely

into!

shine with cleanliness1

#

Pardon my ruddy color, but I’ve been out in
the garden a long time, hanging on a vine, getting
completely ripe— ifr for Heins Tomato Juice.

Heinx

Freeh Cucumber Pickle
be want* -it’s easily digested. Made in the good,
old-fashioned way, from
the recipe of a dear old

Serioualy

— the tomatoes from which

Heinz

Tomato Juice ia made, are grown from Heinz*
own seedling plants raised in Heinz greenhouses.

grandmother. Garden-

harvested when
-they are picked end pressed the

Transferredto the open

fresh cucumbers,delicate

perfectly ripe

spices and Heins pure
vinegar—that's till As a

1

17c

Bowlene

Fine

|0c

10*

Climalene

m

1

*$
w-|b “»

Cocoanut B*w'

could see us make

yr

ft* 39c

21e

Strained VagatablaSoup, 2. Paas, 3. Graan Baans,

in into imall pieces, and salt and peplarge soup bowl, being careful not per to taste. Serve on toast Whole
to break them. After cake is in bacon slices may be placed around
oven, bring 1 quart water to sim- the scrambled Spaghettirather
mering point, and add 1 tablespoon than added, if desired

all the

Smal1 **

Baker's Cocoa

food cake, gently place yolks

Let him have

2

,b

Minute Tepioci

Eggs with Chicken Noodles— gently until the consistencyof
When separating eggs for angel scrambled eggs. Add bacon broken

Get

“

99c
25c
19c

Postum

Instant

—

Junior

&

2

*

Postum Cereal

W

A

’k* 15c

Baker's Chocolate

mm

FK:

Grapenutt
Post Bran Flakes

*•

Baker on

dies’ union at the Christian Re- Saturday.
formed church at Centra] avenue
Mrs. Marinus RymHolland, on Friday.
brandt visited Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Rev. H. Dykhouse conducted the A. Bowman on Sunday.
services at Eastmanville on SunMr. and Mrs. Nick Van Haitsma
day. '
Mrs. R.

Jcllo

-------

^r1'

FiKLj *
A number of

fields,

same day.

relish, or instead of a sal-

Dandy for breakfast-straightA
to luncheon and dinner. And

ad; with meals and inbetween. In large size
family jars, moderately
priced, at your grocer’s.

inz
mm
Cucumber
Pickle

great beginning
just

before bedtime— the perfect “night
cap". Lay in a supply of Htins
Tomato Juice right
^

awayl

You

should watch

the Heinz cooks stirringand sipping and tast-

and testing to make sure that each ingredient

And always the same— always
uniform! No wonder the Heinz flavor
is top quality!

just can’t be imitated! Better let your grocer
•tock you up with several bottles right now.

iisimi
TOMATO KETCHUP

Tomato Juico

n A n I/’ Chops

rOKK
1 VIil1
BACON

JMZ

-On the air with
recipes and menus, WJR
every Monday, Wednesday ia.
and Friday moraine. Tuna in for
**

Bare

.

(sliced

CHICKENS
BEEF

JOSEPHINE GIBSON

HEINZ

Tokay Grapes

ing— the Heinz laboratory experts analyzing

Steak
Roast

27c

lb.

lb.
lb.

lb.

29c
23c
19c

Squares 25c

fresh dreued

fowl

lb.

lb.

19c

to Boil tender short Ribs lb.

10c

o

ffir-

?§*§
85
g?*
a?

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Section Three

Volume Number 64
Ads History of

Hunting

Deer
An Appalling Loss

Laws

Interesting

described the fine progress in American
state and national

Another particularly significant item, recently
issued by the Reconstruction Finance CorporaC., stated that the

banks

money
loans. The

and trust companies which had borrowed

have repaid 75% of their
R.F.C. was organized in 1932 to aid banks in
meeting the abnormal demands of the times.

from

it

Since that time about 7,400 banking institutions
have received from

it

advances

of

$

,900,000,000

1

of which they have returned $1,400,000,000.

This has been

made

strengthening cf their

possible through the

own

financial conditions

ind the return of public confidence and stability.
This bank

is

months of 1933, topping even the

an integralpart of the nation’s

sound and serviceable banking sDudure.

son for this criminal disregard for

ITALY
FEARS

human life? Nine out

THEM— Two

as a whole.

Why

discuss the reaof every ten

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

dent that even at that early date
there were fears for the deer supply, for the legislature of 1859
enacted the first law limiting the
hunting of the whitetailed deer.
The law restricted legal hunting to
the last five months of the year
August, September,October, November and December.
The next legislative act pertaining to deer came in 1863 when the
legislature saw need for further

$5,000

—

Holland City News

$

1 a

of tho

Oanka-

la tribo, tho
fiercest of tho

will have more about later. We are
now only speaking of our intimate
neighbors,and Saugatuck in particular. Many cities and villages in

fighting tribes
>

who

spoolal-

I

Ixo in

guocllla

|

Michigan ha vs become flower
minded aince Holland staged such
a successful “tulip show”. Anyway
in Saugatuckit ia the "Iris’' and
the SaugatuckCommercial Record
under the caption "Why the Iris?"
Tells why. here is the reason—

warfare. It la
this type of
fighting that

Italy fairs

“Iris was chosen because it requires
so little care: it can stand more

SURE—

SAN DIEGO DAIRY MAID— Milk

It mutt bt

to right and under tht txptrt eyes

movea heavilyInto the machine age
at the San Diego Expoaltlon, where
thla giant churn haa bean eelectfd
aa the "moat Intereating”pUce of

September 1, but still there were Of Harry E. Wilken, 8r., and hit
no restrictions on the "take.” A
ion It will be right. Thlt vetof the Game Division,Department hunter could bag as many deer as
of Conservation,who is delving in- he wished of either sex or size and eran distiller haa made more
than 380,000,000 gallona of
to old documents and records on in any manner.
legislation.
whltkey In 50 yeare.
But with civilization advancing
Although Michigan in the 1850's farther northward, market hunters
is reputed to have been a "para- appearing in increasing numbers
dise" to the sportsman, it is evi- and forest fires laying waste vast

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK

DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO

Holland haa its tulips, Zetland
has selectedseveral flowers,now
Saontock has taken the Iria to
its heart. A town in Iowa, called
Pella imported the tulip from this
city through migration and imitation but that's another story wo

pian warriors

about 100 home-reared, but all arc
protected under the state law.
A chronologicalhistory of one changes. A law was passed closing MAKING
ftichigan that goes back to 1859
is being compiled by I. H. Bartlett

Year

modern machinery by

Colller'a

Weakly. Churne of thla type are replacing the buckat and daiher type
on modern milk fartne.

areas of doer habitat, the deer apparently continued to diminish. To
further conservethe supply the
legislatureof 1869 restrictedthe
onen season to from Sept. 1 to Dec^
31, inclusive.In 1873 the season
was shortened again, lepal hunting
being permitted only in October,
November and December. After
two years of that the legislature
of 1875 changed the season to from
Sent. 15 to Dec. 15.

-

“We

Clean Clothes Clean"

-

SAVE MONEY

"As Mrs.

in the water made
illegal. The legislature also decreed that deer could be killed only
NEW CONGRESSMAN
for food and that no deer or parta
of deer could be shipped from the Charles 8. Rlak, Rhode
laland lawyer who defeated
state.
Thereafter, as the supply con- the New Deal candidatefor
tinued to diminish,further restric- Congreaa, It pictured at
tions came rapidly. The consequent hie deck In Waahlngton,
changes in the laws were:
August 19 — hie 38th birth1887— Season restrictedto Noday— aa he took up hla
vember. Dogging and shining pro-

MEN’S SUITS OR OVERCOATS
LADIES’ Plain DRESSES or COATS
Hats Cleaned and Blocked 40c

'

WITH
FOX

new

1891— First counties— Van Buren
and Allegan— closed to hunting.
Season fixed at from Nov. 5 to
Nov. 25.

SILVIH;

—

Simplicity
euppllea the chle to
the atunning winter
coat of blaek valour

cloth

warn by

Irena Dunne, pic*
ture etar. It makee
lavish uaa cf ellvcr
fox fur on the In*
verted cowl eallcr
and aa cuffs an the

dutiea.

Douglas Pattern

says: 'You can kick an iris around
and it will come back likt a faith*
ful dog.' An entire garden devoted
to the iris was an unheard of thing
26 years ago. Then came 6ir
Michael Foster of England, the
Vilmorina of France, and our own
Bertrand H. Farr. It was in the
nature of news to the gardensra of
this country that there wen luck
colors in the iris, and that then
were so many varieties from whkh
to choose. It has stood up through
all these years. Nothing can displace it. If you ban a collection
of iris you need not envy
envy the

WINTER COAT

while

hibited.

would grow anywhere it would

not be any more expensive than
the Iris.'

—

Dry Cleaning Special

has often been named the peer
man's orchid. Every color and
marking— all the peculiarand un-

It

nitfall or traps forbidden,the killing of deer in red and spotted coat

and

neglect and abuse than any other
flower and yet grows and blossoms
perfectly. It requires no care
except to be free of grass. It re*
quires little or no fertiliser.It
grows well in any kind of soil,
flourishesequally well in sun or
partial shade and may remain in
the same place for at least five
years without separating,and haa
a greater wealth of color than any
other flower and the foliage remains lovely all summer, the price
is within reach of every pane, and

usual combinations of color found
in the orchid are now to ba found
in the Iris. It la the upkeep that
makes an orchid, aa expensive
luxury. It must be provided with
special quarters under glass with
strict care as to temperatures and
the medium in which it grows. If

What may have seemed radical
changes in those days, however,
came in 1881 when the hunting
season was restrictedto October
and November, the use of a pit,

Holland

Town Flower

-YOU CAN KICK IT AROUND
AND IT WILL COMB BACK

typical Ethio-

accidents resulting in ioss of life
Some 50 years ago Ottawa and are caused by careless driving.
Allegan counties were great deer Michigan has a, drivers’financial
liability law, yet a new accident
hunting territory and the old flies
peak is reached. In the seclusion
are filled with stories of hunters
who brought home deer shot just of our homes we seek to find some
remedy for this situation, only to
across the Grand Haven bridges.
go out and witness some fool driver
There was a fine deer run at Fillmore, and Waukazoo, then “Point tearing down the highway at an
Superior,”harbored many wild eighty-mileclip, regardlessof trafdeer. Among the hunters of those fic or driving conditions.The only
days were Jake Flieman, C. Blom, remedy seems an aroused public
opinion against the reckless operSr., Harry RafTanaud, the Harringator of a motor vehicle. Even
ton family (Austin getting his first
Jeer at 13 years not three miles under a campaign of this nature,
‘rom the city), Fellows brothers accidents will continue. Nature
near West Olive, and many more. prevents anv substitutionof brains
Today Ottawa has no deer to speak in place of what they are now
of and Allegan county can boast of toting around inside their skulls.

base of deer management in the season from January 15

as

LIKE A DOG-

all-time high record of the country

EVEN OTTAWA AND ALLEGAN
COUNTIES WERE CLOSED
TO DEER HUNTERS
FOR A TIME

previous advertisementin this series

Planted Iris

CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR

increase of
21 per cent over the corresponding

FOLKS SAW DANGER OF
EXTERMINATING DEER
AS FAR BACK AS *59

show added irulica*
lions of strength and stability.

Washington,D.

WEEK’S NEWS
THE NEWS

Why Saugatuck

In The

REAL CONSERVATION-MINDEDin motor accidents,an

— on banking

Ranking as reported by both
bank supervisory officials.

During the fint ten months of
1934 the appalling number of 1,072
persons in Michigan lost their lives

Further Reports

tion at

Three SeetkMU

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, October 10, 1935

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

/"\UR

«iWhh

millionaire his
hla orchids. The village
villi
and garden dub of Saugatuck hi

‘mm

just completed the planting of
nearly 10,000 rhizomes of iris
5,000 were purchasedby the village and 1,100 wen donated by

wide, loose sleeves.

t

A blaek suede felt
$1.00 BILLS? Alvin
hat with • aauoy
1893 — Lapeer. Huron. Sanilac, Hall, Director of Bureau of Engraving
Mrs. A. N. Larson and the balance
quill anhaneaa Its
and
Printing,
examining
propoaad
deelgn
Tuscola, Macomb, St. Clair counwas given by our own Saugefaek
beauty.
ties closed for 10 years.
for the new $1.00 bllla.
citizens. The garden dub is re1895— First deer license, resident
questing everyone to plant a bed
50 cents; non-resident $25. First
of iris In front of their homes, or
bag limit, five deer a season. Sea- form prohibited. More counties CATCHES 30-INCH RATTLEin their yards where it will snow
Let
Us
Have
Peace
son set from Nov. 1 to Nov. 25.
from the street. Let's all make
closed.
SNAKE
AT
MONA
LAKE
1897 — Alcoma, Allegan, Ottawa
Saugatuck a garden of Iris. The
1903 — Following countiesclosed
The
controversy
that
has
been
closed for six years; Monroe for for five years : Lake, Osceola, Clare,
dub is grateful to those who coraging
over
the
question
of
erectfive. Resident fee raised to 75 Mason, Manistee, Wexford, MisA 30-inch rattlesnake, one of the
operated with them so generously.''
cents. Season fixed at from Nov. 8 saukee, Newaygo. Mecosta, Isa- largestreported taken in this re- ing a monument to Gen. Robert
E. Lee in Arlington National Cemeto Nov. 30.
bella, Benzie, Lelanau, Grand gion in recent seasons,was caught tery is unfortunate in the extreme.
1901— Kill limitedto three deer. Traverse, Oceana and Gladwin.
“Horse Sense” Rules
State
alive on the south side of Mona
Gen. Lee was a great soldier and
Sale of deer or deer meat in any
1905— Season shortened to 21 lake today by Mrs. Carl Lawton of a great American. The manner in
days— Nov. 10 to Nov. 30. Bag Mona Lake, U.S.-31, south of Mus- which he accepted the fortunes of
A life Insurance company has oflimit reduced to two deer. Resident kegon Heights.
war and went about building up fered seven “horse sense” rules for
Mrs. Lawton, while walking along
fee raised to $1.50.
what had been destroyed indicates keeping fit The rujes are not given
1911 — Season lengthened — Oct. the shore, saw the big rattler, got
the spirit in which the question as cure-allsbut a plan for coa long stick and a bucket with a
15 to Nov. 30.
of honoring his memory should be operating with nature In her cease1913 — Season shortened — Nov. rope attached,and after some maless efforts in prolonging life end
approached.
10 to Nov. 30.
neuvering poked the reptile Into
The War of the States ended 70 preserving health.
1915— First one-deer law. Bag the container. The snalce, while
The seven “horse sense” miss
years ago and it is time that the
limit reduced to one deer.
chilledby the unusually cold weathsectional feelings aroused by it are: Learn to play; don't eat too
1921 — Department of Conserva- er, buzzed vigorouslywith its seven
much; take proper exerdse; don’t
should end.
tion organized.Discretionarypower rattles, and lashed at her in his
As Gen. Grant said: “Let us work too hard, either mentally or
act instituted.Deer license set at efforts to resist.
physically; don’t worry, fuss or lose
have peace.”
$2.50; non-resident,$50. One-buck
After fastening the bucket over
o
your temper— the best tonic in the
law adopted, forbidding killing of the bow of the boat, Mrs. Lawton
world is optimism and cheerfulCoin of the Realm
deer, except for males with antlers returned across the lake to exhibit
ness; seek some healthful amuseextending not less than three her trophy to the astonishedneighment that divertsthe mind and exCaesar caused the Roman money
inches above the skull. In 1925 the bors. After viewing it from a disercises the muscle; once a year
season was limited to from Nov. tance, they advised against keep- to be stamped with his likeness, have your family doctor examine
15 to Nov. 30 and in 1931 the resi- been killed in Black Creek valley, thereby including it among "the
you for health, not for dlsesae."
dent fee set at $3.50. In 1933 the and persons have been bitten by things that are Caesar’s.” In anOrdinarilyseven rules of conduct
cient
times
the
emperor
owned
not
legislature reduced the resident fee
them.
would not be so difficultin observto $2.25 and the non-residentfee
only the money but all the subance but here are given seven raise
stance of his realm, including the
to $25.
Squire Lawry of Pittsburgh puts lives of his subjects.The same is which regulate every act of every
Winner, one after
day of our lives. By the exertion
it squareW up to District Attorney
THAT WAS SKULL OF A
true todav in all those countries
Andrew T. Park. How are you go- in which the governmentis still an of n little will power we would
BLACK BEAR
the other, of the Kentucky Derby,
ing to prosecute the defendant in absolutemonarchy. The coin of the probably not find them much worse
a bad check case when the defend- realm has peculiarinterest in that than a stern task master in spite
(Allegan Gazette)
of the broad field they cover.
the Preakness,
the
ant eats the check?
it bears the likeness of the ruler
How many men and women past
Lawry said Mrs. Mary Simon of the nation.
Two weeks ago the Gazette told was brought before him on a bad
80 know how to play? Are there
The
coin
of
the
United
States
is
of the finding of a strange old skull
check charge and he held her for not a departure from this rule, al- any in this community who never
eight feet under ground in a marl
Omaha
an outstanding horse
hearing. The check was lying on though all the figures depicted over-eat? Regular exerdse is obpit in Watson township and that
served by only a small minority.
the squire’s desk.
thereon are symbolic. Upon most
it had been sent to Michiganunitoday.
"Is that my check,” he quoted of the coins is the goddess of lib- Most people work too much or not
versity for identification. We proenough. The most optimistic among
her as saying. “Let me see it."
ertv. The eagle, symbol of strength
And in the cigarette world Chestnounced it the skull of a bear inWhereupon, said Lawry, Mrs. ann courage, is also upon most of us worry too much and lose our
asmuch as the only carnivora Simon put the paper in her mouth
tempers too often for the good of
erfield is outstanding.
them. In only one case is the head
known to Michigan were bears and
our health.More people are, to be
and swallowed it.
of a particular individual imprinted
wolves.
Mr.
E.
C.
Case
of
the
unisure, participating
in the many diBoth won their place striedy on
n an American coin— the head versions, fans and amusements ofupon
versity writes Prof. Killmasterthat
ncoln
on
the
cent.
of Lir
such it is. He does not venture a
merit
fered them by modern dvilisation
guess as to its age— how long it
and yet too many do not. And aa
Apply any test you like— ChestROAD MATERIAL BOUGHT 20 for the seventh rule, where are
had been under ground— but he
YEARS AGO
asks that it be given to the univerthere men and women who think
erfields stand for the best there is in
to
sity museum. This will be done.
of the doctor when they are well?
Equipment
purchased
20
years
In the side of the skull is a hole
cigarettes.
.rgo and never used will be taken
an inch or more in diameter. This
for
from storage.for tarmac surfacing N. Y. A. REPLACES F.E.R.A.
They are milder . . . yet they let
elicit* Mr. Case’s interejt. He
of several blocks of city streets at
IN AID FOR STUDENTS
writes: “The hole is of consideryou know you're smoking. They
Big Rapids. The machine, a horseable interest. It can not bo a bullet
Electionof freshman officers
drawn pressure oiler, was pur- The National Youth association
hole, as there is no injury beyond
taste better— give you real pleasure.
was held September 19 under the chased for the same purpose it will
the opening. From a bullet there
has been newly organized and is
would have been some shattering direction of Student Council Presi- serve now, but the street improveof the bone. It can not be a ham- dent Helena Visscher and John ment program anticipated20 years to take the place of the F. E. R. A.
ago was never undertaken.
mer or hatchet for the same rea- Vander Meulen Jr.
The latter organizationhas been in
son. It appears to be a trephine”
existence for a year and a half,
Paul Boyink, a graduate of Grand
(a cutting as from a sharp instruV00RHEE8 GIRL INMATES was founded in order to aid
ment like a saw). He added a like Haven high school, was chosen
SAFETY students who were not able to pay
matter of interest:“We found a presidentof the class. Other can-

YOUR NEW

SimshiiKDry Cleaners
188

North River Ave.

Next

to

Holland City

Bank

-

x

-

"OMAHA”—

and

Belmont

b

HA

Boyink Chosen

Head Frosh

Year 1935

ASSURED FIRE

were Donald f ,'aw and A new fire escape has been the
plac'd on Ihe sides of the human
John
Stokes. Mary Jane Vaupcll pride and jollification of the colskull. The human skull and at
least one bear skull had been per- was elected vice president,defeat- lege giris during the past week.
The addition has been placed in
forated.” 7 he Watson skull, Mr. ing Bruce Wagoner.
Case says, "promises to be of great
The class decided to have the the back of the girls',dormitory
Interest.”The finding was made
offices of secretary and treasurer and is one of the new spiral
on the farm of Mr. Horace Ashley
a mile and a half south of Watson combined, and Donald Shaw was escapes with numerous twists and
Corners.
elected to fill this position. His turns.

burial this fall with two boar skulls didates

opponents were Cornelius Steketee,

their tuition. Those students
pledged to work for the college,
and in this manner their money
problem was solved. It Is anticipated that the new association will
be even more progressivethan the
F. E. R. A. has been in tho past.
i,

It is reported that the girls have

John Olert and Thelma Kooiker. been seriouslycontemplating purTAILORING is almost a ritual
Denton Norlin was elected captain chasing ski suits in order that the
with Rothmoor and Rosemode— of the pull.
ride might be made more comfort- Ottawa Investment
The
girl and boy representativesable. ‘The big question before the
a direful,unhurried, conscientious
Bank ~
who were chosen to attend the campus is whether the girls will be
Stocks
job. That’s why these styles never
council meetings are Margaret abe to slide in and out after eleven
grow old, never lose their gallant Alien and Hollis De Motts. They o'dock. Mrs. Durfee's ultimatum
defeated Mary Good, Willard De Is that "the giris can slide out but
style.
Groot and Bob Wishmeier.
not in.”
ROSE CLOAK STORE
.

..

for

mildness
foe better taste

Cop.

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
There have been more than 500 re- hold their regular meetingsstart- Mrs. Martha Kimball, Mrs. George
Vande Riet, who left today on a hotel In the former Kraker BuildQuests for the piscatorialpublica- ing Sunday at 2:00 p. m.
TILER TAN LANDEGBND
Ramaker, Miss Gertrude Wlnde- visit to Los Angeles, Cal, was pre- Ing, reported having mads a caretion,
and
applications
are
still
beMrs. John Vaader Wsst of Hol- ranller. Miss Anne WIndemuller, sented a gift.
ktter was recei
receifed in Hoi
„ A tetter
Mill
suppltes,d sc trie pumps,
ful investigationand recommendtend from Sir Charle
Charlei Kingsford ing filled as soon as they are re- land is spendingthe winter with Miss Katherine Dykema, Miss Anne
plumbing
And heating; tin aid
ed
that
the
license
be
granted.
fiknith, requesting that
that he be sent ceived,at the rate of 15 to 20 a her daughter in Denver.
Prins, Mrs. Clarence Windemuller,
Adopted. '*
sheet metal work.
day.
Mr.
Henry
Vender
Worf,
who
The dty of Zeeland formally
a booklet ^The Truth
______ About PishRose and Clara Witteveen
49 W. Ith SL, HOLLAND, MICH.
celebratedhia 75th birthday, waa
Committee on Public Bulldli
which is published by the
Applicationfor a permit to build complied with the hew chatte and Miss Ruth Dekker.
Phone 8204
honored at a party in celebration reported for informationof
__ _ of Commerce. The pam- a garage at the cost of $50 has mortgage law at the county court
of the occasion.Mr. Vender Worf Council that the work at the old
is to be addressed to London, been filed by Herm Otman, 58 E. house In Grand Haven. City Clerk
phletist
Mrs. Francis Drake, W. 14 St., came to Holland on March 1, 1898. hospital buildingis now practically
J. S. Van Volkenburgh deposited
Engteadi' It is said that some time Sixteenth St.
was hostess to members of Mrs.
completed; also the repairing of
in the future the noted English
The Y. B. C. A. of Maple Avenue Zeeland city chattel mortgages' in
the boilers in the City Hall is
ChristianReformed church will the office of Frank Bottje, register George Vande Riet’a Sunday School
man may make a visit to Holland.
olland
Applicationferine few Wad uwith thi
At
a
recent
meeting
of
the
Tolclass on Wednesday night. Mrs. J.
nearly completed.
of deedi.
OarkoTtfe Circuit Court tor tfe County
ahi Camp Fire groun. held at the
Sewer
Committee
reported
prog•f
Ottawa, petition iik' laid CircuitCent
The Ottawa County Relief Com
home of Mrs. Peter Van Domelen,
to leeua an Order autferlsinftfe dfefeExpires October 19
ress on the matter of Compulsory
mission will meet this afternoon
the following officers were named:
Unuancn of a road and bridge described
MORTGAGE SALE
Sewer connections.
at 2:00 o’clock In the city hall.
M follown :
Joanne Vander Velde, president!
Reports
of
Select
Committees
Problems of importance will be
Beginning at a point US foot eoatb
Corner Ith and College
Notice is hereby given that a Winifred Heasley, vice-president;
and 14M foot feat of tfe South wo*
discussed.
Mayor Bosch reported in regard
mortgage dated March 8, 1927, giv- Sally Diekema, secretary; Betty
Conor of Section 15. Town • North.
Holland,
Mich.
The first snow of the season fell
to the promises made by the Holby. WiMtem A. Lovelace and Ten Have, scribe, and Barbara OsThursdayand the temperature fell
land Crystal Creamery to the effect
Mary J. Lovelace of Conklin, Ot- borne, treasurer.
point iltl foat feat and 617 not
to the 40 degree range. The snow
o
that these people had lived np to
Expires Dec. 28
tawa County, Michigan, to the ConNorth of tho fkfehwwt corner of fee.
fell at 8:00 a. ra.
their agreementand had not opertgoa
11. Town • North, feage II
MORTGAGE
BALE
klin State Bank, a Michigan Bank
Council
Coal,
The Rev. John Meengs, formerly
Wool,
ated this Buttermilk Drying Unit
ing Corporation, and recorded in
ill
In
tfe
Township of Port Sfeidon.ConnWHEREAS,
been
of Holland and at present pastor the office of the Register of Deeds
when there was any chance of odor
made
In the payment of moneys tr of Ottawa, 8UU of Miehigtn. giving
of the North Park Presbyterian for Ottawa County, State of Michibothering
the
people
in
that
neighHolland, Michigan,
ae roaeona for aoeh 11 ----- “ — Tin, thatchurch in Grand Rapids, attended
a new highway and brid«. fero few efeborhood. However,the Mayor said,
October 2, 1935.
gan, in liber 149 of Mortgages on
the Presbyterian Training School page 125, on the 9th day of March,
The Common Council met in reg- that complaints were still being reconducted by the Presbyterian 1927, upon which mortgage there ular session and was called t© order ceived and he was informed that cuted and given by Cornelius
§£»: tfe» the afevo doaerifednad and
Board of Christian Educationin ia due and unpaid on the date here- by the Mayor.
Mr. Andrew Kloraparena will guar- Brewer and HenrietU Brewer, as bridKi will no longer be maintained or
, 28th St and Lincoln Ave^ Holland, Mich.
husband and wife, of the City -of kept in n itate of repair and roch disWooster, Ohio.
antee
to
install
the
necessary
Present:
Mayor
Bosch
Aldermen
of for principal, interest and attorHJol;»nd. County of Ottawa, State continuanceb daomed necaanry in order
n«|r fees provided for in said mort- Prins, Vande Lune, Drinkwater, eauipment to entirely correct these
BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIORCIGAR STORE-PHONE 9588
of Michigan, as mortgagors, to to avoid any liabilityon tfe part of the
Ottawa County Rond Commlationor tfe
gage, the sum of $2,452.54, together Kalkman, Van Zoeren, De Cook, odors at a cost of $125.00.Mayor
Society
Charles Koenig and Rose Koenig, Township ofPtortSfeidon In tfe event
with the statutsry costs of fore- Steffens, Damson, Huyser, Bult- recommended that this matter be
anyone should hereaftersustain any lorn
as
husband
and
wife,
to
either
or
referredto a committee for further
Miss Ruth Steketee was honored closure, will be foreclosed by a stat- man, Vogelzang, and the Clerk.
survivor, of the Township of Park,
at a shower Tuesday night given utory sale, therein described, toDevotionsby Alderman Kalk- invesUgation since he felt that if County of Ottawa, State of Michiwit:
these
odors
could
all
be
eliminated
man.
by Miss Gertrude Jalving and Mias
gan, which mortgage is recorded
at such a nominal expense, it was
“The North one-half of lot
Minutes read and approved.
Betty La Chaine. Prizes were
in the office of the Register of
number seven of block number
his belief that the Creamery offiProowtt Hon. ftod T. Mileo, Circuit
Petitionsand Accounts
awarded to Mrs. Tom Beyer, Miss
Deeds for the County of Ottawa, Judft,
one of the Village of Conklin,
Clerk presented several building cials would be glad to cooperate. Michigan, on the 14th day of July,
Josephine Jalving and Miss Rose
IT IS ORDERCD, that said Petition and
Ottawa County, Michigan, acOn motion of Alderman Bultman, A. D., 1983, in Liber 184 of Mort- taetiaaonythereon be presented to tfe
permits.
Witteveen. Guests were: Mrs. Roy
Granted, subject to approval of secondedby Van Zoeren, matter gages on Page 611, on which mortfearing on Saturday, tfe t*h
La Chaine, Miss Betty La Chaine, cording to the recorded plat
of Odofer, A.D. HIS, at 10 o'clock
thereof, Section 32. Town 9,
City Engineer and Building Inspec- was referred to a committee con- gage there la claimed te be due at day
Miss Geneva Kleinheksel, Miss
In tfe forenoon of tfet datn.
North of Range 13 West,”
sisting of the Aldermen of the
tor.
Dorothy Steketee, Mrs. Henry StekPRP> T. MILES, CircuitJudge.
thia time the sum of Two thousand
Clerk presented operating report First Ward.
etee, Mrs. Edwin Loo man, Misses at the north front door of the
seventy-threeand ninety one- hunCourthouse
in
tho
City
of
Grand
Alderman
Vande
Lune
added
an
of
Gas
Co.
for
July.
Gertrude and Josephine Jalving,
dredths ($2,078.90) Dollars for
Haven. Ottawa County, Michigan,
amendment to this motion so as to principaland interest, the sum of
Referred to B. P. W.
that being the place for holding
Clerk presented petition from re- include the Mayor and City Attor- One hundred ninety-oneand ninetythe Circuit Court of said County, sidentsand property owners living ney on this committee.
seven one-hundredths($191.97)
PROBATE COURT FOR
Notice of Special
on the 21ut dav of October, at 10
The Mayor then stated that he Dollars, for past due taxes, paynear College Ave. and Sixth St.,
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
o’clock in the forenoon.
believed
it
would
be
better
if
he
constructionof catch bament of whicn are in default and
At s session of ssid Court, held
Assessment
HERBERT VAN EENENAAM. requesting
sin to carry off storm water in this himself were not included on the the further sum of Thirty-five st the Probate Office in the City
Receiver of the Conklin State Bank.
committee;the Mayor suggested ($85.00) Dollars, being the atatu- of Grand Haven in ssid County, on
locality.
City of Holland
Mortgagee.
Referred to Street Commisson that Aldermen Van Zoeren and t°ry ettorney fee in foreclosurein
COMPULSORY
SEWER
Dated: July 31, 1935.
day o{ SePt«'nh«f A. D.
Damson act with the First Ward said mortgage provided, and no !ftnr28rd
There’s a sign in our window which says:
and City Engineer.
1935.
RAYMOND L. SMITH.
CONNECTIONS
Aldermen.
Clerk presented request from
suit or proceeding-!having been
Present, Hon Core Vande Water,
Attorney for Mortgage
“You worked for your money; make it work for
Orla Arnold for approvalof the
However, since there was a mo- institutedat law to recover the Judge of Probate.
To: Arend Hopp, John Perkoski, Business Address:
Council to transferhis beer license tion on the floor, the Aldermen debt or any part thereof secured
In the Matter of the Estate of
you.” By spending a little less than you earn
Holland, Michigan.
Arthur Sova, Truda Vinkemulder,
from present location, The Covered called for a vote on the motion as by said mortgage whereby the powAda C. Bannister,Deceased.
Henry Knoll, Ted Van Oisterhout,
and depositing something regularlyin a savings
Wagon — 224 River Ave., to the amended, and this motion prevailed er of sale contained in said mortLaura Winstrom, having filed
Geo. Tackaberry, H. D. (Hulsman,
gage has become operative.
White Bldg. — 234 River Ave.
her petition, praying that an instruUNANIMOUSLY.
and all other persons interested,
account at the FIRST
BANK, you beOrder for Publication
Referred to License Committee
Communicationsfrom Boards
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is ment filed in said Court be admitTAKE NOTICE: That) the roll
with power to act.
and City Officers
hereby given that by virtue of said ted to Probate as the last will and
come the boss of your money and make it work
of the Special AssessmentheretoFINAL — 15442
Clerk presented request from
The claims approved by the Hos- power of sale and in pursuance of testament of said deceased and
fore made by the Board of AssesState of Michigan
Gerrit Helder for permissionto pital Bd. in the sum of $3,146.61; the statute in such case made and that administration of said estate
ior you.
sors by order of the Common Counblock off sidewalk on both Eighth Library Bd., $166.06; Park and provided, the said mortgage will be granted to herself or some othcil for Sewer Connections in the
The Probate Court for the St. and ColumbiaAve., adjacent to Cem. Bd., $1,848.60; Police and be foreclosed by the sale of the er suitable person.
sanitary district when ordered to County of Ottawa.
It is Ordered, That the
Goldman Bldg., while same is be- Fire Bd., $991.59;B. P. W., $9,278.- premises therein described to-wit:
be made by the Common Council
At a session of said Court, held ing wrecked.
The
following described land and 22nd day of October A. D. 1985
31;
were
ordered
certified to the
against premises in said roll, is at the Probate Office in the city of
Granted.
Council for payment, (Said claims premises, situated in the City of at ten a. m., at said Probate Ofnow on file at my office for public Grand Haven in said County, on
Clerk presented application and on file in Gent’s office for public olland. County of Ottawa, State fice is hereby appointed for hearinspection.
the 1st day of October A. D., 1935. bond of Ben Lievense for license inspection.)
ing said petition.
of Michigan, viz:
Notice is hereby given that the
Present: Hon. CORA VAN DE to operate bowling alley at 215
It is Further Ordered, That PubAllowed.
The
West
Thirty
Seven
and
Common Council and the Board of WATER, Judge of Probate.
lic notice thereof be given by pubCentral Ave., upstairs.
B.
P.
W.
reported
collection
of
one-half
(87 tt) feet of lot
Assessors of the City of Holland
In the Matter of the Estate of
lication of a copy hereof for three
Referred to License Committee $13,886.14:City Treas., $23,216.42 Numbered Thirty (80) and the
will meet at the Council rooms in Minnie Wolcotte, also known as
successiveweeks previous to said
with power to act.
East
Two
and
One-half
(2*4)
for
miscellaneous
collections;
and
said city on Wednesday,November
day of hearing ia the Holland City
Minnie Walcott, deceased.
Clerk presented petition from $6,761.46 for City taxes.
feet of lot numbered Thirty
6, 1935, at 7:30 p. m., to review
News, a newspaper printed and cirThos. H. Marsilje, having filed in citizens and property owners proone (31) of Addition No. 1 to
Accepted.
said assessments, at which time said Court his final administration
culated in said County.
testing against the leasing or closVanden
Berg’s Plat, all accordClerk
reported
interest
coupons
Deposits In This Bank Are Guaranteed By Federal
and place opportunity will be given account, and his petition praying
CORA VAN DE WATER, |
ing of Dock St.
ing to the recorded plat thereof
due in amount of $170.00.
to all persons interested to be for the allowance thereof and for
Judge of Probate.
Deposit Insurance Corporation.
Filed.
on
record
in
the
office
ef
the
Ordered
paid.
heard.
A true copy.
the assignment and distributionof
Register of Deeds for Ottawa
Clerk presented application and
Board
of
Assessors
submitted
OSCAR PETERSON, the residueof said estate.
HARRIET SWART,
County. Michigan, together
agreement of Mrs. Anna Moeke, Special Assessment Roll of C. S.
City Clerk.
Registerof Probate.
It is Ordered, That the 5th day 174 W. Seventh St., for permission C. No. 9 for the year 1935.
with all tenements, hereditaDated: October 3, 1935.
of November, A.D. 1935, at ten to come under the C. S. ordinance. Filed in Clerk’s office for pubments
appurtenances
Expire* Oct.
j
2 ins.— October 10 and 17, 1985.
o’clock in the forenoon,at said Prothereunto belonging;
Granted.
lic inspectionand Gerk instructed
STATE OF
!
bate Office, be and is hereby apClerk presented petition from to give notice that the Council and at public auction, to the highest
PROBATE COURT FOR
pointed for examining and allowing citizens in the First Ward protest- Board of Assessors will meet in the bidder at the north front door of
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
said account and hearing said peti- ing against the noise made by a Council room on Wed., Nov., 6. the courthouse In the Gty of Grand
At a session of said Court, hdld
tion;
coal conveyor, operatedby Huiz- 1935, at 7:80 p.m., to review said Haven, Ottawa. County, Michigan,
at the Probate Office in the City of
It is Further Ordered, That pub- enga Coal Co., in their yani on E. roll.
that being the place where the CirGrand Haven in said County, on
lic notice thereof be given by pub- Tenth St.
Clerk presentedcopy of tele- cuit Court for the County of Ot- the 17th day of September,A.D.
lication of a copy of this order, for
Referred to Alderman of the gram received from M. E. Cooley, tawa is held, on Monday the 23rd 1936.
|
three successiveweeks previous to First Ward.
Acting State Directorfor P. W. A. day of December, 1985, at two
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wasaid day of hearing,in the Holland
o'clock
in
the
afternoon.
Reports of Standing Committees informing
the City of_________
Holland that
______
1
Citv News, a newspaper printed Claims and AccountsCommittee the grant for a Warehouse
Dated this 25th day of Septem- ter. Judge of
ehouse Project
Pr
In the Matter of the Estate of
ber,
A.
D.
1985.
and circulatedin said County.
reported having examined claims had been approved.
_____ Said gran
Carl Kuhlman. Deceased. I
CORA VAN DE WATER, in the amount of $9,793.55.
CHARLES KOENIG,
ing in the' amount of $38,750.00.
Henry VanderWarf,having filed
fix
Judge of Probate.
Allowed.
Alderman De Cook questioned
ROSE KOENIG,
in said Court his final administraA true copy:
"Obviously, tho only
License Committee, to whom was the city’s powers in the matter and
Mortgagees. tion account,and his petition prayHARRIET SWART,-*
referred the application of Clara asked for an opinion from the City CHARLES H. McBRIDE,
ing for the allowance thereof and
Register of Probate.
Assenheim for license to operate a Attorney. City Attorney Parsons
sound policy that will
for ihe assignmentard distribuAttorneyfor Mortgagees.
reported having given the matter Business Address:
tion of the residueof ia, I estate
considerable study and thought,
It is Ordered, That the
Holland. Michigan.
these obligaand it was his opinion that under
22nd day of October. A. D. 1985,
our Charter, the Council is without STATEMENT OP Tfllr OWNDAMIP. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
tions Is to continue
Last
in Air
authority to authorize such expen- REQUIRED ST THE ACT OP CONGRESS said Probate Office, be and is hereMANAGEMENT.CIRCULATION,ITC. by appointed for examining and alditure without a vote of the people.
OP AUGUST SITM. ISIS
The question then arose as to of tfe Holland City News pahliafedweekly lowing said account and hearing
to furnish tho best
Six
«
•aid petition;
whether it would be the wish of
at Holland, Michigan, OctoIt is Further Ordered, That pubthe Board of Public Works to have
possible
ber 6, 1935.
lic notice thereof be given by pubthe matter submitted to a vote.
y5>lication of a copy of this order, for
After a brief discussion, and
State of Michigan,
service at the lowest
•a—
three successiveweeks previous to
On motion of Alderman Van
of OtUwa,
said day of hearing,in the Holland
Zoeren, seconded by Drinkwater, County
Beforeme A notary public in and for tfe
Clerk was instructedto refer the State and County aforesaid, personallyap- City News, a newspaper printed
cost consistent with
and circulatedin said County.
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u> tfe feat of hi! kaowMc* tad fefef.a
HARRIET SWART.
presented communicationtn>« Mat— ant of tfe ownmhip,
mt. ate.,of tfe aroma id pobli
Register of Probate.
from the B. P. W. reporting that i date afewn la tfe abort ra
the Gas Collecting System and qaiiadfe tfe Act of A a gnat 14,
Odor Control Project at the Sew- rmbodWd la atetio* 411 Portal Lai
Racalattoaaprintedon tfe rtv— t
age Disposal Plant is now com- form,
Expires October 12—18969
to-wit:—
pleted. The report further states
1. That tbt aaata aad addraa— af tfe
STATE OF MICHIGAN
that the cost to the city of this publiafer,adHor. maaaglas editor, aad
PROBATE COURT FOR
...
basin— — aastn art:
Project is $9,900.04;further, that
______ ___ _____ A. Maldar.Holland,
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
the new equipment is working very Michigan.Editor — Btajaaiin A. Mulder,
Editor—
satisfactorilywith a considerable
At a session of ssid Court, htld
improvement in the elmination of
__
lAMlMuSer' at the Probate Office in the City of
odors.
Holland. Mtohlcaa.
Grand Haven in said County, on the
That tfe owners art! Benjamin A. Mul- 21st day of September, A. D. 1935.
Accepted with thanks.
der, Holland.Mich i«an. Mrs. Edna Maldar.
Motions and Resolutions
Present: Hon. Cora Vande Wa-Maaan.Ill
Gerk presented a Resolution rec». That tfe known bondholders,meet- ter.. Judge of Probate.
ommended by the P. W. A. relative -l—. and other security holdersawning
Ia the Matter of the Estate of
to the paviii of Van Raalte Ave. or hptdiac 1 per rent or more af total
William Taylor, Deceased.
of
bonds, mortgagts, or ether
from 9th to 20tl
th Sts. as a P. W. A. securities are: none.
Frank Garbrecht and Otto"T.
Project.
4. Tfet tfe two paragraphs next shove,
Kramer, having filed in said court
Mi
of tfe owaara, MoekfeMMeayor called upon the City Engi- •Mag tfe bums ti
and — aritjr holfcn, If aaj, conteln their netition, praying for license
neer to explain to the Aldermen m,
art only tfe Hat of Moekfelfera.
_
the reason this Resolutionwas holdersas tfey appear upon tfe books *4 to self the interestof said estite
tfe rompsny but also, la oa— wfers tfe tn certain real estate therein debrought up at this time.
scribed.
ror sacsrttr ‘ *
City Engineer reported that an toekfe—
tfe books of tfe
as trusts* or In
It is Ordered, That the
official from the P. W. A. had any other fWfadary nlatioa. tfe as— of
22nd Day ef October, A. D. 1986,
called on the Mayor and himself tfe psma or corporationfor whom such
about a month ago relative to sub- trusteeb acting, b given: also that tfe at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
Mid two paragraphscontain statements said probate office, be and is hereOouBte* luxury llnsr now uied for daytlms flyln8 on transeontlnentsl mitting a tentativeP. W. A. Pro- embrsdag affiant's fell knowledge and feby appointed for hearing said pelief
sa to tfe circa— taneas and < ---------ject
for
the
paving
of
said
Van
routes. Above— Ford trl-motor of the type used on the flret transcontinenunder which stockholdersand --- - tition, and that all persons intereNtRaalte
Ave.
City
Engineer
retal Journey. Inset-Mr. T. W. Balfe, Vice President of R. C. William. A Co..
bolder* who do not appear upon tfe feofe
ported that he had sent in such an of the cm paar aa tnietisa. hold Meek aad ed in said estate appear before said
New York, who purchased the first transcontinental
air passenger ticket
court, at said time and place, to
application,but now the P. W. A. acenritbala a capacityother than tfet ef
show cause why a license to sell the
make history every day with- into Los Angeles at 9:15 a. m., June at Detroit ia asking for consider- a bona fld* owner) end thb affiant has ne
reason to believethat say other person, interest of said sstate in said real
able
additional
information
and
out realizing It, for history is 16. From coast to coast In sixty,
association, or corporationhas nay Internal estate should not be granted;
definite plans and specifications be- direct or Indirect in tfe mid stock, hoods,
reckoned In terms of time, and one seven hours.
It U Further Ordered, That pubor
other securities than aa ae stated hr
fore they can take further action.
man's lifetime la not usually long That was only six years ago. The
lic notice thereof be given by pubkies.
It was brought out in the disB. ^MUlrtOl
lication of a copy of this order, for
enough to give the proper perspec- Ford planes which were so revolu- cussion that followed that it was
three successiveweeks previous to
tive. But Mr. T. W. Balfe, of Now tionary then have for years been obprobable that even if an appUSworn to and subscribed before •aid day of hearing, in the HolYork City made history only six solete,and have been replaced by air tion were submitted,it woula not
me
this 10th day of October, land City News, a newspaper printyears ago! He purchased the first liner* which were then not dreamed be approved.The Mayor stated
ed and circulated in said county.
ticket Issued by a transcontinentalof. The old planes were noisy and that from information they had re- 1935.
CORA VAN DE WATER,
ceived
it was quite evident that the
air service!
slow; their top speed 125 miles per
Judge of Probate.
Notary Public
P.
W.
A.
ia
helping
those
communiBIx year* ago thla country expe- hour. The new planes are twin-enA
true
copy.
commission
expires
Norienced a tremendous awakening to gined, beautifully streamlined,Inx- ties that are broke, but a communHARRIET BWART,
ity like the Cltf of Holland, which vember 6, 1936.
the possibilities of scheduled air urlouily upholstered, and qnlet
Register of Probate.
is in a good financialcondition,
transportation,and the company They cruise at 110 mtlea and their
would not be as liable to secure
which Is now American Airlines top ipeeda are wall over 200 mllei. Assistance.
took a step as startling to the times
Mayor further stated, howDay and Night Flying
af the flrst voyage of Columbus in
ever, that ha felt the Council
Aviationdevelopedao rapidly that should receive an expression from
1491, and establisheda coast to
It waa only » matter of montha when
the property owners on this street
coast route, flying by day, using
trains by night, and covering the planet were flying both day and to find out how they feel about it
night. Gradually American Airlines .After considerablediscussion,and
distance In sixty-seven hours!
On motion of Alderman Steffens,
changed the direction of Ita transDay Flying
continental rente, and has been seconded by Drinkwater,
It was decided to have an inforNight passenger flying was un- flying for aeveralyears the famous
The aerrew ef losing a loved a—
heard of at that time; Intermediate Southern Transcontinental, “The mal meeting of the Council and •
brings with It aa obligationte exlanding fields,and lightedairways Fair Weather* reate, between New hearing on Wed., Oct 9th, at which
ese your grateful remembrance
time
the
property
owners
would
be
had not been established.
York and Loa Angeles, via Nash- invited to be present and discuss ef bappy hours shared together
Mr. Balfe left New York by rail at ville, Dallas, B1 Paao and Phoenix;
with the Council the matter of hav- with Urn departed. You can ful6:00 p. m. on Jane 14, 1929, arriving covering the distance In twenty
ing this street paved as a P. W. A.
fill this sacred duty ia ae more fitIn Cleveland at 6:06 the following hours— 1 sea than one-thirdof the
Project providing approval could b«
morning, where he breakfasted time of the hlstorio Journey of 1929. obtained from the P. W. A. to go ting manner than by the erection
and boarded a Ford tri-motor plane,
of a suitable meaemeat. Consult
In line with their Initialpolicy of ahead with the work.
(Note: Gerk instructed to see as for
the last word In speed and luxury. having passengers sleep while travHe flew to Garden City, Kansas, •Bng at night, American Airlines that notices are sent out to propvia Chicago and Kansas City In tea went Into the market and developed erty owners on Van Raalte Ave.
hours, landing than at 6:20 p. m. the flrst sleeper planes In the world. and inform them of this informal
meeting.)
i mod
hflavern
He then boarded another train for These planaa are the highest typsol
Adjourned. OSCAR PETERSON,
18 Weal
, Michigan.
the teat teg of the Journey,getting flying eauipment
City Gerk.
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